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ABSTRACT
Castleberry, Jessica. Composing Mortality: The Voice of Death in the Music of Frédéric Chopin.
Master of Music thesis, University of Northern Colorado, 2022.
The constant presence of mortality in Frédéric Chopin’s life, writings, and music resulted
in his obsessive fascination with death, informed both by his individual experiences and cultural
milieu. Through topical analysis of the programmatic, texted, and operatic repertoire of the
nineteenth century, a body of musical gestures used to depict the varying aspects of mortality can
be codified into a single style––the macabre style. This codification allows for a historically
informed hearing of the instrumental repertoire of composers like Chopin. Analyzing Chopin’s
works that directly evoke the foundational genres of the style, the funeral march and lament,
provides a basis for understanding Chopin’s individual approach. Through such analysis it
becomes clear that Chopin was not only well versed in the style, but shaped and transformed it
into his own idiom––crafting works of narrative proportion and psychological depth that
expanded the macabre in unprecedented ways. Employing this analytical method for Chopin’s
Sonata in B-flat minor, Op. 35, reveals a work saturated in the macabre style. By considering the
artistic, literary, and musical culture of the nineteenth century and mapping Chopin’s macabre
techniques onto each movement of Op. 35, the work can be read as a four-movement
contemplation of mortality––a memento mori. Ultimately, defining the macabre style and
scrutinizing its deployment allows for a more intimate understanding of Chopin’s compositional
strategies, while presenting musical evidence that unequivocally confirms the composer’s
lifelong fascination with death and the impact it had on his music.
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1

CHAPTER I
CHOPIN’S LIFELONG DEATH-VIGIL: EVIDENCE
FROM HIS LIFE, WRITINGS AND MUSIC
Death in the nineteenth century was not only a daily occurrence, it was a constant
presence, ineffable and inescapable, that colored the lives, writings, and psychology of the era.
From contemplation of the memento mori to personal, poetic musings on existence and mortality,
the presence of death manifested itself daily in nineteenth-century culture.1 Conversations,
comments, and reflections on death litter the personal correspondences of artists, writers, and
philosophers alike. In the wake of the French Revolution, Paris alone saw the development of
extensive catacombs and large cemeteries, while simultaneously witnessing the popularization of
mortuary tours, a macabre pastime in which one could observe the cadaver in varying states of
decomposition.2 Grand funeral processions commemorating great dignitaries, heroes, and artists
became common aural and visual experiences, cementing the standards for the proper burial that
would become so important to Romantic culture. In short, dying was an ordeal in the nineteenth
century, and one in which all, child to adult, observer to afflicted, participated, on one level or
another.

1

Latin for “Remember that you will die,” the memento mori is an artistic symbol or object that serves as a physical
reminder of the inevitability of mortality. Dating from the Middle Ages, the memento mori comes in a number of
mediums, from small trinkets to paintings, and almost always features the skull as a symbol of death. Other
symbolic imagery includes: the hourglass, clocks, bones, and coffins.
2
See Lawrence Kramer, “Chopin at the Funeral: Episodes in the History of Modern Death,” Journal of the
American Musicological Society 54/1 (Spring 2001), 97–125. According to Kramer, the morgue and cemetery grew
in popularity after 1804, while the catacombs were opened to the public in 1809. He argues that following the
debasement of death brought about by the horrors of the French Revolution these three institutions helped renovate a
culture of death, while reestablishing it in the symbolic social order.

2
Considering the prominent place death held in the personal, social, and artistic culture of
the Romantic Period, it is only natural that artists such as Frédéric Chopin exhibited a certain
disposition toward the morbid. Indeed, as Ryszard Przybylski, Polish historian and essayist,
points out, “the Romantics––especially those with health problems––soon lost themselves in
death’s black cloud.”3 By investigating the fascination with death seen in Chopin’s writings,
biography, and reception, while also considering the social and musical culture surrounding him,
a deeper understanding of Chopin as an individual emerges, which in turn enables us to hear and
understand his music in a more informed way.
That Chopin was concerned with mortality is widely acknowledged. Pianist and
musicologist Anatole Leikin observed that Chopin “always had a peculiar attraction to the
macabre; his correspondence contains many descriptions of coffins and corpses; he both dreaded
and was fascinated by death and was haunted by constant premonitions and fears of his own
impending demise.”4 As Leikin observes, Chopin’s personal correspondence is strewn with
references to death, and not only during his final days when he was keenly aware of his own
approaching end. These references recur throughout his entire life and fall into roughly three
categories: the state of his health, external and internal forces, and the passing of acquaintances,
friends, and family.
Sickly since his youth, it comes as no surprise that Chopin’s own chronically
deteriorating health was a leading cause of his morbid outlook and preoccupation. References to
his cough, bouts of sickness, diagnosis, and false recoveries appear with constant recurrence

3

Ryszard Przybylski, A Swallow’s Shadow: An Essay on Chopin’s Thoughts, trans. John Comber (Warszawa: The
Fryderyk Chopin Institute, 2011), 72–3.
4
Anatole Leikin, “Chopin and the Gothic,” in Chopin and His World, ed. Jonathan D. Bellman and Halina Goldberg
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2017), 90–1.

3
throughout his epistles. While he often tries to maintain a positive attitude regarding his health,
he was fully aware of his physical weakness and debilitating ailment.
That Chopin knew disease would be the cause of his death from a young age was likely.
This idea is present as early as 1831 in a letter to his lifelong friend Tytus Wojciechowski, in
which he states, “we shall meet all the later, and perhaps not at all, because, speaking seriously,
my health is poor.”5 Chopin is careful to highlight his own sincerity, something he does not
always insist upon—especially in his more sarcastic moods. This only capitalizes on the fact that
his fear was genuine. Only a few years later in Palma, the diagnosis of three doctors did little to
help him overcome this fear, as he recounts to Julian Fontana:
I was sick like a dog for the last two weeks: I caught cold in spite of 18 degree
[64º F.] temperatures, roses, oranges, palms and fig trees. The 3 most renowned
doctors from the entire island: one of them smelled what I spat, the other tapped
where I had spat from, the third probed and listened to how I spat. One said that I
had croaked, the second that I was croaking, the third that I would croak. But
today, I’m my usual self, only I can’t forgive Jaś for not giving me any
consultation in the case of bronchite aiguë, which he could always expect in
me…grâce to Providence, today I am back to normal.6
While there are elements of this letter that read humorously, the gravity of Chopin’s
sickness should not be understated. Indeed, sardonic humor was often just a cover for darker
emotions.7 The reality of Chopin’s health lies in his acknowledgement that he was sick as a dog,
and his gratitude to Providence for, at least this time, returning his health.
In 1835/6, a more violent attack prompted Chopin to draft a last will and testament,
validating his own acknowledgment that his illness would bring his death. Again, in 1848 while

5

Chopin to Tytus Woyciechowski, 25 December 1831, Chopin’s Polish Letters, trans. David Frick (Warsaw:
Fryderyk Chopin Institute, 2016), 258.
6
Chopin to Julian Fontana, 3 December 1838, Chopin’s Polish Letters, 287. In this letter, Chopin references Jan
(Jaś) Matuszyński, a close friend from Chopin’s school days in Warsaw. He moved to Paris in 1834 to pursue his
medical studies. Chopin and Jaś would share the same flat for two years, and Jaś would become one of Chopin’s
trusted physicians and confidants.
7
For a reading of Chopin’s sarcasm and dark humor see Przybylski, A Swallow’s Shadow.

4
in Edinburgh, Chopin wrote to his friend Wojciech Grzymała that, “I am weaker and weaker,
more and more bored, without any hope, without a permanent place to stay… I wrote a sort of set
of instructions about what to do with my sticks of furniture, should I croak somewhere…”8 The
harshness of this statement, coupled with the other morbid references such as, “I would rather
croak in a hospital,” “I am closer to the coffin than a marriage bed,” and “this world passes me
by,” reveal a certain acceptance, but also struggle against death and the loss of his material
existence.9 Throughout his life, Chopin took meticulous care in arranging his living space,
collecting furniture, and maintaining his material standards. It was not only a source of
enjoyment, but one of control over his corporeal existence. This letter, however, reveals a sense
of apathetic displacement. Chopin has no permanent address (once again reasserting his statis as
an exile) and his precious furniture is reduced to the level of “sticks.” His description of his
material goods reflects his own inner and physical state––homeless and falling into disrepair.
However, by distancing himself from his material life, he provides a mental space in which he
can cope with his mortality. Yet, even within this space, the very act of drawing up a last will
and testament would have forced Chopin to face the reality that in dying he would be losing all
earthly joys.
As Chopin neared the end of his life, his words reveal a growing weariness. In a letter to
his family in 1847, he mentions “On 2 May, I had a severe attack of asthma, and had to sit at
home for a few weeks –– but that didn’t hurt me much, because now there is good weather, and I
am already completely healthy. They say that this is a recipe for long health – but that’s not what
is important now.”10 This entry has a number of interesting features. First, Chopin very often

8

Chopin to Wojciech Grzymała, 30 October 1848, Chopin’s Polish Letters, 469–70.
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masked his true feelings from his family, wanting them to think that he was healthy, safe, and
content. While he might, as in this letter, record a bout of illness, he rarely failed to include a
subsequent attestation of health. That this asthma attack took a large toll on Chopin is implied in
the deliberate pause suggested by the dash. Though this leads to a positive rebuttal, this
technique is used frequently throughout Chopin’s letters to express implied, unspoken, or
unutterable thoughts. Within this pause is hidden the severity of the attack, a dodge that
continues in the next sentence. Here, Chopin employs another dash following the statement,
“they say that is the recipe to long health,” which then leads directly to the causal remark, “but
that is not what is important now.” It is this visual stutter, this unspoken thought, that implicitly,
though powerfully conveys Chopin’s underlying disbelief that he would live a long, healthy life.
Secondly, this letter highlights another theme that surfaces repeatedly throughout
Chopin’s life––the effect the weather had on not only his health, but his mood. More often than
not, the coming of winter would spiral Chopin into violent physical attacks and negative mental
states. There are countless comments referencing the weather in relation to the state of his health,
as in one of his last letters written to Grzymała from Scotland. Chopin writes, “what I’ll do after
that, I don’t know –– if only I knew that, in winter, sickness would not lay me low here.”11
His mental and physical health certainly deteriorated during his sojourn in Britain. In the
same letter to Grzymała in which he laments winter’s negative impact on his health, he states, “I
no longer know how to be sad or to be glad –– I’ve exhausted all feeling –– I only vegetate and
wait for the end more quickly.”12 A few months later on October 1, 1848, he comments that
“…the future for me is always worse… I feel weaker – I’m unable to compose anything, not so
much from a lack of desire, as for physical obstacles…I have a multitude of invitations, and I
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can’t even go where I’d prefer…because it is too late for my health. The whole morning, e.g., up
to 2 o’clock, I am good for nothing –– and then, once I’ve dressed, everything distresses me and
I pant like that until dinner.” After dinner, Chopin continues, “Daniel (his Irish manservant who
would serve him from 1848 to his death) carries me up the stairs to the bedroom…undresses me,
puts me to bed, leaves a candle, and I am free to pant and to dream until morning…”13 A few
days later, he picks up this thread once again saying, “I’ve been sick for 18 days, since the day of
my arrival in London. I haven’t left the house at all. I had such an attack of catarrh with
headache, shortness of breath, and all my bad symptoms…”14 Even amidst these attacks, Chopin
prepares for a return to Paris, once again making living arrangements with Fontana from afar.
Yet, an activity that had brought him joy in the past, became a source of agony for Chopin–– his
self-acknowledged proximity to death making him keenly aware that he was losing control over
his earthly, material life. This is seen in his sudden exclamation of, “Except, what am I returning
for? –– Why in the world doesn’t the Lord God just kill me right away, instead of so gradually
and through the fever of indecision.”15 Later, in a letter to Grzymała dispelling a rumor that he
was getting married, Chopin confesses that “I’m nearer the coffin than a marriage bed,” while
confiding that “this world is passing me by. I forget, I have no strength, if I rise up a bit, then I
fall all the lower.”16 Not only does this reveal a realization of pending death, but a trepidation,
fear, and overall hopelessness.
Chopin’s final letters continue in much the same tone. There are accounts of
hemorrhaging, gasping for air, panting, etc. In June of 1849 he begged his sister Ludwicka to
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come to Paris, stating that “I am ill, and no quack doctors can help me like all of you.”17 While
he does not necessarily fully imply the gravity of his illness to his family, he knew full well that
he was dying. By calling for a family member, Chopin was, subconsciously or not, preparing
himself for what the Victorians referred to as a good death: a death in his own home, surrounded
by family and close friends.
It is clear from these many examples, that Chopin’s health greatly impacted his
contemplations of mortality. As Przybylski states, “when your throat starts to bleed and a cough
starts to choke you, then serious perils shift from the domain of foreboding to the domain of
certainty.”18 Thus, Chopin’s health forced him to not only face his own death, but ultimately, to
contemplate and approach his fate with a morbid fixation.
The state of his health certainly forced Chopin to confront and contemplate his own
mortality; however, it was not the only reason references of death emerge in his
correspondences. The external forces of the social and political world around him, and the more
elusive internal forces of Chopin’s own psyche played an important role as well.
Chopin’s letters reveal a depressive tendency, prompted not only by his poor health, but
also by such emotional factors as loneliness, insecurity, lovesickness, and longing. Confiding
only to his closest of friends, this depression often manifested itself as an apathy toward life,
even culminating in suicidal commentary. Known for his reticence, Chopin tended to deftly
mask his true psychological, emotional state from others. If in danger of revealing too much,
Chopin would often shift abruptly into humorous anecdotes, trivial information, statements of his
own inanity and stupidity, among other methods. This is clearly affirmed in Chopin’s comment
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that, “I have the impression that people believe in me and I am calm on the surface. Father
laughs, when he might rather have cried, and I laugh too, but also on the surface.”19 Later in life,
Chopin poignantly reaffirms this idea in a letter to Fontana in his statement, “carry a bullet in
your soul and falter, but let no one see it on your face. Let no one see your suffering.”20 This may
simply have been a way of masking his feelings in order to reassure his family and friends,
something Liszt suggests he had done since childhood.21 Yet, it may also have been a reassuring
message for Chopin himself, a way of coping with his own depression and fear. Even near the
end, as Przybylski points out, “such a person never gave up fighting for himself and only
submitted in a situation that was genuinely hopeless.” In Chopin’s words, “my soul is sad, but
I’ll shake myself out of it…”22
Despite this front, an underlying fear of mortality surfaces in Chopin’s letters to his
confidants. A general despondent apathy toward death is heard in such comments as that made to
Grzymała, “the sky is as lovely as your soul; the earth is as black as my heart.”23 An 1831 letter
to his school friend Jan Matuszyński reveals a certain listlessness as Chopin, longing for home,
states, “your voice, or that of Tytus, would revive me from this deathly state and indifference. To
live, to die, it all seems the same to me today.”24 In April of that year, he confided in his Album
that “I feel like dying....”25 Add to this Chopin’s seemingly offhand statement to Fontana in 1841
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that, “time flees, the world passes, death pursues, and my manuscripts await you.”26 Though
recalling a fairly mundane proverb, Chopin’s specific verbs render it more emotionally poignant,
while evoking, as Przybylski argues, the “impression of anxiety” and creating “a serious and
rather somber spectacle.”27 This highlights Chopin’s caustic familiarity with the idea of death,
while subsequently conveying his deeper fear of its dogged pursuit.
That Chopin grew ever wearier of his painful earthly existence as he neared the end of his
life, is seen in the letter written to Fontana in 1848, in which Chopin states:
We are old dulcimers, upon which time and circumstances have played out their
unhappy little trills. Yes, old dulcimers, although you’ll refuse to be put in such
company. That offends against neither beauty nor virtue: la table d’harmonie is
perfect, it’s just that the strings have snapped, and some of the pegs have popped
out. The only trouble is that we’re the work of a famous luthier, some sui generis
Stradivarius, who is no longer there to repair us. We don’t know how to give out
new tones under our weak hands, and we stifle within ourselves everything that,
for the lack of the luthier, no one will extract from us anymore. I am barely
breathing: je suis tout prêt à crever, [I’m quite ready to croak] and you’re no
doubt going bald and will remain over my gravestone like those willows of ours,
do you remember? – the ones that show their bare heads…28
Here Chopin has succumbed to the reality that his life is nearing its end, and to the
realization that just as a luthier could not repair an exotic Stradivarius, no one would be able to
cure him––his life’s breath, his music, would soon be silenced, and he pictures himself in the
grave.29
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It was in his youth that one of Chopin’s most fascinating and disturbingly morbid
confessions was written––his Stuttgart diary. As is well understood, Chopin was shaped by the
historical framework surrounding him, and his political alliance was emphatically Polish.
Chopin left Warsaw on November 2, 1831, for, unknown to him, the last time. A mere four
weeks later, Polish revolutionaries sought to overthrow Russian domination via the ill-fated
November Uprising—many of the particulars of which went wrong. Upon hearing of the
insurrection, Tytus Woyciechowski, who was travelling with Chopin, immediately returned to
Warsaw to fight, but not before dissuading Chopin from returning with him. Though he wished
to return and join the revolution, Chopin knew all too well his physical limitations, and so found
himself making his way to Paris alone. While staying in Stuttgart in September of 1832, he
received news that Warsaw had been captured and the November Uprising defeated. This news
spiraled him into a series of morbid contemplations of an overtly macabre nature, which he
expressed in his private journal (the first section of which I quote below).
Stuttgart – a strange thing! The bed to which I’m retiring has perhaps already
served more than one dying man, but that doesn’t cause me revulsion today.
Perhaps more than one corpse lay on it, and lay a long time? – And just how is a
corpse worse than I? – A corpse also knows nothing about its father, its mother,
its sisters, about Tytus! A corpse also has no mistress! – It can’t engage in
conversation with those around it in its own language! A corpse is as pale as I am.
A corpse is as cold, just as I feel cold toward everything now. A corpse has
already ceased to live – and I have lived my fill already. My fill? But is a corpse
sated with life? – Were it sated, it would look good, but it’s so sorry-looking. Can
it be that life has so great an influence on one’s features, on facial expression, on
the human exterior? – Why do we live such a sorry life, which consumes us and
the purpose of which is to make corpses of us! – The clocks of the Stuttgart
towers beat the night hour. Oh, how many corpses have been made across the
world in this moment! – Children have lost their mothers – mothers their children
– how many plans have been thwarted, how much sadness on account of corpses
at this moment, and how much comfort. How many ill-natured guardians – how
many beings oppressed by corpses. The good and the bad corpse! – Virtue and
crime are one! Sisters, when they are corpses. So it is clear that death is man’s
departure in his life.” He also suggests that when “Chopin was beset by the thought of death, contemptuous words
immediately appeared in his letters.” In this case his statement of, “je suis tout prêt à crever.”
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best deed – and what is his worst? – Birth! as it is simply contrary to his best
deed. And so I am right to be angry at the fact that I have come into this world! –
why wasn’t I permitted to remain in the inactive world? After all, I am inactive in
any case! What will anyone gain from my existence? – I won’t seem like much to
people, because I have neither calves nor cheek! – And even if I did have them, I
wouldn’t have anything more! –What would there be if I had calves – since one
cannot do without calves! – But does a corpse have calves? – A corpse also, just
like me, has no calves; and there is yet another similarity. So I lack little for a
mathematically precise fraternization with death. I don’t wish it for myself today
– unless you are doing woefully, children. That you, too, wish nothing better for
yourselves than death! ...Father, Mother, children, all that is dearest to me, where
are you? – Perhaps you are corpses? … But wait and – Wait… Are there tears?
– Have they been flowing for some time now? – Why is this? After all, a dry
sadness has engulfed me for a long time. Oh – I couldn’t cry for a long time. How
well I feel... longing! Longing and well! – What sort of feeling is this? – Well
and longing. – When one is longing that’s not good, and yet it’s pleasant! – It’s a
strange state – But a corpse is also the same. It feels well and ill at the same time.
It’s going over to a happier life, and it feels well, it regrets leaving the previous
life, and it longs. So a corpse must feel as I did in the moment when I stopped
crying. – An immediate perishing of my feelings was readily apparent – I died in
my heart for a moment! Or rather my heart died for me for a moment – And why
not for ever? – Perhaps it would have been more bearable for me. – Alone, alone
– Oh, my misery is indescribable. My senses can barely stand it. My heart almost
bursts from delight and from the great pleasures I have experienced this year. –
My passport runs out next month – I can’t live abroad – or at least I can’t live
officially. I will be all the more similar to a corpse.30
In this moment, prompted by loneliness and fear, Chopin explicitly fraternizes with
death, even to the point of equating himself with a corpse. This phantasmagoria is an important
psychological turning point in Chopin’s life, as Przybylski suggests, a coming of age when he
must face and reconcile the idea of mortality. He here learns that he must accept the “death of I,”
while embracing the Romantic notion of self as a living corpse.31 This nightmare, this
phantomization shaped by social current, historical awareness and personal fears, is proof that
Chopin not only held a fascination for death, but that it played a leading role in his psychological
makeup and understanding of his own existence.
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What the Stuttgart diary further reveals, is Chopin’s susceptibility to dark, even macabre
contemplations and nightmarish hallucinations that were driven by his own imagination and
superstitious tendencies. It was in these unguarded moments––these hallucinatory, or
contemplative states where, in the words of Leikin, “Chopin was haunted by premonitions of his
impending demise,”––that his true inner anguish emerged.32 It is only natural that such thoughts
would result in a fear of death.
Even from an early age, Chopin was perceptive to presentiments and premonitions. In a
letter to Tytus, he confesses that “outwardly, I’m cheerful, especially among my own … but
inside something’s murdering me – some forebodings, anxieties, dreams or sleeplessness –
longing – indifference – a desire for life, and a moment later a desire for death…”33 Przybylski
suggests that in moments such as this Chopin was dwelling “on the borderlands between life and
death, where phantoms lurk.”34 Before leaving Warsaw he wrote to Tytus of his fears saying, “I
am still sitting here. I don’t have the strength to decide on the day, I think that I’m leaving in
order to forget about home forever, I think that I’m going in order to die. And how unpleasant it
must be to die somewhere other than where one has lived. How terrible it will be for me to see,
instead of my family, a cold doctor or a servant at my deathbed.”35 Aside from an eerie
foreboding, part of which would inevitably come true, this letter reveals an aspect of Chopin’s
fear that would haunt him his entire life: the fear of dying alone.
In the nineteenth century, death was a communal experience. To die a good (at the time,
this specifically meant Christian) death meant taking the final sacraments, while surrounded by
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the comforting presence of family and friends. Later in a striking letter to Fontana in 1841,
Chopin expresses this fear again, though this time in the guise of a dream.
I bid you goodnight, and may you not dream as did Jaś, that I have died, but may
you dream that I’m being born, or something similar… Unfortunately, instead of
straps, no doubt there await me canes or crutches, if I make it to old age at today’s
pace. Once I dreamed I died in a hospital, and that became so lodged in my head
that it seems to me it was yesterday. If you outlive me, you’ll learn whether one
should believe in dreams; several years ago, I dreamed something else, but it
didn’t come true. And now I dream while awake; blither-blather, as they say;
that’s why I’m writing you such nonsense. Right?…36
This not only solidifies Chopin’s fear, but also encompasses the oneiric world, revealing
his tendency to live (both waking and sleeping) in a dreamy realm––a realm he liked to call his
“espaces imaginaires.” As musicologist Halina Goldberg puts it, Chopin “inhabits the boundary
between life and death––real and ideal—whose sense of time—past, present, and future—is
hazy.”37
This world of nightmarish fantasy became even more pronounced in the Gothic setting of
Majorca, where Chopin was prey to dark hallucinations and macabre fears. In his own accounts
of the Carthusian Monastery, he told Fontana that his room was in the “shape of a tall coffin,”
saying later that the ambience was “quiet … one could scream … still quiet. In a word, I am
writing to you from a strange place.”38 That this atmosphere preyed on Chopin’s mind is evident
in George Sand’s accounts. In Histoire de ma Vie Sand recalls that Chopin “could not conquer
the anxieties of his imagination. For him, the cloister was full of terrors and phantoms, even
when he felt well. […] When I would return from my nocturnal exploration in the ruins with my
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children, I would find him, at ten in the evening pale at his piano, his eyes haggard, his hair
standing almost on end. It would take him several moments to recognize us…”39
These hallucinations would plague him the rest of his life. This is seen in a comment by
Sand after the death of both Chopin’s father and close friend, Jan Matuszyński. Sand recounts
that:
The death of his friend Dr. Matuszyński and, then, that of his own father were two
terrible blows for him. Catholic dogma endows death with an awful dread.
Chopin, instead of dreaming of a better world for those departed souls, had only
terrifying visions, and I was obliged to spend many nights in the room next to his,
always prepared to get up from my work a hundred times a night to chase the
phantoms from his sleep or his insomnia. The image of his own death appeared to
him escorted by all the superstitions of Slavic fantasy. As a Pole, he lived in a
nightmare of legends. Specters called to him, clutched him, and instead of
glimpsing his father and his friend smiling at him through beams of holy light, he
found himself shoving away their fleshless visages, and struggling against their
icy grasps.40
Such imagery and descriptions appear frequently in biographical accounts. While they
may at times lean toward the hyperbolic, their mere prevalence in both Chopin’s personal writing
and the recollection of his contemporaries, not only forces a reconsideration of their verity, but
informs and complicates our understanding of Chopin’s conception and dreaded fear of death.
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In his groundbreaking study on death in Western culture, Phillip Ariès argues that the
nineteenth century saw the shift from a cognitive awareness of death as focused on the
individual’s own death, to a focus on the impact the death of friends and family would have on
that individual.41 While this shift would not have made death less frightening and difficult for
oneself, there was the focused realization that one had to inevitably experience the death of
another and cope with the grief of loss. Chopin was certainly not spared this reality. We see
countless references to the death of others in his personal correspondence and contemporary
accounts. Some of these accounts are merely passing comments, as in his youthful mention of
Stanislaw Staszic’s death in 1826, where he described the ostentatious funeral procession––even
recording that he kept a commemorative piece of the pall.42 Yet, Chopin experienced a number
of more intimate deaths of close friends and family. By 1828, Chopin had already experienced
two deaths that viscerally affected him: the death of his sister Emilia (1812–1827) and his close
school friend Jan Białobłocki (1806–28), both from tuberculosis.
The deaths of Chopin’s father, Mikołaj Chopin (1844), and lifelong friend, doctor, and
one-time roommate, Jan Matuszyński (1842), emerge in contemporary accounts as two apposite
examples of Chopin’s experience with grief. The death of his father in 1844 was an unexpected
shock. It was Sand who informed Chopin of his father’s death, recounting that Chopin was
“distraught” wanting to “see no one.” Later she acknowledges to Justyna Chopin that, “you know
how deep his pain is, but thank God he is not ill…”43 Sand even begged Franchomme, a close
friend and fellow composer, to come console Chopin stating, “our poor Chopin has just learnt of
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his father’s death. He wishes to remain indoors and alone today, but for my part I beg you to
come and see him tomorrow, for you are one of the two or three people who can do him
good…”44 It would take a return to the comforts of Nohant, where he could “rest from his
terrible crisis,” and a visit from his sister, Ludwika, to pull him back to the world of the living.
Jan Matuszyński had died of tuberculosis two years previous, in 1842. According to
Sand, Chopin was with Matuszyński when he died, seen in the following account to Pauline
Viardot: “a Polish friend, a physician, a former schoolmate of Chopin’s died in our arms after a
slow and cruel agony which caused Chopin almost equal anguish. He was strong, courageous
and devoted, more so than one might expect from such a frail being. But later he was utterly
broken.”45 This show of strength at the side of a dying friend, and subsequent fall into despair is
a common attitude when facing the death of a loved one, but it also reveals the depth of Chopin’s
feelings. Sand expounds on this to Viardot saying “Our Chip Chip will return to life when he
sees you. He is spending the summer in a state of great despondency. He fears the heat as much
as the cold. He calls for you to restore to him his musical powers which he claims to have lost.”46
This letter is striking in its correlation of grief to the loss of compositional ability. The piano was
the place where Chopin often withdrew to vent his emotions, as will be seen. The fact that Sand
suggests grief as silencing Chopin shows how keenly he felt the death of his friend. This was an
overwhelming grief, that for a time rendered him mute.
Experiencing the death of those around him was also a way Chopin seemed to ponder his
own health, life, and mortality. In a letter to Ludwika in 1845, he recounts the death of the young
violinist Alexandre Artôt. His words: “That boy, so hale and hearty, broad-shouldered and
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strong-boned, died of consumption… No one who had seen the two of us would have guessed
that he would die first, and of consumption.”47 In this account Chopin, well aware of his own
physical state, is astonished that he was not the one to die first. This likely produced a sense of
impending doom, as he realized how close he too, a weaker specimen, might be to death. An
even more vivid contemplation of his own mortality juxtaposed against that of others is seen in
his striking letter to Fontana, some of which I have already presented above. Chopin recounts
that
I am barely breathing: … I don’t know why the departed Jasio and Antek are in
my thoughts now, and Witwicki, and Sobański! Those with whom I was in the
closest harmony have also died; even Ennike, our best piano tuner, has drowned.
And so now I don’t have a well-tuned p[iano], tuned according to my desires,
anywhere in the world. Moos has died, and no one will ever again make me such
comfortable shoes. If 4 or 5 more of them go to St Peter’s gate, all of my more
comfortable life will be ad patres.48
Chopin is not only contemplating his own death here, but also realizing, in much the
same way he came to grips with drafting a will, that the small pleasantries of his life (like a welltuned piano and shoes) were transient. With the death of his commodity providers life as he had
known it was slipping into silence. All of these elements (the constant mention of his health, the
references to despair, the nightmarish hallucinations, and the response to grief) reveal that nearly
all his life Chopin was prone to a morbid sensibility, marking his psyche and––as will be seen––
his music in extraordinary ways.
While the image of death manifests itself repeatedly in the personal correspondences of
Chopin, it also became a common image of and descriptor for the composer, both during his life
and after his death. In the oft quoted words of Berlioz, Chopin was “dying his whole life.”49
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There was general consensus by his contemporaries that Chopin’s life on earth would be brief. In
one such account, Chopin biographer James Huneker writes that Hungarian pianist “Stephen
Heller (1813–1888), who saw Chopin in 1830, described him as pale, of delicate health, and not
destined, so they said in Warsaw, for a long life.”50 Echoing this, Sand states “he is too perfect to
live long… While at death’s door from illness, on Majorca, he composed music that brings
paradise to mind. Yet I have become so used to seeing him in the clouds that I have the
impression that his life and death mean nothing to him. He himself is not very aware on what
planet he is living.”51 While this certainly recalls Chopin’s conception of his espaces
imaginaires, it overtly implies that he was seen as already having a foot in the afterlife. Sand’s
accounts of Chopin’s battles with illness highlight this idea as well, as can be seen in her
gripping account of their return trip to Barcelona from Majorca. She writes, “he sailed into
Barcelona having spat out a bowl-full of blood and reeling like a ghost.”52 The use of the word
ghost presents Chopin as having already passed over into the afterlife, nothing but a corpse, a
ghost, left in his place. Likewise, Liszt recounts that Chopin’s health was so “weak, that he
appeared to be dying for months at a time.”53
While her account of Chopin—or, rather, a Chopin-based character—in her novel Lucrezia
Floriani is not at all flattering, Sand likewise presents an interesting depiction of the composer,
which, in certain ways coincides with his own words. She states: “each day he was prone to
imagine that he was dying and would respond to the concern of a friend with this thought in
mind, hiding from him how little he believed he had left. He possessed great outward courage
and although he denies the idea of approaching death with a carefree heroism of youth, he at
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least toyed with it with a kind of bitter pleasure.”54 That he approached death his entire life
(whether imagined or not), suggests that Sand, perhaps even Chopin, considered him to be dying
“daily.” Additionally, the comment that “he toyed” with death reaffirms the idea that Chopin was
indeed fascinated, even fixated, on the contemplation of mortality. In many ways the phrase
recalls Chopin’s fraternization with death in the Stuttgart diary.55 Through these quotes alone, it
is clear that Chopin was perceived in a tragic light as a being who, due to his proximity to
death’s door, spoke the language of paradise.
Alone in Vienna during a particularly dismal Christmas night, Chopin recalls in a letter to
Matuszyński the gloomy effects visiting a Gothic cathedral had upon him, writing “it was
quiet—from time to time only the footsteps of the sacristan lighting a lamp in the depths of the
cathedral disturbed my lethargy. A grave behind me, a grave below. Me… Only above me no
grave. A gloomy harmony ran through my head… I felt my orphanhood more than ever.”56
While this account is further proof of Chopin’s macabre tendencies, it reveals something more;
that this experience, this eerie, death-hued moment, was an aural one. He highlights the footsteps
echoing in the great building as the only sound to be heard in the vast, dark expanse. More
importantly, a “gloomy harmony” manifested itself in his imagination. A similar experience
occurred in his Stuttgart account, seen in his description of the “clocks striking a dismal hour.”57
These deathly encounters were, to Chopin, inextricably linked to sound…to music.
Throughout his entire career, accounts of Chopin turning to the piano to express the
unspeakable, to vent the feelings and melancholy raging inside him, frequently recur. This is
seen in such quotes as those made by Sand, “as soon as he feels a little strength inside him, he is
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cheerful, but whenever he is gripped with melancholy, he throws himself at the piano, and
composes beautiful pages.”58 Likewise, Sand recalls that when Chopin emerged from his
hallucinatory fears in the monastery at Majorca, he would turn again to his instrument and “play
us the sublime pieces he had just composed, or, to be more accurate, the terrible and harrowing
music which had come to him unawares in that lonely hour of sorrow and fright.”59
Tomaszewski summarizes it thus: Chopin was “outwardly cheerful but inwardly ‘tormented’ by
something; in a society salon ‘he would pretend to be calm’, then ‘back home he would thunder
across the piano’; in the evenings he would dazzle in society; at night, alone, he would be ‘more
dead than alive’, sometimes tossed by ‘a terrible jumble of feelings’…”60 Again, the piano was
where Chopin voiced his emotions when unable or unwilling to express himself in words.
As Sand’s account in Majorca demonstrates, these internal emotions and experiences had
a direct impact on the music he created, whether improvised or notated. There is further evidence
to support this idea: in an account from an obituary, an author stated that “women loved to
follow him when he lulled his intimate auditor with his capricious melodic arabesques over an
unforeseen harmony, strange, but distinguished, classic, pure, and nevertheless sickly, which
seemed a swan song, a hymn of death.”61 Pianist Antoine-Francois Marmontel (1816–1698)
recalled that, “Fabulous [romanesque] and impressionable to an excess, Chopin’s imagination
loved to haunt the world of spirits, to evoke pale phantoms, frightful chimera. The poet-musician
delighted in improvising in a penumbra where the indecisive glimmers added a more thrilling
element to his dreamy thoughts, elegiac plaints, sighs of the breeze, somber terrors of the night.
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Death, often so prompt to crush stronger organizations, took 12 years to destroy, fiber by fiber,
this frail nature, of Chopin.”62 An association of Chopin being pursued by death his entire life
emerges once again in this comment, though it also presents the idea that the piano is where
Chopin experienced the world of the macabre, seen in elegiac plaints and somber terrors of the
night. Likewise, in his controversial, but interesting view of Chopin’s life, Liszt states that:
(Chopin) used art to speak to himself of his own tragedy... his melody is
sometimes so tormented, so nervous, so desperately persistent in its reworking of
motifs, that it becomes as painful as watching the sufferings of body and soul
where death is the only relief. Chopin was prey to a disease… and in the music of
which we speak may be found traces of the acute sufferings that devoured him,
like the claw marks of a bird of prey on a beautiful body.63
Finally, Liszt also records a remembered conversation with Chopin in which he described
his music, or more exactly the feelings evoked by his music, through the Polish word żal, quoted
in full below.
One evening only three of us were together. Chopin had been playing a long time,
when one of the most distinguished women in Paris was overcome by solemn
contemplation, which she likened to looking at those fields of scattered
tombstones in Turkey, whose shade and flowerbeds from afar give the traveler the
promise of a smiling garden. She asked Chopin whence came the spontaneous
reverence that bowed her heart before these monuments visible only as graceful
objects, and by name did he call the remarkable emotion contained in his
compositions like nameless ashes in splendid urns of finest alabaster? … Chopin
replied to the intimacies buried in the brilliance of his music, that her heart had
not deceived her in its melancholy distress. He continued that, whatever his
transitory joys, he had never been free from a feeling that had become the seedbed of his heart, and for which he could find no appropriate expression except in
his own language: the Polish word Żal! … he repeated it frequently, as if dwelling
on its meaning, its ability to convey the whole gamut of emotions flowing from an
intense regret, from repentance to hatred…64
I hesitate to question the verity of this account, even though it may well be apocryphal.
What is striking about this passage, aside from the description of the word żal, which has
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prompted many later scholars to explore its connotations, is the deathly imagery that emerges as
descriptor. The response of the “distinguished lady” to Chopin’s playing and music is described
through graveyard imagery. His music becomes a monument that, viewed superficially, speaks
of graceful joys, yet buries, under the ornate visage, ash––melancholy and death. These accounts,
while perhaps overly romantic in tone to our more analytic sensibilities, inherently submerge
Chopin’s music in a morose atmosphere; an atmosphere poignantly described through the
language of death.
In his sketches for a piano method, Chopin argues that music is “the expression of our
perceptions through sound, the manifestation of our feelings through sound, and the expression
of thought through sound.”65 If we take Chopin at his word, then his music would be a natural
medium for the morose contemplations that arose in abundance throughout his life. Again, for
Chopin, the experience of the macabre, of death, was not merely something in his life, but was
ultimately something that was experienced and manifested in his music. The question then
becomes where do these thoughts appear in his music and how are they conveyed?
There is certainly a substantial amount of research regarding Chopin’s fascination with
death, ranging from middlebrow biographical accounts to detailed analyses. While much of this
research greatly enhances our understanding of this topic in Chopin’s oeuvre, it often either
deliberately avoids Chopin’s music, as in Przybylski’s book, or only pieces together certain
elements, such as Leikin’s exploration of Gothic elements in Chopin’s music. It seems, however,
that scholars have avoided, or only briefly touched upon, topic theory. In light of the cultural and
artistic trends of the nineteenth century, it should come as no surprise that music would also
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embrace death as a topic. This is most evident in the genres explicitly linked to narrative, such as
opera, program music, art songs, and descriptive piano fantasias. Analyzing the techniques and
gestures composers of these genres employed to convey varying aspects of death, allows for the
codification of this musical style, a style I shall define as the “macabre.” In codifying the
gestures, it becomes possible to identify the style in the non-programmatic instrumental music of
composers such as Chopin. That Chopin, a well-versed musician and lover of opera, would have
been aware and educated in this language is unquestionable. Ultimately, by exploring this topic
in its cultural and musical complexity, a deeper understanding of Chopin’s use and
transformation of this macabre style emerges, while exposing yet another lens through which to
contemplate his music.
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CHAPTER II
THE MUSICAL MACABRE: GESTURES
AND AESTHETICS
Chopin’s fixation with death is well documented. However, in order to explore the deeper
implications this preoccupation may have had on his music, an understanding of the culturally
shared musical vocabulary used in the nineteenth century to convey end-of-life matters is
necessary. While the relevance of such styles and genres as the funeral march and lament is
immediately obvious, they make up only part of the more intricate tapestry; the late eighteenth
and early-to-mid nineteenth century programmatic and operatic repertoire shares a consistent
body of gestures and techniques used by composers to evoke mortality, the most somber of
human experiences. Unquestionably, this universal experience comes with an array of
emotions—from grief, to anger, to fear, to detachment––thus the musical style encompasses a
wide variety of gestures. The narrative nature of the programmatic and theatrical repertoire
referenced throughout this chapter allows for an explicit and clear understanding of this stylistic
vocabulary and codification of these gestures into a single, but complex and intricate, style––the
macabre. By first becoming familiar with the methods used by composers in narrative works, it
becomes easier to ascertain the presence of this topic in “absolute” music. The result will be a
more deeply informed reading of instrumental music shaped by culturally understood methods of
hearing, while, specific to this study, providing a basis by which to interpret Chopin’s own
personal use and transformation of this topic
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The Funeral March
While the macabre style incorporates a number of various styles and techniques, one of
the most obvious, easily heard and understood signifiers of death (even today) is the funeral
march. As Richard Burke states, “it is a genre perceived within moments of the opening of the
music.”66 Dating from at least the mid-Baroque period with Purcell’s March from the Funeral
Music for Queen Mary (1695), the funeral march played an important aural role in the grieving
process, representing both the physical reality of marching to a grave and the numbing grief of
loss. While the funeral march has an extramusical significance due to its immediate associations
with a particular event—the funeral––in its conception it is meditative rather than narrative, and
thus is not strictly speaking programmatic. According to Burke, the “stasis, which is an inherent
attribute of the march, focuses the attention solely toward the person mourned, not on the
external procession.”67 Originally, the funeral march was a functional genre, one created to
accompany the cortège in its procession to the graveyard. While function would always be
possible and utilized throughout the ensuing periods, during the nineteenth century it migrated
from the cemetery to the home and concert hall, present in both consumer and art music.68 With
this transition from the physical graveyard to imaginary representation, “the music alone had the
task of inspiring grief, the task of bringing with it not only the sound of the cortège but the
mourners and the mourned with it,” as Burke suggests.69 Unsurprisingly, following the dark and
brooding Romantic literary trends of the graveyard poets, Gothic fiction, the realist approach of
authors such as Dickens, Hardy, etc., the Romantic period saw the rise of the funeral march into
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a sort of phenomenon, saturating (whether so titled or not) much of the music of this period.70
There are numerous examples of funeral marches from such composers as Beethoven, Dussek,
Weber, Donizetti, Berlioz, Liszt, Chopin, and many others.71
Funeral marches preceding the nineteenth-century craze were predominantly single
movement, one-dimensional, functional marches. As the genre developed throughout the
nineteenth century, it took on a variety of guises, whether operating as a movement within a
larger, multi-movement piece, as the basis of a character piece, or used to explore the more
psychologically complex aspects of death seen in Charles-Valentin Alkan’s Morte (1837), Louis
Moreau Gottschalk’s Morte!! (She is Dead) (1869), or Liszt’s Les Funérailles (1849). It thus
expanded into the narrative realm, incorporating more poetic musings on the funeral experience,
and becoming more discursive. In this way, it began to encourage interpretation where
previously no explanation was needed. In the words of Burke, “the character of the marche
funèbre, rather than its function, had become the strongest aspect of its tradition.”72 This period
also saw the expansion of the form from a single self-contained statement or binary form to a
ternary, with the B material often functioning as a contrasting maggiore section, sometimes
consisting of a prayer (preghiera). In some more broadly discursive examples by Liszt and
others, forms were discarded altogether for the narrative or poetic frame.
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Opera, as will be seen throughout this study, served as a leading platform of innovation
for the genre. The clarification of the action by the libretto gave composers the freedom to
manipulate the traditional funeral march to fit or interpret the drama, accomplished, in the words
of Burke, through “variation, or juxtaposition with features foreign to the genre,” which did not
disturb, “the genre’s quality of being instantly recognized,” nor negate any of the emotional
gravity.73 For example, in such operas as Rossini’s Gazza Ladra (1817), Halévy’s Juive (1835),
and Donizetti’s Lucia de Lamermoor (1835) and Dom Sébastien (1838), the funeral march
expanded from a ritual after death, to a harbinger of the event––often used as a “march to the
scaffold.”74 It therefore expanded to not only encompass the emotion of the bereaved, but the
anguish of the very individual facing death.75 In other words, it was manipulated to fit the
dramatic situation, which becomes a vital characteristic in the broader macabre topos.
The funeral march, though immediately identifiable, is foundational to this topic, making
an in-depth look at its musical features vital. Following the research on this genre by Burke and
Casey, the following table presents the most commonly identifiable musical traits.
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Figure 2.1. Signifiers of the Funeral March
Rhythm
Primary Signifiers
• Static Tempo
• Rhythmic repetition
• Repetitive marching drumbeat
• Suspension-of-time through use of silence
• Most often in quadruple or duple meter76
Dotted Rhythms
• Occur most frequently on weak beats
• Strong-beat dotted rhythms may occur, but are often followed by a
weak-beat dotted rhythm
• Double-dotting possible, often lending a more bitterly tragic
character to the march
• In rare cases dotted rhythms can be reversed
The Triplet
• Commonly used as a drum effect
• Often scored for percussion—Timpani common––though can be
evoked through other instruments
• Routinely equivalent to ½ or whole pulse
• Can be notated as a triplet or as three equal notes (typically sixteenth
or thirty second notes)
• Can operate melodically
• May lend a militaristic air to the piece as an evocation of a fanfare77
Tempo
• Slow and stately
• Most common tempo = 60–80 BPMGenerally constant78
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Casey states that “on the fringes of the Funeral March genre, a relatively small number of pieces are in triple
time––most frequently, with three half notes to the measure…music in triple time, although it may manifest one or
more traits of the Funeral March, should not be considered a member of the genre.” See Brian Casey, Funeral
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University of Northern Colorado, 2007), 59. On this point, I disagree with Casey. While the funeral march is most
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Figure 2.1., continued
Melodic
Primary Signifiers
Gestures
• Sigh gestures
• Frequent use of the Passus Duriusculus/descending lines
• Emphasis of the 3rd scale degree
• Dramatic use of dissonant intervals including the tritone, and
augmented and diminished intervals.
• May see fanfare figures in the more militaristic funeral marches
• Thickening of the melodic line and changes of register indicate
dramatic intensity79
Sigh Gestures
• Expression of pain, sorrow, weeping, lament
• Descending half step melodic pattern
• Often set to words such as “pianto” and “sospiro”80
• Commonly heard in ½ or whole step descending motion
o Often le to sol or me to re.
• Can also be represented with even more dramatic effect in larger,
often dissonant descending leaps, including:
o Diminished fourths, fifths, and sevenths
o Descent to the raised seventh scale degree
Passus Duriusculus
• Chromatically rising or falling line
o Typically descends by diminished fourth
o Often begins descent on minor third scale degree or a
chromatically altered tone
Harmonic
• In minor mode81
Construction • C minor common, though see more versatility throughout the
nineteenth century
• Utilize primary triads in the minor mode
• Modulation to relative major most common, though can modulate to
parallel major or a different key––often VI (especially in large-scale
funeral marches)
• Harmonic rhythm relatively slow creating a feeling of stasis
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Figure 2.1., continued
Formal
• Often in one brief section or in binary form
Organization
• See ternary form in more developed marches
o Maggiore serves as a central, more elegiac section
o Often musical or textual prayer
• Sections rarely repeated or divided
• Themes rarely developed
• Introduction uncommon, short if included
• Distinct, known forms may be discarded82
Dynamic
• Functional marches tend to be more dynamically constant
Gestures
• Concert pieces may evoke the cortège’s approach and departure
through use of a poco crescendo and diminuendo
• Sudden, dynamic extremes often represent emotional cries and
laments
• Dynamic outbursts common in works for piano or wind
instruments
• See dramatic use of silence
Instrumentation • Drums
o Imitated Drumming techniques include
§ The flam
§ The drag
§ The roll

83

•

82

o The roll most commonly imitated—typically seen as rapid
repeating notes or oscillating tremolo textures
o Rolling upbeats in quick triplets
Brass Instruments
o Trumpets commonly used with drums
o Trombone often associated with somber funeral
processions84

This is especially seen in more experimental nineteenth-century compositions (such as Morte by Alkan and the
funereal works of Liszt), which use the funeral march to both evoke death and explore deeper psychological
implications.
83
The flam is a drum rudiment in which a grace note is struck a split second before the primary stroke. This
technique is used to thicken the sound of notes, thus producing a longer note than could be done with a single stroke.
The drag is a drum rudiment that consists of a double stroke played at twice the tempo of the prevailing rhythm and
followed by a regular stroke.
84
Brass, particularly the trombone, was commonly associated with death and the underworld, as seen in
Monteverdi’s Orfeo, Mozart’s Idomeneo, and Berlioz’s Symphonie Fantastique.
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Figure 2.1., continued
Instrumentation • Woodwinds
o Commonly used in funeral processions
o Featured prominently in revolutionary funeral marches
• Special effect instruments
o Tolling bells
o Tam-tam
The third movement of Beethoven’s Piano Sonata in A-flat Major, Op. 26, Ex. 2.1, is a
clear example of the funeral march in the tradition of the French Revolution, representing a
commemoration, even idolization, of the military hero, which is suggested in Beethoven’s own
subtitle “Marcia Funèbre sulla morta d’un Eroe” [Funeral March on the Death of a Hero]. The
work includes the typical dotted rhythms, static pulse, and ascending bass lines that are likely
indicative of a trombone or low brass line. The oscillating octaves of Ex. 2.2 from the same
piece, depict the drum roll, while the sudden outbursts of the fortissimo staccato notes are
perhaps indicative of the gunshot sendoff used in a military commemoration.

Ex. 2.1. Beethoven, Piano Sonata in A-flat Major, Mvt. III, Op. 26, mm. 1–12.
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Ex. 2.2. Beethoven, Piano Sonata, Mvt. III, Op. 26, mm. 31–2.
The example from Mendelssohn’s Song without Words, Op. 62, No. 3 is a good depiction
of the use of triplet rhythms as drum or fanfare evocations used to create a more martial
atmosphere. Dynamic outbursts and sigh motifs complete the picture.

Ex. 2.3. Mendelssohn, Song without Words, Op. 62, No. 3, mm. 1–3.
Liszt’s operatic transcription of Donizetti’s Funeral march from Dom Sébastien, alludes
to muffled drums through the indication of sotto voce, while presenting a clear example of a
repetitive “drum pickup,” coupled with the dramatic use of silence. It also features the generic
defining stasis, bordering on near monotony, implied by the Tempo giusto, all seen in Ex. 2.4.

Ex. 2.4. Liszt, Marche Funèbre de Dom Sébastien de C. Donizetti Variée pour le Piano, mm.
48–50.
The last example, from Bohemian born composer, Václav Vilém Würfel, is the funeral
march from his Grande fantaisie lugubre au souvenir des trois héros, composed in
commemoration of three Polish heroes, Prince Joseph Poniatowski, General Tadeusz
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Kościuszko, et General Jan Henryk Dąbrowski.85 Aside from fairly recent scholarship by topical
scholars such as Jonathan Bellman and Halina Goldberg, the descriptive fantasia has been
relegated to the fringes of musicological research, deemed naïve, consumer music. While,
historically, they were composed for and generally confined to the consumer realm, the gestures
used throughout the genre invariably permeated the realm of art music also. The written subtitles
describing each section allow for a clear interpretation of not only the story, but the extramusical
meaning attached to particular gestures, just as the text does in a song or aria. These fantasias
might chronicle battles, such as František Kocžwara’s The Battle of Prague (c. 1788); retell
pivotal historical moments, such as Jan Ladislav Dussek’s Sufferings of the Queen of France;
depict natural disasters, such as Alberto Rivieri’s Johnstown Flood; or commemorate national
heroes, as with Würfel’s Fantasie lugubre. Death plays an explicit role in each of these musical
accounts, making the genre indispensable for a codification of the macabre.
Würfel’s contribution stands as one of the more profound, sophisticated examples of this
repertoire operating in, as Goldberg and Bellman demonstrate, “a middle space between the
descriptive fantasia and the more static memorial piece.”86 As will be seen throughout this
lexicon, it utilizes many of the key gestures in the macabre topos, exploring the deathly narrative
and memorialization of these Polish heroes from a number of emotional vantage points. The
techniques used by Würfel––literal description, poetic evocation, topical and stylistic reference,
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Würfel (1790–1832), was a Bohemian-born pianist and composer. He spent nearly 10 years in Warsaw, where his
pianistic prowess and music were received favorably. He also taught organ and thoroughbass at the Warsaw
Conservatory. It is likely that, through an introduction by Chopin’s first teacher Wojciech Żywny, Chopin studied
thoroughbass and improvisation under Würfel. In his Polish, national fantasia, Würfel commemorates three Polish
figures. Prince Joseph Poniatowski who died in the Battle of Leipzig in 1813. General Tadeusz Kościuszko the
beloved leader of the Polish uprising who died in 1817. General Jan Henryk Dąbrowski, leader of Napoleon’s Polish
army, who died in 1818. While in reality these three men died at different times, Würfel treats them as having fallen
together in a single fight for the fatherland. Though not rooted in fact, this allows for an atmosphere of collective
national grief. For more information about this work see, “Introduction” to Descriptive Piano Fantasias, ed. Halina
Goldberg and Jonathan D. Bellman (Middleton, WI: A-R editions, Inc., 2021).
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melodic quotation, and an episodic layout resulting in a continuous narrative––allows the
emotions of death to be explored, while simultaneously functioning as a national emblem of
hope and resilience for the Polish people. As Goldberg and Bellman point out, “the allegoric
events are presented from the perspective of the mourners; thus, the composer focuses on the
expression of their experiences and emotions rather than the representation of actions and
events.”87 Within the complexity of the piece, Würfel’s funeral march is fairly straightforward,
exemplifying the common signifiers including passus lines, the use of silence, sudden dynamic
outbursts, and typical notational devices for conveying drum rolls. As seen in Ex. 2.5.

Ex. 2.5. Václav Vilém Würfel, Grande fantaisie lugubre au souvenir des trois héros: Prince
Joseph Poniatowski, Kościuszko, et Dąbrowski, Op. 18, No. 1, mm. 191–203.

87

Ibid.
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The Lament
The lament, a non-processional, graveside music, is an important genre within the
macabre style. Many variations of lament-like works exist––the elegy, dumka, endecha, planctus,
déploration, tombeau, lamento, etc.––all of which encompass their own extramusical
associations and function. The musical figures used in these works to evoke the presence of
death and grief, however, remain roughly the same throughout the genre. Thus, the subtle
distinctions between types become less important than the overall musical characteristics used
throughout the generic body.
Laments could both be associated with the grief of mourning–– traditionally sung at the
graveside in many cultures––and more widely used to convey the grief of a farewell, whether to
a loved one leaving home or a bride entering her new life. Traditionally, the lament was
performed by a woman, and came to be known as a distinctly feminine device, though male arias
of a lament nature have existed at least since Monteverdi’s Orfeo (1607).
The minor mode, unsurprisingly, dominates the lament genre, and the melodic gestures
are crafted to evoke the sighs, sobs, and anguish of grief. Sigh motifs of a half step or altered
intervals are an essential. The lament was known to be improvised, allowing for natural
spontaneous, graveside outbursts, which in addition to notated indicators (such as sudden
contrasting dynamics, disjunct leaps, or chordal outbursts) could be conveyed through
interpretive extended techniques, such as inhalation and various non-singing vocalizations.
While this spontaneity may be found in written laments, and can certainly be exploited in
performance, composed laments tend to remain rather conventional. The range stays roughly in
the realm of a fifth or less, though in the operatic laments and emotive instrumental works this
range can be greatly expanded for dramatic impact. The tetrachord descending bass, popularized
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in the early seventeenth century with such works as Monteverdi’s Lamento della Ninfa (1638), is
a defining feature, though the effect can be conveyed through general descending lines.
Habitually, a pulsing rhythm is present, often manifest in a heavier downbeat, careful placement
of short and long beats to create the illusion of a throbbing, erratic heartbeat, and the dramatic
use of rests, all of which cater to an overarching atmosphere of anguish.
In Johann Sebastian Bach’s Adagiosissimo [sic] movement from his Capriccio on the
Departure of a Beloved Brother (1704), lament gestures are immediately apparent through the
use of sigh motifs, disjunct leaps, descending lines, short-breathed motives, a limited range, and
dramatic use of rests, seen in Ex. 2.6. Bach evokes the throbbing effect, while simultaneously
highlighting the sigh motifs, by displacing the beat between the hands, seen especially in mm.
18–19.

Ex. 2.6. Johann Sebastian Bach, Capriccio on the Departure of a Beloved Brother,
Adagiosissimo, mm. 1–19.
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Many descriptive piano fantasias of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries feature a
lament section as well. In battle pieces, this is commonly employed to convey the “cries of the
wounded,” as in The Battle of Prague (c. 1788). Seen in Ex. 2.7.

Ex. 2.7. František Kocžwara, The Battle of Prague, mm. 158–63.
In the comparable section of Daniel Steibelt’s La journée d’Ulm (1805), the gravity of
death is even more explicit as the characteristics of the lament are fused with elements of the
funeral march. This is present in both the drum-like, three-sixteenth-note pickup in the treble
clef, which leads into the lament, and the static half-note rhythm in the bass (whether indicative
of a drum or a tolling bell), see Ex. 2.8. Likewise, the sigh motifs are presented in dotted rhythms
broken by rests, which again lend a throbbing, gasping affect to the whole. Further on in this
section, Steibelt evokes the drum roll in the oscillating right hand while the descending bass line
in octaves likely evokes a trombone or serpent, again linking this not only to its militaristic
setting, but also the funereal, as seen in Ex. 2.9. While this may be a lament of the wounded, the
reality of the massive loss of life inherent in war cannot be avoided, and Steibelt crafts his music
to convey that reality.
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Ex. 2.8. Daniel Steibelt, La journée d’Ulm,” mm. 272–9.

Ex. 2.9. Steibelt, La journée d’Ulm, mm. 284–6.
The final example, Ex 2.10, from F.D. Mouchy’s La mort de Louis Seize, employs (in
addition to the general techniques already discussed) a sparsely accompanied melody, short
breathed, barely two measure phrases, and, in m. 112, a metrically marked descending lament
line all of which conveys the grief of impending loss.

Ex. 2.10. F.D. Mouchy. La mort de Louis Seize, mm. 107–17.
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Lament gestures are as easily perceived as those of the funeral march, and (just as the
march) need only be hinted at to evoke a morbid atmosphere and convey pain, sorrow, and loss.
Through this recognizability these two genres, though they can and often do stand alone, are
essential in creating the broader macabre topos, indeed, they often function as the very
foundation of the style. Yet, there are other techniques that, while often coinciding,
complementing, and existing within the funeral march or lament, are used in varying deathly
contexts to contribute to and complicate our understanding of the macabre.

General Techniques
Suspension of Time: The Use of Silence
While the use of silence is important to the funeral march genre––creating both a feeling
of stasis and evoking the permanent cessation of time––it can also play a broader affective role in
the macabre topos. Within the context of loss, it is often employed dramatically to suggest such
reactions to death as shock, fear, denial, or simply overwhelming grief. This type of cessation is
common in opera, especially as a reaction to an unexpected or horrifying event. This is seen in
Lucia de Lammermoor, when—following a statement that his lover is dead—Edgardo’s dramatic
outcry leads to a pregnant moment of silence, as seen in Ex. 2.11. It can also be written as short
melodic phrases leading to a weighty fermata, as in Würfel’s Grande fantaisie lugubre, Ex. 2.12.
In this example, death itself announces the passing of the three heroes, creating a sense of even
greater dread.
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Ex. 2.11. Donizetti, Lucia de Lammermoor, “Oh, Meschina! Oh, Fato Orrendo!” mm. 83–91.88

Ex. 2.12. Würfel, Grande fantaisie lugubre, mm. 34–41.
The dramatic use of silence can also be employed in much darker contexts. Just as the
evocation of trombones can be used to suggest a supernatural or sublime setting, the presence of
88

Throughout the nineteenth century, the most widely employed method of disseminating opera outside the theatre
was through the piano-vocal score. Immersed in the operatic repertoire, Chopin would undoubtedly have used these
scores both for enjoyment and compositional inspiration. For a discussion of Chopin’s relation to the piano-vocal
score see David M. Kasunic, Chopin and the Singing Voice, From the Romantic to the Real (Ph.D. Diss.: Princeton
University, 2004). It is for this reason that I use the piano-vocal score for all operatic examples throughout this
work.
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pregnant pauses can be used to similar effect. In his study on Chopin’s connection to the Gothic,
Leikin convincingly suggests that the use of silence can create an unearthly, horrific atmosphere.
Indeed, the use of such silence in the eighteenth century ombra style, as will be seen, creates just
such an effect of terror. In his analysis of Chopin’s Nocturne, Op 32, No. 1 (see Ex. 2.13), Leikin
points toward the “stunned silence” that follows the shocking stretto and forte which markedly
interrupted the otherwise “soothing, gently undulating melody.”89 Leikin suggests that a possible
explanation for such a bizarre disruption may be found by reanalyzing the nocturne through a
Gothic lens. He argues that in this setting:
glimpses of something horrifying lurking in the dark, ubiquitous in Gothic tales,
always create jolting, hair-raising moments that curdle the blood. In these
circumstances, a sharp stretto, combined with forte and a sudden long pause,
depicts precisely an inescapable reaction to horror that makes the heart race and
the lungs gasp for air…only after a pause comes the realization it was all probably
just a figment of the imagination. The feeling of threat recedes, and the song
resumes––at least until the next bloodcurdling moment.90
This interpretation reveals additional ways to understand and read a composer’s use of
silence. Not only can it represent a life ending or convey inexpressible grief, but it can also
create a Gothic aura by inciting a feeling of suspense and dreadful anticipation, in which the
internal psyche is open to the vulnerability of fear, a fear often manifest in the presence of death.

89
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Leikin, “Chopin and the Gothic,” 94.
Ibid.
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Ex. 2.13. Chopin, Nocturne in B major, Op. 32, No. 1, mm. 61–3.

Tolling Bells
Instrumental evocation plays an important role in the macabre topos, as has already been
seen in the use of percussion for creating a funereal atmosphere. The evocation of bells is an
equally vital component. Indeed, the association of church bells with the funeral make it an
essential feature in the grieving psyche—at least the Romantic one. When coupled with other
stylistic features of the macabre, bell techniques can function as a poignant interpretive device,
suggesting, for example, religious connotations, graveyard imagery, or the darker, more gothic
aural experience surrounding death and the ultimate unknown.
Bell techniques may include octave leaps, sometimes followed by an echo effect,
repetitive knelling of usually a single note, interval, or chord, confinement to a limited range, and
various ostinato patterns. In dramatic contexts, they often serve as diegetic sound, shifting the
attention of the actors to a sudden, unexpected, often somber detail or event. This is used to great
effect in Act III of Dom Sébastien by Donizetti, who deploys the toll of a bell to introduce the
funeral march for Sébastien himself, as he, a refugee from war, witnesses his own funeral
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procession. Throughout the section, the bell continues to toll at regular, though uncomfortably
erratic intervals. In Lucia de Lammermoor, a single knell of a bell followed by stark reiteration
of the funereal dotted rhythm is used to convey the offstage death of Lucia, as seen in Ex. 2.14.

Ex. 2.14. Donizetti, Lucia de Lammermoor, “Oh, Meschina! Oh, Fato Orrendo!” mm. 48–51.
In his Grande fantaisie, Würfel evokes the tolling of three bells, used on two different
occasions to first; paint, aurally, the morbid tableau and, in the second section, to herald the
funeral march itself. This effect lends the entire work an air of authenticity, where imagination
can conjure all the imagery and sounds of an actual funeral. Written in three-part counterpoint,
Würfel uses three distinct techniques to evoke the ringing bells: a triplet ostinato pattern in the
bass, a steadily pulsing toll on the interval of a fourth, and a descending sigh motif, as seen in
Ex. 2.15. The second utterance is similar, except a more ominous death knell is shifted to the
bass, while the right hand creates another ostinato pattern against the left. In both cases, the bells
lead to a dynamic outburst, marked fortepiano, and a significant dotted rhythm that propels the
music into the next section.
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Ex. 2.15. Würfel, Grande fantaisie lugubre, mm. 21–3.
Yet another bell evocation is seen in Alkan’s Marche Funèbre. This work is an important
example, alongside Liszt’s nationalistic Funérailles, of the dramatic possibilities of the funeral
march, as it greatly expands the confines of the genre. In Ex. 2.16, a steady bass toll is again
overlayed with an ostinato pattern and simple melodic lines. At least three (if not four) bells are
suggested in the texture. The importance of the bells may be seen in the fact that the entire
march concludes with a reiteration of this bell motif, (Ex. 2.17). The dynamic markings suggest
the fading vibrations of the bells as the sound drifts into silence, metaphorically suggesting the
slow fading of the body with time.

Ex. 2.16. Alkan, Marche Funèbre, Op. 26, mm. 118–29.
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Ex. 2.17. Alkan, Marche Funèbre, mm. 240–4.

Recitative and Monodic Lines
Monodic lines and the dramatic inclusion of recitative phrases (whether a literal phrase or
an evocation of one) are both used widely within the macabre topos. The distinction between a
clearly recitative passage and a monodic one, can, in instrumental music, be difficult to discern
since composers tend to use similar techniques in each context. Yet they both can function in a
distinct dramatic role, making it worthwhile to look at each of them individually. Monodic lines,
especially when present in the lower registers and written in parallel octaves between the hands
(or used as a more atmospheric gesture to suggest an ambient aural experience rather than a
human utterance), tend to evoke the darker sonorities of trombone, bass, or low brass.
The effects of such lines can be multifaceted. When used in a slower tempo, often
marked by an aural spaciousness through the use of rests or longer note values, a thinning of the
texture can set a moment apart from the surrounding material, and deftly redirect the attention to
a particular musical or dramatic moment. This technique is used by Halévy in La Juive to
introduce the funeral march, or in this case Rebecca’s “march to the scaffold,” seen in Ex. 2.18.
Scored for only clarinet and bassoon, the shift to a single melodic idea rivets the audience’s
attention to the approaching entourage. At the same time, it serves as diegetic music to inform
Eléazar, the adoptive father of Rebecca who has only just vowed to save her, of his daughter’s
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impending death. Thus, the monodic line bridges the gap between hope and violent reality. This
technique is also used in Beethoven’s funeral march from Op. 26, seen in bass lines of Ex. 2.1.

Ex. 2.18. Fromental Halévy, La Juive, “Funeral March,” mm. 1–6.
Würfel uses a similar, though more registrally expansive, technique in his Grande
fantaisie Lugubre in a section titled “they are no more.” While the line starts as a solo, it is
doubled in the descent of the fourth measure creating even greater intensity. This doubling, as
seen in these two examples, is a common feature of such lines.

Ex. 2.19. Würfel, Grande fantaisie lugubre, mm. 151–5.
Monodic lines can also be employed to evoke the presence of “terror” or pandemonium,
often seen in rapid, typically chromatic parallel or alternating octaves. This is seen in the vocal
score for the finale of La Muette de Portici by Daniel Auber, seen in the first three measures of
Ex. 2.27. Closely related to terror, they can also be employed in the more supernatural context of
ombra and/or demonic style, often used to evoke the sublime of terror. These techniques will be
explored in greater detail in a later section.
Recitative, on the other hand, presents a very human outburst, whether that be grief,
anger, fear, or another emotion. The use of recitative in such a setting very often depicts one of
two things: horror (whether a reaction to a sudden disclosure, fear for one’s life or safety, etc.) or
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grief (a reaction to death, betrayal, unrequited love, etc.). In both opera and instrumental music,
an outburst of passionate recitative emerges suddenly and is often unaccompanied. In opera, it is
common to have full-bodied, typically dissonant chords punctuating the melodic line. The line
may evoke elements of fear, premonition, and anguish, and the outburst may suddenly dissolve
into silence, trail off in an unfinished sentence, or be violently interrupted—often by an
instrumental outburst of terror. This device can be seen in the last act of Rossini’s Otello, when
readying herself for rest and her coming fate, Desdemona’s solitary musings are suddenly
interrupted by a powerful gust of wind. This orchestral outburst of tempest/terror elicits yet
another more impassioned unaccompanied vocal line, seen in Ex. 2.20.

Ex. 2.20. Rossini, Otello, “Canzone Del Salice,” mm. 199–208.
While used in mainly operatic contexts, it is common to see the word “death” set to an
unaccompanied line, leaving no doubt as to the intended dramatic effect. One such example
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comes in La Juive, where Halévy uses this technique in tandem with an extended sigh motif to
highlight the word mourir, seen in Ex. 2.21. This entire example is filled with short phrases of
unaccompanied recitative, as well as other macabre techniques––the funereal dotted rhythms, the
monodic solo bass/cello line juxtaposed between the vocal line, the use of tremolos, and sudden
dynamic outbursts––all used to depict Eléazar’s anguish as he contemplates his daughter’s
impending death.

Ex. 2.21. Halévy, La Juive, “Va prononcer ma mort,” mm. 22–37.
It is not only in opera that this technique is employed; indeed, it can have an equally
powerful dramatic impact in instrumental music, seen most clearly in the descriptive fantasia. In
La Morte de Louis Seize, Mouchy includes a section titled “his last will and his farewell to his
family,” Ex. 2.22. While this section is marked affettuoso and incorporates lament elements, it is
written in E-flat major, lending the King’s last moments an air of quiet nobility. Despite the
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mode, the music is filled with dotted rhythms, a steady, pulsing, repetitive accompaniment,
lament lines, and sigh motifs. The evocation of recitative is seen in m. 290, when the
accompaniment ceases and, contextually, leads into an unaccompanied, deeply felt musical line.
This four-measure statement leads to a triplet turn figure concluding with a fermata. This single,
unaccompanied line, acts as a more passionate emotional outburst within an otherwise reserved
stoicism, revealing the internal struggle the soon to be executed king would truly have been
facing, even amidst his façade.

Ex. 2.22. Mouchy, La mort de Louis Seize, mm. 290–8.
Likewise, Liszt uses this technique to dramatic effect in his paraphrase of Dom Sébastien,
seen in Ex. 2.23. This example is multi-dimensional as the performance indications suggests a
human outburst, while the register evokes the monodic lines of the trombone, thus deftly
incorporating both techniques in the same passage.

Ex. 2.23. Liszt, Dom Sébastien, mm. 130–9.
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Reactions to Death
The Murmur of the Crowd
Drawing from the role of the chorus in Greek tragedy, the crowd plays an important role
in connection to death, functioning in a number of ways. The first, most obvious, is by partaking
in the communal experience of death and the grieving process. An example of this can, again, be
found in Würfel’s Grande fantaisie lugubre, in a section titled “profound sorrow of the nation.”
The music itself carries the typical features of a lament, including tight chromatic writing, sigh
motifs, and displacement of the beat to create a gasping quality; however (aside from the title), it
does not suggest a chorus. This inherently renders the grief not only communal, but also
intimately personal for every patriot.
The chorus can likewise play a role in the funeral procession itself, by singing the funeral
march. The text may be more religious and contemplative in nature, as in the second funeral
march from Dom Sébastien, or may continue to further the plot, as in the funeral march in the
finale of Lucia de Lammermoor. Or, to the contrary, the chorus may function in a much more
vengeful context, by demanding blood, or death. Such depictions of mob vengeance would have
been a well understood aural experience in the revolutionary era, and in certain cases it would
even have been applauded. Accounts of crowds at executions often highlight both the
sensationalism and revelry displayed by the crowd in attendance––an execution was considered
an important outing and nearly theatrical spectacle––while also suggesting the horrifying cries,
and even fatal violence that could break out at any moment. One account recalls that during the
execution of two convicted murderers in 1807, “the crowd…grew so uncontrollable that mass
hysteria led to the trampling death of nearly thirty people, even before the criminals had
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ascended the scaffold.”91 Dickens, likewise, describes the ribaldry of the crowds at an execution,
highlighting their “screeching and laughing, and yelling,” and their expressions of “fightings,
faintings, whistlings, imitations of Punch, brutal jokes, etc.” He declares that the sonic
experience alone, with its “shrillness of the cries and howls,” was enough to make his blood run
cold.92 Similarly, upon attending an execution, William Makepeace Thackery describes the aural
experience of such a moment thus: “as the clock began to strike, an immense sway and
movement swept over the whole of that vast dense crowd. They were all uncovered directly, and
a great murmur arose, more awful, bizarre, and indescribable than any sound I had ever before
heard. Women and children began to shriek horribly.”93 Thus: an execution was not only a visual
experience; it was an aural one.
In musical depiction, military conquests present an essential platform for such bloodlust,
with examples ranging from Clément Janequin’s chanson, La Guerre (1528), complete with its
onomatopœic depictions of battle, to Schumann’s character piece Kriegslied, Op. 68, No. 32
(1848). Depending on the allegiance of the composer, these cries can either be viewed positively,
as national honor and glory, or in more disturbing scenarios that expose or stereotype the
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vulgarity of ‘barbaric races,’ or the lower class. This is clearly seen in the language and music of
“Aux Armes Africaines” in Act II of Dom Sébastien. This moment features the well-understood,
barbaric janissary effects, exotic chromaticism, and a simple chorus part. In either case, such
battle cries emerge in countless operatic and instrumental works, and typically feature fairly
simple choral parts, the lower tones of a male chorus, hard-hitting chords, military calls, and
march themes, all used to evoke a sense of glorious (if bloody) battle.
This “crowd tumult” can also be seen in non-martial settings to illustrate a general mob
scene. This is clearly depicted in Dussek’s Sufferings of the Queen of France. In a section titled
“Tumult of the Crowd,” Dussek conveys the chaos of the mob gathered around the guillotine
through his use of eighteenth Century Sturm und Drang techniques. A sense of general
pandemonium is conveyed by the loud, rapid scalar passages that rise and fall in a frenzied
intensity, while the left hand pushes the scales forward through persistent alternating bass notes
and strong chordal interjections, as seen in Ex. 2.24. The sense of unrelenting tumult is further
emphasized by the lack of resting points. Even the sequence of V-I motion is propelled on by the
incessant scalar motion. This violence and barbaric tumult of the crowd is especially visceral due
to its juxtaposition against Dussek’s musical depiction of Maria Antoinette’s noble reticence.
Mouchy uses a similar technique to create a sense of violent aural racket in La Morte de Louis
Seize, though he employs arpeggiated triplets in contrary motion between the hands, to create
this feeling of uncontrolled chaos, seen in Ex. 2.25.
Comparable techniques can also be used to depict a massive loss of life, as in the finales
of Les Huguenots and La Muette de Portici, both of which feature heavy use of percussion for
dramatic/special effect (canon fire, gunshots, and an erupting volcano respectively), tempest
style writing (complete with rapid descending scales representing falling lava in La Muette), and
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simple, biting choral parts. These techniques are all used to create the aural experience of general
pandemonium in the face of death. Ultimately, because death is not only a personal, but a
communal experience, the varying ways that the chorus, crowd, or participants react to death,
becomes important in interpreting the macabre.

Ex. 2.24. Dussek, The Sufferings of the Queen of France, mm. 129–45.

Ex. 2.25. Mouchy, La Morte de Louis Seize, mm. 33–40.
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Fear/Terror
But that the dread of something after death,
the undiscover’d country, from whose bourn
no traveler returns, puzzles the will,
and makes us rather bear those ills we have
than fly to others that we know not of?
––Hamlet94
Dread, fear, even terror of death and its uncharted territories are powerful psychological
actors in the contemplation of death. Wearing many guises, fear of death can manifest itself as a
deeply profound terror, even awe, in the face of death’s gravity and utter finality. Or, it may arise
from the unknown of death, from the fear of what the afterlife may hold, so eloquently described
by Shakespeare through the voice of Hamlet. Indeed, the mystery of the netherworld, in tandem
with the fascination with the supernatural realm, was a key feature in creating this sense of terror,
an important musical component of the macabre.
One of the leading musical features used to evoke terror is the tremolo. While the style
and notation of these “terror” tremolos are similar to the drum techniques already explored,
terror generally emerges loudly and suddenly without the accompanying funereal overtones. This
is commonly seen following a recitative in opera, when the protagonist faces an unforeseen
danger, comes to a sudden, horrifying realization, or battles with internal demons, as was seen in
the excerpt from Otello, Ex. 2.20. As the action and fear amplifies, composers often employ
tempest style, rendering the terror even more horrifying. Typically, in the minor mode, tempest
style evokes the fury of nature, whether that be natural physical forces or raging internal
emotion. The style features depictions of wind (present as undulating, often scalar running eighth
notes), diminished chords, evocations of thunder (usually timpani trills or crashing chords), and
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sudden full-bodied chords suggestive of lightning.95 In the macabre, tempest may be connected
to other gestures and is commonly used to depict violent deaths. The finale of La Muette de
Portici is an important example of just such death coupled with general pandemonium as the
stage is strewn with bodies and Mt. Vesuvius erupts (Ex. 2.26).

Ex. 2.26. Daniel Auber, La Muette De Portici, “Finale,” mm. 611–8.
Furthermore, musical terror often incorporates ombra and fantasy style, as well as the
nineteenth century continuance of ombra, demonic style. These styles inherently conjure the
supernatural, while subsequently evoking a more Gothic setting. Ratner states that “in 18thcentury opera, the fantasia style is used to evoke the supernatural, the ombra, representing
ghosts, gods, moral values, punishments––and to bring forth feelings of awe and terror.”96 Figure
2.2 presents the key features of ombra style. As will be seen, many of these gestures overlap with
the techniques already explored throughout this chapter.
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Features

Musical Qualities

Resulting Mood/ Affect

General

high style, somber, sustained

reverence, awe, terror

Tempo

slow, moderate

Tonality

flat keys (especially minor)

somber reverie, eerie
anticipation, dark, sorrowful
darkness, obscurity

Harmony

unconventional progressions, bold,
chromatic, chromatic harmonies;
including augmented sixth and
Neapolitan chords, and especially
diminished seventh chords
exclamatory, often fragmented,
sometimes augmented/ diminished
leaps, occasionally narrow intervals
contrasting with wide leaps,
monotones/triadic lines for oracles and
invocations
chromatic stepwise movement,
descending tetrachord, sometimes
augmented or diminished leaps,
repeated notes, pedals, ostinato.
motivic repetition, sigh motives,
tremolo effects, “concitato,” rising and
falling scales (especially used to
suggest anger or deep emotion)
restless motion, syncopation, majestic
or ponderous dotted rhythms, pauses,
sometimes dirgelike.

Melody

Bass

Figuration

Rhythm

strong contrasts, sudden outbursts,
crescendo effects, unexpected silence
unusual, low tessitura, dark timbre,
Instrumentation
especially trombones
Figure 2.2. Musical Signifiers of Ombra style.97
Dynamics

97

unsettling, disruptive,
evokes fear, anticipation, and
wonder, chromaticism
expresses pain and suffering
difficulty, struggle, pain,
sorrow, anguish, fear, etc.,

see harmony

anguish, sadness, anger, deep,
inner tumultuous emotion,
fear, uncertainty
fear and agitation,
uncertainty, disruption,
irregular heartbeats, footsteps,
approaching menace, solemn
processions
fear, shock
darkness, obscurity,
often indicative of hell.

These features were drawn from: Clive McClelland, Ombra Music in the Eighteenth Century: Context, Style and
Signification (Ph.D. Diss.: The University of Leeds, 2001); McClelland, “Ombra and Tempesta,” in The Oxford
Handbook of Topic Theory, ed. Danuta Mirka (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 282; Birgitte Moyer,
“Ombra and Fantasia in Late 18th- Century Practice,” in Convention in Eighteenth- and Nineteenth-Century Music:
Essays in Honor of Leonard G. Ratner (Stuyvesant, NY: Pendragon, 1992), 283–306.
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Demonic style uses many of these ombra techniques though, according to Janice
Dickensheets, it can feature a “harshly wicked major key…rising scalar patterns in the low
register” that often ascend in chromatic or altered scales, “conjuring fantastic images of specters
arising out of the deep… cackling passages of glissandi or agitated high strings and woodwinds
often outlining augmented or diminished chords,” and “low brass...featured in a forced, almost
overblown manner, playing open intervals that allude to Medieval settings.”98 Two apposite
examples of this style are, (of course) the “Witches’ Sabbath” movement from Berlioz’s
Symphonie Fantastique (1830) and the first movement of Liszt’s Dante Symphony S. 109,
(1855–6), titled “Inferno”, which is based on the Divine Comedy.
The interweaving of tempest, ombra, fantasy, and demonic styles is key to musically
conveying the feeling of terror. As McClelland discusses in his article on Ombra and Tempest
style, “Ombra equates to horror and tempesta to terror,”99 going on to state that “ombra is
reserved for darkly ceremonial or ominous references, while tempesta applies to cataclysmic
events or emotional outbursts.”100 It hardly need be added what effect and references demonic
style elicits.
Psychologically intertwined, a common effect of terror is transport to the realm of the
sublime. Contemplation of grandeur, the marvelous, the sublime, the supernatural, was thought
to transport man from his own mundane existence. This transcendence, however, came at the risk
of plunging the individual into a state of terror through the realization of his own infinitesimal
existence. In his influential essay Enquiry of the Sublime and Beautiful, eighteenth-century
philosopher Edmund Burke argues that “terror is in all cases whatsoever, either more openly or
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latently, the ruling principle of the sublime…Vacuity, Darkness, Solitude, and Silence,” are
essential components of the sublime of terror. 101 As Henry Drew Wyatt argues, the sublime
included not only a “limitless expanse, but immoderation and imperfection, jumble and disorder,
the wild and untamed, the terrible and fearful, all on a grand scale.”102 More importantly, in the
later eighteenth century, the sublime began to coexist with romantic sensibility. It thus turned
from contemplation of external forces apprehended by the senses to the internal movement of the
heart, what Wyatt calls the “mountains and cataracts of emotions.” 103 As Arnold Hauser
explains,
…a deep melancholy possesses men’s souls, the shady sides and the inadequacies
of life are seen everywhere; death, night, loneliness, and the yearning for a distant,
unknown world, removed from the present, become the main theme of poetry and
literature, and a surrender is made to the intoxication of suffering just as a surrender
has been made to the voluptuousness of sentimentalism.104
As can be seen from these quotes, the highly personal contemplation of the dark,
unknown, obscurity of death, regardless of religious belief in an afterlife, resonates with these
philosophical conceptions of terror and the sublime. It is only natural that following the
Empfindsamkeit and Sturm und Drang movements of the eighteenth century, Romantic
composers would wish to exploit these possibilities. Terror came to not only play a role in the
transport to the sublime, but also to act as an important musical experience in the macabre.
Würfel’s Grande Fantaisie lugubre offers two clear examples of both terror and
evocation of the sublime in the face of death. The first section of the fantasia immediately places
the listeners in this somber, contemplative realm through the title, “fateful night,” as seen in Ex.
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2.27. The musical features have all the markings of terror, utilizing the techniques of tremolo,
rapidly ascending passages, the use of stark dynamic contrast, and the weighty use of silence.
Considering the tempo and musical language, this section aligns with traditional ombra style.
The association of terror with mortality, is explicitly seen in the section which Würfel simply
titles “terror,” following the moment when “Death announces the passing of the three heroes.”
As can be seen in Ex. 2.28, terror is conveyed through tempest techniques, coupled with the
striking use of silence.

Ex. 2.27. Würfel, Grande fantaisie lugubre, mm. 1–5.

Ex. 2.28. Würfel, Grande fantaisie lugubre, mm. 42–50.
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In the final piece from his Trois morceaux dans le genre pathétique Op. 15 (1837),
simply titled Morte, Charles-Valentin Alkan offers one of the most powerful yet disturbing
programmatic works explicitly dealing with death. As has already been seen through its presence
in other sections of this lexicon, this work stands as a leading example of the macabre topos,
utilizing and innovating nearly all the various aspects of the macabre, from funeral march to
nostalgic remembrance, to reference to the Dies irae, to suspension of time, to the depiction of
utter terror. The entire work oscillates between the allure of the real, tangible world and the
relentless pursuit of death. It could be described as a valiant, though futile, battle against time.
Below are but a few of the examples of terror seen in the piece. The opening, seen in Ex. 2.29,
features a clear reference to the Dies irae, but the knelling of the “bell” in the bass hand leading
to a suspension of time, lends this an air of somber darkness and contemplation, linking it to

Trois morceaux dans le genre pathétique

Op. 15
ombra style and the sublime.

Ex.
2.29. Alkan, Morte, mm. 1–12.
14

Charles-Valentin Alkan

III. Morte

3

3

3

The repetitive bell technique employed in Ex. 2.3033continues
this in the
(*) 3 to position
3
3

morbid realm; however, the way Alkan layers the agitated triplet motion under the incessant
3

3
3

3

tolling bell and3 clashing rhythms of the voices, creates an uncomfortable, terrifying sense of
19

3

inescapable inevitability.
3

3

28

Ex. 2.30. Alkan, Morte, mm. 57–60.

36

5
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The music grows in intensity as the piece progresses, supporting the reading of this work
as a race against time. Here, familiar dotted rhythms are employed, but now transformed to the
context of urgency under a rapid sextuplet, again creating a feeling of instability and fear (Ex.
2.31).

Ex. 2.31. Alkan, Morte, mm. 115–8.
Another technique seen from Liszt to Chopin is the use of alternating chords, or many
times simply parallel octaves, as in Ex. 2.32. This again presents a horrific agitation, which, used
in such a context, evokes fear, even phantastic nightmare. This reading is affirmed in Polish
composer Karol Kurpiński’s Fantasia Chwila Snu Okropnego, (A Moment of Frightful Dream),
composed in 1820, seen in Ex. 2.33.

Ex. 2.32. Alkan, Morte, mm. 94–5.

Ex. 2.33. Karol Kurpiński, Fantasia Chwila Snu Okropnego, mm. 1–6.
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Thus terror, whether personally generated or driven by the supernatural, is a key feature
of the macabre topos, which manifests itself in a variety of complex ways.

Nostalgia, Dream, and Madness
When facing death, either of oneself or a loved one, it is only human to seek consolation
from the oppression of mortality, loss, and grief. While consolation can take many forms, a
common coping mechanism is mental withdrawal from present reality, a sort of consolatory
escapism, often manifested through nostalgia. With death comes memory––a natural expression
of both grief and tender, bittersweet remembrance. This can be from the perspective of the
mourner, recalling the moments shared with the deceased, or from the point of view of death’s
victim himself. It can, therefore, be a deeply personal remembrance, or a communal one. One
step removed from nostalgia and another form of escapism is that of dream-like denial––the
refusal or inability to accept or cope with the dictates of fate.105 Such removal and remembrance
can be seen in dramatic moments as when a victim prepares herself for execution, a military hero
advances into a hopeless battle, or a lover, dying from a broken heart, recalls the memory of his
lost love, past glory, national fervor, etc.
Such natural reactions certainly lend themselves to the dramatic conception of the
macabre style. While more difficult to quantify musically, there is evidence throughout the
repertoire to support such a reading. This is most easily apparent in the operatic mad scene,
madness often resulting in both nostalgia and dreamy removal. In opera, madness is often cast
against or as a result of death, whether the death of a lover or one’s own impending death. In this
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deathly context, madness is frequently depicted musically through the dramatic juxtaposition of
vastly contrasting musical moods and tones, used to create the erratic behavior of insanity. This
results in sudden, inexplicable changes of character—seen especially in a rapidly shifting tempo,
stylistic language, and mode. Very often, composers use a more lyric, simple melody in major,
which may evoke pastoral or nocturne style. Within this simplicity, however, mad scenes
(especially in the bel canto tradition) tend to be vehicles for vocal and theatrical display. Often,
the music includes sudden outbursts of appassionato, unexpected shifts to lighter styles––such as
a dance––the use of remembrance motifs, irrational turns and pauses, interludes of terror, etc.
Likewise, uncanny dream realms can be evoked through timbral shifts, innovative or
unconventional instrumentation––such as the use of the glass harmonica in the mad scene of
Lucia de Lamermoor––or, perhaps such devices as mysterious sounding choral music, which
Halina Goldberg describes in the dream sequence of Le Sueur’s opera Ossian ou les bardes
(1804).106
There are many examples throughout the operatic literature of death-induced mad scenes
that use these gestures, from Donizetti’s Lucia de Lammermoor to Bellini’s I Puritani (1835).
One such example is the Act II mad scene of Anna Bolena by Donizetti. Facing her impending
execution, Anna, in state of delirium, is pivoted into sweet memory of young love and the
happiness of youth. Throughout this scene, Donizetti highlights her nostalgia through a simple,
nocturne-like accompaniment with lyrical, though often extended, melodic lines, as can be seen
in Ex. 2.34. Space is created through the presence of many un-accompanied vocal lines, which
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not only allow for dramatic freedom, but also symbolically reveals her utter solitude in this
mental state. Throughout this fairly lengthy section, moments of musical terror interrupt these
recollections, highlighting the reality of the moment, while suggesting her emotional and mental
instability. In addition, while the melody resides primarily in the major mode, a deep pain and
longing is heard in the subtle touches of minor tonalities, sigh motifs and descending melodic
lines.

Ex. 2.34. Donizetti, Anna Bolena, “Al dolce guidami,” mm. 98–107.
While more easily interpreted in operatic or texted repertoire, similar dramatic techniques
and musical gestures suggesting a sense of nostalgia are found in instrumental music. This is
explicit in a section titled “memory of their devotion to the fatherland” from Würfel’s Grande
Fantaisie (see Ex. 2.35). The title clearly specifies that the music conveys communal memory
within the context of heroic, national commemoration. Following a lament, Würfel highlights the
concept of memory through a complete shift in tone rendered through a modulation to major and
the use of simple, dolce melodic material in clear, symmetrical phrases. The military prowess,
the source of memory in this case, is evoked through the fanfare figures sprinkled throughout the
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texture. Yet, just as in the mad scene of Anna Boleyn, nostalgia is unable to completely
supersede current reality. Würfel conveys this through the use of rests, the continued presence of
sigh motifs, moments of unsettled chromaticism, and sudden dynamic outbursts that fall
immediately back into quiet contemplation. Likewise, in his piano fantasia, Sufferings of the
Queen of France, Dussek presents a section titled “memories of past grandeur,” seen in Ex. 2.36.
Shifting to the noble key of E-flat major, Dussek first employs French overture style to suggest
Marie Antoinette’s past grandeur. This is interrupted, however, by an E-flat minor chord and a
descending, lament-like line. Similar in function to the use of sudden outbursts of terror common
in the mad scene, this section briefly pivots the attention back to tragic reality. Dussek then shifts
into triplet melodic figuration that may suggest a drift into dreamy nostalgia. Chopin uses a
similar technique to great dramatic effect in his own music, as will be seen.

Ex. 2.35. Würfel, Grande fantaisie lugubre, mm. 103–12.
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Ex. 2.36. Dussek, The Sufferings of the Queen of France, mm. 22–33.
While divining the presence of nostalgia, dream, or madness in instrumental music can be
an elusive task, it is still one worth considering within the macabre style. If a piece is firmly
entrenched in the macabre style––as are Dussek and Würfel’s piano fantasias or Chopin’s Op. 35
funeral march––distinctive shifts in mood that recall the gestures of these dramatically functional
shifts in operatic music, might very well suggest a removal to the realm of dream or memory.
Context is key in interpretation, and (while a precise narrative is unlikely) the gestures and
techniques found in the operatic canon may support a similar dramatic and psychological
component in instrumental music.

Religious Consolation
Functionally comparable to nostalgia and madness is religious (albeit specifically
Christian) consolation in the presence of death––an eternal antidote to the brevity of life and
finality of death. Often this emerges as the inclusion of a prayer (preghiera) or sacred song,
whether sung by an individual or the chorus. The connection to the final sacrament and last rites
in association with the good death of Romantic culture, is obvious. It may also serve to enhance
the portrayal of the character facing death, by highlighting their faith, strength, and courage as
they come to terms with their mortality.
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Once more, opera provides an important basis by which to form an understanding of both
potential function and the musical gestures associated with religious consolation. An example of
a preghiera is found in La Gazza Ladra by Rossini. Sandwiched between a conventional though
dramatically powerful funeral march, or in this case “march to of the scaffold,” a moving prayer
is sung by Ninetta. The music is simple, the softly undulating accompaniment supporting a
gentle, plaintive melodic line, seen in Ex. 2.37. Likewise, Desdemona sings a prayer in the final
act of Rossini’s Otello, knowing full well that her death is at hand. While many have argued that
Desdemona’s character is weak and victimized, this prayer reveals a somber strength and internal
resolve, highlighting her nobility in the face of murderous death, seen in Ex 2.38. As in La Gazza
Ladra, the melodic line is simple, intertwining in a poignant duet with the flute, and while the
19 TH
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major
mode and style create an air of grace, numerous sigh motifs reveal her underlying anguish.
a. The preghiera from Finale II of La gazza ladra.
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(stopping in front of the church)
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Ex. 2.37. Rossini, La Gazza Ladra, “Funeral March,” mm. 41–4.
b. The preghiera from Maometto II, which Chopin heard substituted for that from La gazza ladra.
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Ex. 2.38. Rossini, Otello, “Preghiera” mm. 250–6.
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Finally, a religious song may be used to offer comfort, resilience and strength, just as the
prayer. This is clearly seen in the finale of Meyerbeer’s Les Huguenots, one of the most violent
finales ever composed, culminating in an onstage massacre. Without altering the underlying
pandemonium––musically depicted through terror and tempest techniques––Meyerbeer
incorporates the Lutheran chorale, “A Mighty Fortress is our God.” Used as a musical marker of
faith and resistance throughout the opera, the sounding of the hymn in this finale confirms the
courage, resilience, and faith of the Huguenot martyrs.
If not so specific, this same sense of religious comfort can be conveyed in instrumental
music through many of the same strategies composers used to evoke nostalgia or dream. In his
analysis of La Gazza Ladra, Jeffrey Kallberg argues that while the preghiera has elements of
nocturne style, the accompaniment and melody are simpler and include less ornamentation than
might appear in a nocturne. In fact, he argues that the middle section of Chopin’s Op. 35 funeral
march leans more toward the preghiera than a nocturne.107
A more immediately apparent technique for conveying religious consolation is the
evocation of a hymn or religious song through a chorale texture. In his essay On Musical
Expression and Mimesis, Polish musician, patriot, and lecturer Karol Kurpiński writes, “music
also finds efficient expression in reminiscences of songs that have a certain significance; though
mere recollections, they thereby speak all the more forcefully to the heart.”108 Even if a
composer wrote original music that in no way quoted a known hymn, the instantly recognized
genre/texture (informed by shared societal experiences) would be tantamount to Kurpiński’s
more explicit reminiscence. The audience would hear it as a religious, regardless of a specific
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quotation. Such chorale sections are seen throughout the macabre style. In Liszt’s Dom Sébastien
paraphrase for instance, and in the opera itself, the funeral march is punctuated by sections in a
clearly religious chorale texture. That this is indeed a religious chorale is blatantly pointed out by
Liszt in his indication in the score of andante religioso, seen in Ex. 2.39. In addition, this
example briefly alludes to the presence of “angelic” harps, through the rolled chord in the bass
hand, a technique commonly associated with harp evocations. This heightens the sense of
consolation by focusing the attention to heaven and eternal life. Hints of chorale are also
manifest in Alkan’s Morte, though any sense of religious consolation is subsumed by the features
of terror already discussed. Thus, within the macabre style, the chorale can act as a consolatory
antidote, and can be used to heighten the dramatic impetus of a work, something, as we will see,
Chopin takes to whole new heights.

Ex. 2.39. Liszt, Dom Sébastien, mm. 5–10.

The Apotheosis
It is a far, far better rest that I go to than I have ever known.
––Charles Dickens109
Closely tied to the idea of religious consolation, is that of heavenly ascendence, the soul
rising into eternal, arcadian bliss––the apotheosis. Dating back to Classical mythology, the
apotheosis is defined as the elevation of a being to divine status, typically through an assumption
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into heaven. Over time it came to encompass a more general definition of any soul’s journey to
heaven (with or without deification). While the reception and philosophy surrounding the
apotheosis experienced a rather complicated history, its presence in music remains rooted to the
theatricality of depicting a soul’s final journey to the afterlife.110 Musical depictions of the
apotheosis are dependent on the function and intended dramatic effect, but the key signifier is a
rising motion that mimetically depicts the moment of final ascendance––the soul rising as the
instruments reach toward their registral stratospheres. The tone and exact gesture of the rising
motion can vary––from scalar figures to grand arpeggiations––but within the right narrative and
dramatic context signifies the same conclusion.
The apotheosis often functions in the context of a eulogy or commemoration, examples
dating back to at least the Baroque. Consider, for example, L’Apothéose de Lully (1725), by
Francois Couperin and John Blow’s Ode on the Death of Mr. Henry Purcell (1698). The latter
depicts the heavenly choir leading Purcell to heaven, to series of depictive rising lines. An even
more overt, grandiose apotheosis is heard in the third movement of Berlioz’s Grande Symphony
funèbre et triumphal, Op. 15 (1840) written for the commemoration of the July Revolution of
1830. Equally grand in proportion, though not specifically commemorative, is Liszt’s apotheosis
movement from his tone poem Die Ideale, S. 106 (1858) based on the poem by Friedrich Schiller
(1759–1804). A more clearly theatrical apotheosis is seen in the finale of Charles Gounod’s
(1818–93) opera Faust (1859) as the redeemed soul of Marguerite soars heavenward to the
powerful rising melodic lines of the orchestra and chorus.
Of more intimate construction, Dussek presents an apotheosis in his descriptive fantasia,
The Sufferings of the Queen of France. Immediately after the fall of the guillotine blade, a series
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of upward reaching figures suggests the movement of the Queen’s soul seeking a heavenly home
(see Ex. 2.40). Likewise, in a descriptive fantasia titled Marche Funèbre à la mort de S.M.
l’Empereur Aléxandre (1825), Spanish Guitarist and composer Fernando Sor (1778-1839) writes
an apotheosis in which a chorale signals the emperor’s “Placement Among the Angels,” a series
of upward reaching octaves highlighting both the destination and the method of arriving there
(see Ex. 2.41). In yet another evocative example, Louis Moreau Gottschalk (1829-69) composed
an explicitly religious piano piece titled “The Last Hope” (1854). The entire work encompasses
delicate figuration in the highest reaches of the piano, which concludes with three repeated
arpeggiation figures indicative of a final apotheosis (Ex. 2.42).

Ex. 2.40. Dussek, The Sufferings of the Queen of France, mm. 129–35.

Ex. 2.41. Fernando Sor, Marche Funèbre à la mort de S.M. l’Empereur Aléxandre, mm.
50–7.
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Ex. 2.42. Gottschalk, “The Last Hope,” mm. 117–9.
There are many more examples of this final ascent throughout the literature, each
composer approaching the gestures in his own unique ascending pattern. While this makes
identification of specific definitive gestures difficult, the extramusical associations remain the
same when used in an appropriate context––macabre, funereal, historic, religious, etc.
Ultimately, the apotheosis can be depicted through any variety of ascending lines reaching into
the upper registral stratospheres––a mimetic depiction of a soul wafting heavenward.

Conclusion
In his study of the funeral march, Casey writes, “the more universal the human
experience, the more profound the genre that is birthed by the experience.”111 While Casey
focuses his attention on the funeral march, the magnitude of this universal experience (death)
quickly exceeds this generic boundary, rather encompassing a complex web of gestures,
techniques, and associations––the macabre style.
Exploring the musical gestures of the macabre style not only reveals the presence of
death throughout the repertoire, but it also reveals the main cultural contexts through which
death was treated musically. While a number of combinations and innovations certainly exist,
death often falls into one of four main categories: the Hero’s death (politicized and memorialized
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death); tragic or pathetic death (typically overtly Romantic in conception and linked to love);
violent, victimized, and sacrificial death; and the fantastic, Gothic, or supernatural death (a realm
of nightmare, demons, hell, and the shadowy terror of pursuant death).
While this classification may seem simplistic, such distinctions are useful when
interpreting the associations and contexts of the macabre style in instrumental music. Through
their manipulation and combination of the gestures, composers could more clearly convey
specific associations. Military gestures might suggest heroic commemoration, outbursts of
appassionato fused with lament and funeral march may suggest the tragic death of a lover, while
insertions of terror and demonic style might allude to death in a supernatural context.
Contemplating not only the musical language that comprises the macabre style, but also the
possible social or dramatic function to which certain gestures or combinations of gestures allude,
can help deepen and complicate an understanding of the style. Ultimately, the multifaceted
intricacies of the style macabre, provide deeper insight into the cultural currents, beliefs, and
social norms surrounding death in the nineteenth century, while exposing possible narrative
strategies and enhancing our ability to interpret the instrumental music of the era.
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CHAPTER III
CHOPIN AND THE MACABRE
It is true that Chopin was reticent to discuss extramusical inspirations, underlying
programs, or narratives in his music. Yet, the lessons of topical analysis demonstrate beyond all
doubt that the idea of somehow seeking to remove composers from the music of their own
time—when the succession of musical gestures within a piece often yielded up the secret that the
composer would have preferred to keep—is an impossible task, one at odds with historical
reality. As composers wrote for contemporaries, so they used a musical language that
contemporaries might be expected to understand, grounded in and expressive of their culture.
Regardless of what Chopin cared to divulge in words, this shared musical vocabulary is apparent
in his music. Indeed, aside from the evidence in the score, there are a number of contemporary
descriptions that suggest Chopin understood and composed music in this way. One such account
by the Polish pianist and Chopin adherent Jan Kleczyński (1837–95) recalled that Chopin’s
Nocturne in G minor, Op. 15, No. 3, was “originally intended to be called ‘After a representation
of the tragedy of Hamlet’. Afterwards Chopin abandoned this notion, saying: ‘Let them guess for
themselves.’”112 Here, a direct link is suggested, and far from denying this extramusical
inspiration in his withdrawal of the phrase, Chopin’s words suggest that the audience could and
should read the musical gestures in narrative terms. Perhaps they would come to the same
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conclusion, perhaps not, but the narrative implications are clear. This methodological foundation
coupled with an understanding of nineteenth century norms for musically conveying death,
allows for a reading of Chopin’s use, interpretation and (as will be seen) transformation of the
macabre style.

Setting the Stage: The Funeral March
and Lament as Foundation
to Chopin’s Macabre
As was seen in the lexicon, the macabre encompasses a complex interplay of gestures,
many of which can be used in other contexts with little or no relation to death whatsoever. This
can make divining the macabre in instrumental music more challenging. Yet, remarkably often,
composers suggest the presence of the macabre with a lament or funeral march, whether as
fleeting allusion or as a governing genre.
Chopin’s Op. 35/III Funeral March and his Funeral March in C minor, Op. posth. 72, No.
2, make clear that he was well acquainted with the genre. It is not, however, these stand-alone,
potentially functional marches that are of primary interest when interpreting the macabre style,
but rather how the explicitly associative gestures of the lament and funeral march are used
outside the confines of the genre to evoke a broader macabre narrative. Chopin uses such
techniques often throughout his career; indeed, funeral march rhythms and lament gestures
pervade his oeuvre. Thus, looking specifically at the way Chopin uses, manipulates, and
transforms these gestures outside of their traditional genres, allows for a deeper understanding of
Chopin’s manifestation of the macabre style.
Often considered one of Chopin’s darker collection of pieces, numerous examples of
funeral march and lament gestures are found in the Preludes, Op. 28. The Prelude in C minor No.
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20 is itself––at all of 13 measures in length––a concise example of a funeral march. Yet, even
here, Chopin’s own innovations are apparent. The march starts abruptly and forcefully with a
fortissimo declaration of what will become a purely chordal melody featuring the typical dotted
rhythms, seen in Ex. 3.1. The force of this opening in no way suggests an approaching cortège,
but rather an almost violent outburst of emotion. By then reducing the texture, abruptly shifting
to a soft dynamic level that recedes from piano to pianissimo by the final cadence, and altering
the bass octaves to a fairly traditional, though expanded, chromatic, lament bass, Chopin is able
to dramatically convey a progressive retreat into a more internal, personal lament. In this way, he
uses a funeral march to suggest a much more personal, introspective conception of both the
funeral and death, a view that we will find that he conveys in the Funeral March of Op. 35.

Ex. 3.1. Chopin, Prelude in C minor, Op. 28, No. 20, mm. 1–13.
Two additional examples of lament and funereal textures are to be found in the Prelude in
E minor, No. 4 and the Prelude in B minor, No. 6. At the very least, these two preludes are
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generally recognized as melancholy. Tomaszewski describes No. 4 and 6 as “elegiac,” and Jim
Samson likewise refers to No. 4 as “an elegy.” 113 Lending credence to a reading of these as
elegiac, both of these preludes were performed (in addition to his Op. 35 march) at Chopin’s
funeral, which points to a general understanding of these works as appropriate to a funereal
setting. The musical gestures confirm this. A largo, the Prelude in E minor immediately suggests
a lament/funereal atmosphere through the dotted rhythm opening, extensive use of sigh motifs,
and the careful regulation of melodic range––the latter two gestures clear features of the lament
genre. Chopin also incorporates an unaccompanied recitative line, which we know to be a
common feature in the macabre, as seen in Ex. 3.2. Moreover, the pulsing bass is a technique
commonly employed in lament contexts to evoke a sort of heart-throbbing grief. It will be
recalled from the lexicon, that such chordal pulsing was featured in the “laments of the
wounded” section from the fantasia La Journée D’Ulm by Steibelt (see Ex. 2.8). Beethoven uses
a similar technique to evoke a deeply melancholy affect in the section titled Klagender Gesang
[plaintive song] of Op. 110, seen in Ex. 3.3 More immediately aligned with Chopin, a
comparable use of pulsing accompaniment under a fairly simple, but expressive melody is seen
in Bellini’s Act 2, Scene 1 of Norma, as Norma contemplates killing her children (see Ex. 3.28).
Chopin himself uses this technique in the Polonaise Op. 40, No. 2, as well as the Etude Op. 25
No, 7––based on the Norma passage mentioned above, see Ex. 3.29. How the pulse is conveyed
and what connotations it might suggest are often derived from the tempo and melodic material.
For example, Chopin’s Prelude in E minor requires a slightly faster pulse (indicated by his use of
cut time) in order to maintain any sense of melodic direction, suggesting, along with Beethoven’s
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Klagender Gesang, a passionate outburst aligned to a more generally expressive sorrowful
lament, rather than the strict funeral lay––to which Chopin’s Prelude in B minor tends.
In Op.28, No. 6, Chopin reverses the melody to the depths of the left hand, and the
pulsing accompaniment to the right––comparable to his technique in Op. 25, No. 7. The melodic
line is expanded, shifting from the bass to small contrapuntal utterances in the right hand.
Perhaps due to the registral shift, the pulsing repetitive notes take on a tolling bell-like character,
emphasized in the accent marks on the first note of each two-note group, creating both a visual
and aural suggestion of a swinging bell, seen in Ex. 3.4. In addition, the active melodic line,
allows for a more static, walking pulse typical of the funeral march.

Ex. 3.2. Chopin, Prelude in E minor, Op. 28, No. 4, mm. 1–11.

Ex. 3.3. Beethoven, Piano Sonata in A-flat, Op. 110, Adagio ma non troppo, mm. 8–10.
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Ex. 3.4. Chopin, Prelude in B minor, Op. 28, No. 6, mm. 1–4.
The Prelude in A minor, No. 2 is another important example of the macabre. Varying
interpretations of this enigmatic, harmonically experimental work exist, but, once again, the
work is often considered in a macabre context. Tomaszewski places this prelude in the elegiac
mold (with No. 4 and No. 6), while Samson refers to it explicitly as a funeral march.114 More
poetic descriptions pepper the reception as well. James Huneker declares that in this prelude
“there is an aversion to life,” while a nineteenth-century description credited to Hans von Bülow
describes the preludes as “the melancholy tolling of a funeral knell” and “the inexorable voice of
death.”115 Indeed, the topical language suggests both a lament (elegy) as well as a funeral march,
see Ex. 3.5. The melodic line is clearly in the lament genre, featuring sigh motifs, descending
lines, and short phrases punctuated by measures comprised solely of accompaniment. The
melody also features weighty, funereal rhythms (often made more dramatic through double
dotting) and drum-like grace notes. Though the funeral march is suggested, innovations are
immediately apparent. First, the funeral march stasis is circumvented by constant interruptions
from the bass and the use of varying dotted rhythms, many of which are more expansive than in
a traditional funeral march. Even more striking, is that Chopin chooses to replace the traditional
static, drum-like figuration with an oscillating, unsettled, chromatic accompaniment. When
played in cut time as Chopin indicates, however, this accompaniment still creates the illusion of
walking, though the harmonic language is expanded well beyond the confines of the traditional
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genre. Thus, while this may be a funeral march, it is evoked through a distant, psychologically
complicated atmosphere.

Ex. 3.5. Chopin, Prelude in A minor, Op. 28, No. 2, mm. 1–23.
In his study on Chopin and the Gothic, Leikin argues that Chopin incorporates elements
of the Dies irae chant through truncated motifs in this and many of his other preludes to evoke
not only the Gothic, but death.116 Most clearly seen in the first few measures of the second
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prelude, the tenor line of the rocking accompaniment hints at the opening melody of the chant. If
it is indeed Chopin’s manifestation of the Dies irae, it would firmly cement this work in the
macabre.
Though it is possible that this prelude alludes to the Dies irae, an equally compelling
comparison can be made between the accompaniment texture and a passage in Chopin’s song,
Leci liści z drzewa (Leaves are falling), which may shed additional light on his use and
associative understanding of the macabre. Although the question of authorship is somewhat
complicated in the case of this song, it is still consistent with Chopin’s typical compositional
approach, use of topics, and strategies for evoking poetic texts.117 Written in 1836 and setting a
poem by soldier-poet and Polish patriot Wincenty Pol (1809–1876), the song is a moving lament,
chronicling the fall of Poland to Russian domination, see Figure 3.1. It opens by hinting at a
funeral march, seen in the pulsing bass line, descending melodic lines, grace-note drum tattoos,
and dotted rhythms in the vocal lines (Ex. 3.6.). Chopin also uses unaccompanied melodic lines
and weighty fermatas to set the text, both features of the macabre. After moving into a more
spirited march full of nationalistic fervor, Chopin employs another macabre technique to set the
text, “they fought through the entire winter:” a repetitive monotone line that creates a lifeless
monodic passage, seen in Ex. 3.7. The bass is the only moving line, its descending octaves
evocative of trombone lines, recalling their association with death.
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Leaves are falling from the tree
Which grew in freedom!
From above a grave
A field bird is singing

The battles ended,
but work stands alone
as none of the brothers return
to their fields

Things have not gone
Well for you, Poland
Everything is dreamed away,
Your children in their graves
Villages burned,
Cities shattered,
And Women’s wailing
In the fields around

Some lie under heavy earth,
(Jednych ziemia gniecie,)
And others in captivity.
(A inni w niewoli.)
And others still throughout the
world.
(A inni po świecie.)
without home or land.
(Bez chaty I roli.)

They all went from home
Took their scythes,
Nobody left to work the fields,
The crops are going to waste

No help from heaven,
Nor from a human hand;
The soil lies empty,
Flowers blossom in vain.

When the children were
assembling near Warsaw,
it appeared that Poland
would emerge with its fame
intact.

Leaves are falling from the tree,
Again, are falling from the tree,
O Polish land,
If only those compatriots
Who are dying for you
Went to work

They fought the entire winter,
(Bili zimę całą)
Fought through the summer,
(Bili się boje,)
But come Fall
(Lecz w jesieni zato)
Even the children ran short
(I dziatwy nie stało)

And took just a handful of earth
from their motherland,
They would soon
Buildup Poland with their
hands.
But to rise up through force,
That is but a dream now,
Because traitors are many,
And the people are too (honest)
good-hearted

Figure 3.1. Text for “Leci liści z drzewa.”118
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It is the next section that mirrors Chopin’s chromatic writing in the Prelude in A minor.
He sets the text of the eighth stanza (“some lie under heavy earth/And others in captivity/And
others still throughout the world without home or land”) to a tight, unsettling, chromatic line (Ex.
3.8). A feeling of cyclic ambiguity is evoked through the churning, repetitive monodic line,
which is punctuated solely with a bell-like, descending two-note motif in the alto and bass voice,
the effect of which is dark foreboding. The chromaticism of this section seems to shun any sense
of tonal or melodic security, and instead poignantly suggests an unsettled sense of musical loss
and wandering; an effect that highlights the text in a stark, compelling way by evoking the
imagery of Polish death and exile. Thus, the song clearly presents Chopin’s use of the gestures of
the macabre style in association to not only death, but also the overall Polish national plight.

Ex. 3.6. Chopin, “Leci liści z drzewa,” mm. 1–12.
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Ex. 3.7. Chopin, “Leci liści z drzewa,” mm. 54–8.

Ex. 3.8. Chopin, “Leci liści z drzewa,” mm. 69–72.
While I do not go so far as to suggest the prelude and song are related dramatically, the
similarities, particularly the eerie, macabre chromaticism present in each work, are striking. In
his discussion of the second prelude, Leikin writes: “the unique (for the 1830s) disintegration of
tonal structure parallels the symbolic meaning of the Prelude. The singularly desolate character
of the Prelude evokes the most terrifying, entropic aspect of death: ‘destruction, ruin, and
decay:’” three words that unintentionally, though perfectly, describe the text of Pol’s poem.119
“The image of death as disintegration,” Leikin continues, “is one of the leading threads in Gothic
fiction…and Romantic literature…Likewise, the invocation of death in Prelude 2 crumbles the
foundations of tonality.”120 In the song, Chopin explicitly utilizes the same disintegration of
tonality, melody, and musical progression, to set a text that unambiguously deals with death and
decay. A comparison of these works inextricably confirms a reading of the Prelude in A minor in
the same macabre setting that Leikin describes. What should be becoming clear in just these few
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examples is that Chopin was not only familiar with the funeral march and lament genres but that
he was also using and interpreting the macabre style in his own unique way.

The Operatic Macabre
Another genre in which the macabre appears in unique and complex ways is the nocturne.
In the hands of Chopin, the nocturne became a vehicle of drama––encompassing the theatrical
posture and language of opera, a genre Chopin especially loved. Bellman highlights this
relationship when he states, “the operatic vocabularies––of form, of melodic style, of
interpretative performance inflection, and of dramatic conception––are fundamental to
(Chopin’s) style. The clearest demonstration of his affinity for both Italian and French grand
opera is found in the nocturnes: Italianate melodies, more dramatic formulas of French grand
opera, airs for solo and duet, recitatives, dramatic scenes of the kind that would have been well
placed in the works of either school.”121 Chopin’s ornamentation, he continues, “is realized at a
level well beyond an actual vocalist’s capability…with melody itself being transformed into a
higher kind of elaboration via Chopin’s unique and mesmerizing fioriture.”122
Moreover, the nocturnes’ association with night makes it an ideal vehicle for the
macabre. As Leikin points out in his study of Gothic influences on Chopin’s music, “night
imagery, associated with dreams and nightmares, anxiety and mystery, supernatural creatures
and death, is of paramount significance in Gothic tales. It comes as no surprise, therefore, that
Chopin’s nocturnes serve as natural conduits for Gothic ambiance.”123 As was seen in Chapter II,
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the dramatic, texted nature of opera made it possible for composers to innovate and experiment
with the genre of the funeral march––and in turn the macabre style––without risking associative
and dramatic comprehensibility. It comes as no surprise, then, that Chopin’s own love of opera
and use of the style in his music, especially though not exclusively in the nocturnes, would
reflect such innovations while illuminating his dramatic techniques for manifesting the macabre
in a narrative context.
The opening measures of Chopin’s Nocturne in F minor Op. 55, No. 1 (1844) are
immediately suggestive of a funeral march. Though more expansive in terms of register than
would be common in most funeral marches, the oscillating bass-tenor, strong-weak-registral
pattern evokes the walking motion typical of this genre and is one of the methods Chopin often
uses to evoke the genre, as seen in Ex. 3.9. The traditional dotted rhythm begins in the second
measure and while the grace note figures are melodic, they are also suggestive of a drum pickup––an important feature of the funeral march. The melodic line, limping over the funereal
rhythms, is lament-like, filled with sigh motifs, descending lines, and dissonant leaps. The range
remains fairly confined, circling from middle C to F5, and the phrase lengths are generally short
and concise, both features of the lament genre. What Chopin offers here (in a manner similar to
his preludes) is a funeral march that both utilizes and transcends the genre. The overtones are
clear, yet the strict drum evocations, the militaristic fanfare gestures, and the progression of the
cortège, are demoted to secondary importance, while the raw emotion is highlighted. This once
again internalizes and privatizes the moment, in a manner similar to Halévy’s treatment of
Rebekah’s march to the scaffold in La Juive, transforming the genre by highlighting dramatic
context rather than musical signifiers, thus enabling us to hear it as a “funeral” march. The
importance of the context in defining this moment resonates with Ralph P. Locke’s “All the
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Music in Full Context” Paradigm, in which he suggests that (especially in dramatic and visual
genres) all factors that make up a scene––including visual, textual, dramatic, set design, and
cultural preconceptions––shape an understanding of a work or musical moment within a
particular context, whether or not the music has the traditional associative gestures of the implied
style or genre.124 In the case of Chopin, it is the musical signifiers alone that convey the funereal
context; however, the universality of such gestures allows for an equally robust imaginary
context informed by personal and cultural experiences. By subtly transforming these traditional
gestures, Chopin is able to manipulate such mental imagery––making the reading less about the
mimetic aural experience, and more about the dramatic macabre context and inner, human
emotion.
It is in the B section that Chopin begins to alter and amplify the dramatic posture,
imbuing it with a narrative trajectory. After leading to a weighty cadence in F minor, Chopin
introduces a unison octave line in the bass clef, marked più mosso and forte, seen in Ex. 3.10.
This abrupt shift into the B section, recalls the dramatic, musical techniques and psychological
framework often used to convey nostalgia (in operatic mad scenes for example). That this is a
reminiscence is suggested by the constant shifts in texture––one moment stark parallel octaves,
the next a chorale, even a bell-like interlude. Time and narrative are disjunct rather than fluid,
recalling in a way the progression of Chopin’s morbid musings in his Stuttgart diary. Thus,
Chopin shifts the grief of the funeral march into a more active reminiscence, though rather than a
retreat into joyous nostalgia, Chopin evokes a much more violent memory informed by patriotic
militaristic rage. Loud parallel octaves suggest a reminiscence of battle through their tempestlike, gestural (rather than melodic) construction, a technique commonly employed to depict
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violence and battle scenes. Chopin himself uses such techniques in his Polonaise Op. 40, No. 1
(colloquially known as the “military polonaise”), and in the narrative context of the Second
Ballade to evoke the Polish fight for freedom, as Bellman argues.125 That this memory conveys a
specifically Polish patriotic sentiment is clarified through Chopin’s brief allusion to the
Mazurka––see mm. 51–52 in Ex. 3.10.
While the snippets of Mazurka may appear to offer hope for a Polish victory, the musical
progression negates this possibility. The music only intensifies as the B section continues the
cycle of violent, hopeless battle. This is seen in Ex. 3.11 as the churning energy of the bass
motion drives the music through four repetitive melodic fragments that constantly strive but are
never allowed to resolve––the height of emotional remembrance. This leads to an expressive,
unaccompanied descending scalar line, that concludes with a throbbing, disjunct oscillation
between the hands, similar to that seen in Kurpiński’s Nightmare, (Ex. 2.12). The chromatic
falling motion in the bass, completes a melody that twice reaches up only to fall in a sigh motif,
ending with a weighty fermata on the dominant before cycling back into the funeral march and
tragic reality.

Ex. 3.9. Chopin, Nocturne in F minor, Op. 55, No. 1, mm. 1–4.
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Ex. 3.10. Chopin, Op. 55, No. 1, mm. 48–56.

Ex. 3.11. Chopin, Op. 55, No. 1, mm. 65–68.

Ex. 3.12. Chopin, Op. 55, No. 1, mm. 69–74.
It is in this return, that Chopin’s innovations become evident. Rather than a verbatim
repetition of the A material, he continues to develop the dramatic trajectory of the nocturne. The
march itself is altered, a lengthy chromatic descending line from D♭ down to F in an agitated
triplet motion, while the walking bass line continues to firmly imply the opening funereal
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atmosphere. This churning triplet rhythm is amplified, until in measure 85, it becomes purely
ornamental as the funeral march and melody move to the left hand, which descends by degrees to
what we expect to be a final cadence, seen in Ex. 3.13. Yet Chopin thwarts our expectations and
simultaneously shifts the dramatic stance––rather than cadencing on a minor chord, Chopin
seamlessly transitions to the parallel major. This is followed by a rising triplet motion that
accelerates and diminishes into the upper stratosphere of the keyboard, seen in Ex. 3.14. Within
this macabre musical context, such a rising motion allows Chopin to both symbolically and
theatrically usher a departed soul to heaven in an expanded realization of the gentle, rising
apotheosis-type figure––the final chords, arpeggiated in harp fashion, suggestive of victory in
death. Chopin was not known to be a devoutly religious man (quite the contrary), so whether or
not this signified religious consolation is really beside the point. The work is dramatic in context,
and this figurative apotheosis carrying the soul to heaven is easily redolent of an opera scene.
Whether this is one soul, the souls of those lost in the fight for Polish independence, or a more
figurative transcendence of the collective Polish nation, Chopin concludes by offering hope.
Thus, in Op. 55/1 he takes a traditional funeral march and fuses it with various macabre
techniques, painting a dramatic scene that speaks of national loss, death, and eternal (or national)
hope. Such recasting of the traditional funeral march reveals that Chopin used the macabre style
to create musical narratives.
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Ex. 3.13. Chopin, Op. 55, No. 1, mm. 84–9.

Ex. 3.14. Chopin, Op. 55, No. 1, mm. 93–101.
The Nocturne in F-sharp minor, Op.48, No. 2 is another highly dramatic piece in a
macabre tone, though here, rather than evoking the funeral march, Chopin conveys the morbid
narrative through the gestures of lament deftly fused with other macabre signifiers. This tone is
established immediately through the brief introduction, which concludes with a lament-like,
three-note descent from me to do, seen in Ex. 3.15. Though subtle, this phrase sets the stage for
the impassioned aria that follows. The aria’s melody is filled with the classic signifiers of lament,
(especially marked by descending lines), while the accompaniment resembles the churning
figuration in the B section of Op. 55, No.1, creating a similar effect of tragic, unsettled urgency.
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Ex. 3.15. Chopin, Nocturne in F-sharp minor, Op. 48, No. 2, mm. 1–4.
That the nocturne suggests an operatic narrative is seen in a recollection made by
Chopin’s student Gutmann who studied this piece with the composer himself. Gutmann recalls:
“the master told him that the middle section should be played as a recitative: ‘a tyrant
commands’ (the first two chords), he said, ‘and the other asks for mercy.’”126 Bellman suggests
that “this passage and Chopin’s description…is redolent of French grand opera: two different
kinds of declamation, one imperative and the other importuning and despairing, offer contrast to
the richly lyrical A section.”127 This middle section material is seen in Ex. 3.16. When the A
material returns, Chopin deviates from the original setting, the middle section once more
dramatically informing the conclusion of the drama. An unaccompanied line acts as a final
climatic gesture––perhaps indicative of one last cry for mercy, seen in Ex.3.17––which leads to
an aural shift as the music retreats from any evocation of the human voice. This is further
solidified in the coda as the music moves entirely out of the realm of song into the realm of
purely acoustic transcendence, culminating in an ascending scale and a conclusion in major,
another example of redemptive apotheosis, seen in Ex. 3.18.128
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Ex. 3.16. Chopin, Op. 48, No. 2, mm. 57–64.

Ex. 3.17. Chopin, Op. 48, No. 2, mm. 111–4.

Ex. 3.18. Chopin, Op. 48, No. 2, mm. 131–7.
Chopin’s Nocturne in C minor, Op. 48, No. 1, is yet another nocturne that not only uses
but dramatizes the macabre style. As in Op. 55, No. 1, the macabre is immediately established
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through the use of funeral march and lament techniques. While the bass creates the expected
stasis through slow harmonic movement and drum-like consistency, it is greatly expanded, as it
was in the alternating bass-alto motion of Op. 55/1. The low knell of the bass notes on alternate
beats, juxtaposed against higher chords, creates an ominous quality with constant leaps to the
lower registers, all of which is seen in Ex. 3.19. In addition, Chopin not only incorporates the
typical dotted rhythms in the melody, but also in the left hand, often marked by the cessation of
the melodic line through extended rests. This hints at a trombone line, while darkening the
texture and tone of the music even more. Additionally, the rests in the opening measures
interrupt the melodic flow thereby creating a gasping effect, a common feature of laments. The
fact that these gasps are vocal rather than instrumental in conception, is suggested through
Chopin’s inclusion of the bel canto indicator mezza voce, seen in the opening measure.

Ex. 3.19. Chopin, Nocturne in C minor, Op. 48, No. 1, mm. 1–3.
Unsurprisingly, it is in the middle section that Chopin creates the effect of dramatic
progression. Here, Chopin shifts momentarily to a chorale in the parallel major, though still
incorporating march rhythms. The nature of the chorale more closely aligns it to a religious
context, while the intimacy and introspection of the music is suggestive of an internal prayer (Ex.
3.20). The chordal and melodic writing as well as the psychological shift in tone recalls the
technique Chopin used in his Prelude in C minor, No. 20 to create a sense of internalized grief.
Such shifts to religious evocations are a fairly common feature in the macabre, as seen in the
various examples presented in Chapter II. Yet, Chopin incorporates another layer of meaning
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through the use of large, rolled chords, which simulate the music of the harp. This both lends a
gentle, peaceful aura to the section, and conjures imagery of angels––with their pure, comforting
presence––heaven, and eternal peace (natural enough considerations within the context of death).
Whether this is a desire of religious consolation, a moment of ascendence into heaven, or a
symbol of hope within the gravitas of death, it is quickly consumed by a sudden, violent outburst
of bass parallel, chromatic octaves in triplets (3.21). This is similar to the dramatic and musical
contrast in Op. 55/1, the gestures once more suggestive of battle. In this case, the battle is
punctuated by continued outbursts of the chorale theme, which grows in strength and vigor until
it is transformed by the heroic context into a furtive battle hymn, punctuated by thundering
ordinance.

Ex. 3.20. Chopin, Op. 48, No. 1, mm. 21–32.
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Ex. 3.21. Chopin, Op. 48, No. 1, mm. 37–41.
Yet, this momentary escape into dreams of victory can hardly last, and the patriotic fervor
gradually succumbs to a psychological return to the tragic, C-minor reality of the opening; an
oscillating G to C triplet pattern leading back to a completely transformed A section (Ex. 3.22).
The melody remains the same, but it now struggles against a churning accompaniment of
repetitive triplets and a tormented bass line. While a traditional funeral march, even the more
innovative examples in opera and by Alkan, rarely features such thematic transformation, Chopin
deftly employs the technique to craft a musical narrative. A narrative that portrays a patriot’s
psychological journey from grave lament, to hope and nationalistic fervor conveyed through
visions of glorious battle, and back to and lament and realization, dictated by historic reality, of
ultimate defeat. Such thematic and dramatic transformation renders the return of the lament even
more devastatingly tragic, while setting up a dichotomy between futile, national dream inspired
by hopes of independence and present reality.
In yet another dramatically evocative choice, Chopin concludes the work with a final
unaccompanied, rising scalar line similar to his other apotheosis techniques. Yet, the line itself is
churning and painful, there is little comfort to be found in it. Moreover, following a weighty
pause, three pianissimo C-minor chords sound a final death knell, seen in Ex. 3.23. The reality of
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death is earthbound. If Chopin was alluding to Poland (as his music so often does), then this final
death knell serves to further cement the work in tragic historical reality of an occupied homeland,
while recalling the national grief of so many Polish patriots sacrificed in the fight for freedom.
Ultimately, whatever the reading of this nocturne, this stands as a striking ode to the macabre
style and its potential for narrative implication and thematic transformation.

Ex. 3.22. Chopin, Op. 48, No. 1, mm. 48–50.

Ex. 3.23. Chopin, Op. 48, No. 1, mm. 71–7.
Before concluding the discussion of the macabre in Chopin’s nocturnes, one other piece
must be considered: the deeply contemplative Nocturne in G minor Op. 37, No. 1. Once again,
Chopin presents a dramatic rendering of a funeral lament with elements of march. The pulsing
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bass and constant repetition create the expected sense of stasis, typical dotted rhythms appear in
the melodic line, and the triplet and grace note figures act as ornamental variants of grief––
imbuing the melody with a more plaintive quality, seen in Ex. 3.24. Moreover, there is urgency,
trepidation, and sorrow within the music conveyed by the sigh motives and pianto lines.

Ex. 3.24. Chopin, Nocturne in G minor, Op. 37, No. 1, mm. 1–8.
The B section is a pure example of a chorale, seen in Ex. 3.25. Yet, under this seeming
religious consolation something remains unsettled. The chord progressions disintegrate into
unexpected chromaticism, while the phrases corrode with each repetition. This is most apparent
in the last measures of the section (see mm. 61–5). Here coherent musical progression is
thwarted through the insertion of fermatas after every four notes. This sudden cessation in the
midst of the phrase utterly subverts any sense of consolation. What was a strong and confident
hymn becomes little more than sorrowful gasps, the sense of solace lost, unable to be verbalized
in the face of grief. This effect is further cemented as a repeated note figure redolent of a tolling
bell propels the music back into a full, even more poignant rendition of the lament, seen in Ex.
3.26. Might not such a disintegration of religious consolation recall Chopin’s words in his
Stuttgart diary: “Oh God, You are! –– You are, and you don’t exact revenge! –– Haven’t You
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had enough of Muscovite crimes –– or –– or are you a Muscovite Yourself?”129 Not even God
can offer consolation to Chopin at this moment. In fact, His possible alliance with the enemy
renders Him repulsive.

Ex. 3.25. Chopin, Op. 37, No. 1, mm. 41–66.
As with Opp. 55/1 and 48/1, Chopin uses the conclusion to complicate and dramatize this
nocturne. Though he never returns to the hymn of the B material, he incorporates a tag after the
structural cadence in the penultimate measure. This tag shifts ever so gently to the parallel major
and concludes with a plagal cadence leading to a Picardy third––I – V7/IV – IV – iv – I; perhaps,
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implicitly (though reservedly) recalling the hymn in the B section through the plagal cadence’s
long tradition of religious association as a typical “Amen” cadence.
Moreover, in the final measure Chopin writes an arpeggiated G major chord rising from
the bass to a high B♮. This is a technique seen multiple times––Chopin offers an apotheosis (Ex.
3.25). Yet, this one is as dramatically unique as the others. In Op. 48/1, the apotheosis has no
comfort whatsoever, a soul may rise, but the music remains rooted in the abyss of despair. Op.
48/2, Op. 55/1, and Op. 27/1 all convey operatic narratives in which the apotheosis acts as a
dramatic conclusion. While still perhaps operatic, Op. 37/1 is much more contemplative and
internally private. If it is an aria, it is a deeply personal one—the singer likely positioned alone
onstage, grappling with her impending demise in an intimate monologue on death. The
apotheosis is consolatory, and in two measures shifts the tone of the work from grief to
transcendence. Whether or not Chopin was driven by his own beliefs we cannot know. His
religion was not an especially important part of his life. Yet, whether these function as symbols
of hope and consolation, or are simply dramatic techniques derived from the musical culture,
Chopin writes at least four examples of apotheoses in his nocturnes indicating his awareness, if
not acceptance, of a peaceful eternity within the context of mortality.
Each of these nocturnes is reliant on the gestures of the macabre style taking as their basis
the lament and funeral march and revealing Chopin’s understanding of the macabre in a narrative
sense. His transformation of these gestures into realizations of personal, national, and dramatic
scenes rival the innovations seen in opera.
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Ex. 3.26. Chopin, Op. 37, No. 1, mm. 84–91.

A Musical Epitaph
Following Bellini’s unexpected death in September 1835, Chopin composed his Etude in
C-sharp minor, Op. 25, No. 7. Commonly understood as his tribute to the dead composer,
Chopin used the theme from the second act aria “Teneri figli,” from Bellini’s Norma, as the
melodic basis for the etude. The inherent nature of this particularly dramatic moment as well as
the subject of the opera as a whole, makes this an important work for further understanding
Chopin’s approach to the macabre.
Were one to make a generalization about Norma, it might be that the entire plot, from the
rise to the fall of the curtain, revolves around death. Set in 500 B.C.E. Gaul, the opera chronicles
the doomed love triangle between the high priestess of the Sicambi, Norma, her young proselyte,
Adalgisa, and a Roman soldier, Polonius. An oppressed people, the Sicambi await the moment
when they can revolt against the tyrannical hold of the Romans and regain their homeland.
Norma at first convinces her people that the time is not yet ripe to take back their country,
though her actions are truly driven by her love for Polonius with whom she has had two children.
Adalgisa confesses her love for Polonius, only to discover that Norma herself is in a relationship
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with him. Overcome with love and duty to her high priestess, she swears to convince Polonius to
return to Norma. This appeal is rejected by Polonius, however, and a vengeful Norma angrily
gathers the people, vowing vengeance on the Romans—through a violent, even barbaric chorus,
“La Guerra” (an excellent example of the crowd chaos often seen in the macabre style). In order
to appease the Saxon god Irminsul, a human sacrifice is required.130 Before this can take place,
Polonius, having defiled the holy temple, is taken prisoner. In private, Norma promises him his
life if he will return to her, a proposition he refuses. She then prepares to expose the guilty
priestess (Adalgisa) who must be sacrificed, only to confess her own crime rather than expose
Adalgisa. So moved by her gesture, Polonius’s love for Norma is reignited, and he begs to share
her fate. The curtain falls as the lovers walk into the sacrificial pyre.
It is clear, from this short synopsis, that the very core of this opera revolves around
death––through battle, or murder, or sacrifice. While the cries for blood and the sacrifice at the
end are important to the overall drama, a more intimate, powerful moment comes in the opening
of Act II, the very scene which Chopin chose to use for his own musical inspiration. Having just
discovered that Polonius had betrayed her with Adalgisa, Norma contemplates murdering her
own children, rather than see them suffer in the hands of the Romans or as slaves to a
stepmother—an obvious afterbeat to the classic Medea myth of Ancient Greece. Yet, as she
prepares to kill them, she finds herself weakening, unable to convey the mortal blow. This
propels the action into the moving aria, “Teneri figli,” in which Norma reveals that not only have
her children been her joy, but more importantly she herself has found “heaven’s forgiveness in
their smile.” She then asks the question; must I kill them? To which her answer is, “They are
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Polonius’s sons—to him they are already dead, let them be dead to me.” She goes to strike, only
to be overcome by emotion, letting the knife fall from her hand.
The musical choices made by Bellini fall decidedly into the macabre style. In the more
contemplative recitative as she prepares to kill the children, moments of stark tremolo, similar to
the terror techniques of the macabre, punctuate her words. In addition, Bellini uses a falling
sequence of two-note slurs, very similar to the “cries of the wounded” passages seen in the
descriptive fantasias, thus suggesting the laments of both Norma and her children (see Ex. 3.27).
The aria itself is short but filled with all the typical features one would expect at such a dramatic
moment, from lament lines, to funereal dotted rhythms, to uses of silence, to interruptions by
terror, to the pulsing rhythm of the accompaniment, seen in Ex. 3.28.

Ex. 3.27. Vincenzo Bellini, Norma, “Teneri Figli,” mm. 69–71.

Ex. 3.28. Vincenzo Bellini, Norma, “Teneri Figli,” mm. 92–7.
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In his etude, Chopin expands this fairly short aria into an even more powerful lament.
Clear funeral march overtones are immediately apparent, made even more emotional through his
use of double dotting. Chopin also chooses to write the etude in 3/4 time (the aria is in 4/4),
making this an instance of a funeral-style lament/Klagender Gesang in triple rather than duple
time. The melodic lines are expanded, filled with dramatic fioriture and violent bass outbursts––
redolent of intense expressions of grief, as seen in Ex. 3.29. Moreover, starting in m. 29, Chopin
employs a technique similar to that used in his Prelude in B minor, No. 6 (refer to Ex. 3.4)––a
bass melody marked by wide leaps and arpeggiated figures under a pulsing accompaniment in
the right hand (Ex. 3.30). These melodic gestures move well beyond a realistic vocal range and
melody, rather suggesting a purely instrumental musical line. Thus, Chopin codifies a
subcategory in the lament genre––the instrumental funeral lament. In the case of Op. 25/7,
Chopin fuses the two types of lament––keening vocal funeral lament and instrumental, bass
register lament––heightening the dramatic impact, and musically conveying a stark dichotomy
between verbalized lament and a more introspective, instrumental one––perhaps even
dramatically suggesting the dichotomy Norma faces at this moment. It becomes both a
verbalized struggle and an internal battle.

Ex. 3.29. Chopin, Etude in C-sharp minor, Op. 25, No. 1, mm. 1–6.
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Ex. 3.30. Chopin, Op. 25, No. 7, mm. 29–32.
The macabre features of both this scene in the opera and Chopin’s moving lament are
evident. The question becomes: why, of all the arias, did Chopin choose this one? Of course,
there is no way of answering this with any certainty. One possibility is that this opera’s depiction
of the oppressed Sicambi longing for freedom would naturally have spoken to Chopin on a
nationalistic level. Indeed, there almost seems to be a parallel between Norma’s fears of what the
Romans (or a stepmother for that matter) would do to her children––slavery and death––and
Chopin’s own fears expressed in his Stuttgart diary of the Russian’s defiling and murdering his
loved ones. Thus, the macabre imagery of his journal entry resonates with this operatic
contemplation of violence driven by love.
Additionally, the implications of the work as a tribute to Bellini may shed light on
Chopin’s choice. Bellini’s death was tragic, unexpected, and came when he was only 33 years of
age. Choosing an operatic moment in which two beings would have died a miserable, premature,
avoidable death resonates with Bellini’s own. Even within the idea of noble sacrifice, there is a
sense of waste, cruelty, and injustice in the killing of two young boys, just as the cruelty of fate
in taking Bellini prematurely. Ultimately, Chopin’s choice stands as not only another example of
his manifestation of the macabre style, but also, through its connection to the character of
Norma, reveals something of Chopin’s psychological grappling with death.
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A Poisonous Response: Fontana,
Chopin, and Op. 40, No. 2
In a letter to Fontana written in March of 1839, Chopin responded to some question or
comment posed by his friend previously with the words, “you have an answer to your honest and
true letter in the second Polonaise –– it’s not my fault that I’m like that mushroom, similar to a
champignon, but which is poisonous if you dig it out of the ground and taste it, mistaking it for
something else––I know that I’ve never been of any use to anyone but not very much to myself
either.”131 This remarkable statement leads to the question of what answer this particular
polonaise might offer Fontana.
The chronological evidence in Chopin’s own correspondence would suggest that the
polonaise referred to in this letter is the second of Op. 40. In a previous letter written to Fontana
in January 1839, Chopin mentions that he would be sending the manuscripts for the two Op. 40
polonaises.132 In the same March 1839 letter cited above, Chopin again states that he has sent the
set to Fontana for publication. Additionally, Chopin chose to dedicate Op 40/2 to Fontana
himself. It is fairly certain, then, that Chopin was referring to this polonaise.
Przybylski speculates that the Fontana letter to which Chopin was replying was likely
patriotic in character. “[Fontana], after describing some personal problems, clearly asked
[Chopin] for advice, or at the very least for a response. Judging by Chopin’s reply, the matter
most probably concerned Poland. Perhaps Fontana was beset by grave doubts as frequently
knock us off our feet, when the Polish question sticks hopelessly in some deadlock, and there is
no prospect of an imminent solution.”133 Przybylski goes on to make an interesting case for
explaining the disparaging remarks made by Chopin about his uselessness. Speaking through the
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psyche of the musician, Przybylski shifts interpretation of Chopin’s words to the metaphysical,
stating, “transferring man’s existential drama into the realm of suprahistorical aesthetic
abstraction (i.e. instrumental music) in a concrete situation becomes quite simply useless. I am
only a musician. Everything I could offer you is poisoned, although it may outwardly look like
consolement.”134 He counters this by arguing that Chopin himself did not “treat music as an
initiation into metaphysical secrets. Such speculation was clearly alien to him. Chopin was of the
Earth. Music was the ‘speech’ of man, useless perhaps, even toxic, but the speech of man.”135
Because of this, Przybylski concludes with the assumption that “Chopin, without addressing his
friend’s mysterious anguish in any exact way, informed him briefly and to the point that he
would not abandon him in loneliness and hopelessness.”136 What Przybylski chooses to avoid is
discussion of the music itself, a fact he himself acknowledges in his introduction. Stepping out of
metaphysical conceits for a moment and into the realm of topical vocabulary, a different reading
of Chopin’s reply emerges; a reply that is far from offering a message of consolation, offering
instead a response of loss, pain, and grief.
In his biography on Chopin, Liszt writes a brief “history” of the polonaise. Linking the
genre to its original historical context of aristocratic and Polish grandeur, Liszt suggests that the
musical recollection of this past freedom––melancholy nostalgia of a country lost––
“immediately imbues a mournful quality on the polonaise.”137 He continues by stating that,
“other Polonaises from the same epoch are also so mournful that, on first hearing, they might be
taken as the music for a funeral train.”138 This atmosphere is evoked in Michał Kleofas Ogiński’s
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Funèbre Polonaise, which features funeral march rhythms, sigh motifs, and an overall lugubrious
tone, seen in Ex. 3.31.139 Liszt gives Ogiński credit for having introduced “languor into the
mournful vein. Still suffering from somber coloring, [his polonaises] tempered it with the
tenderness of a sad and naïve charm. In them, the rhythm subsides, and modulation appears as if
some procession, once loud, becomes silent and reverential as it passes close to graves where
pride and laughter lie stilled.”140 It is clear from this example alone that the polonaise was an
especially appropriate genre in which to deploy macabre writing, and such is the case with
Chopin’s Op. 40/2.
The macabre style is immediately apparent in the opening bars of the A section. The
music is filled with sigh motifs and funereal dotted rhythms featured predominantly in the bass
octaves, adding a registral darkness (see Ex. 3.32). Chopin also employs a technique commonly
seen in his macabre settings: a series of incessant, pulsing repeated notes/chords. This has
already been observed in the A' section of Op. 48/1, the Etude in C-sharp Minor Op. 25/7, and in
the Preludes in E minor, No. 4 and B minor, No. 6. This technique is also featured in the Funèbre
Polonaise in F minor (1803) by Count Ogiński. While Chopin indicates the tempo to be Allegro
Maestoso, which implies a tempo faster than the typical funeral march or lament, the musical
language itself conveys an inarguably morose tone. In the macabre context, the tempo creates an
even greater urgency and sense of deep emotional turmoil. In a cognate example, Chopin uses
this same tempo in his Polonaise-Fantaisie (1846), as well as similar macabre techniques—
dotted rhythms, ominous octave writing, the use of pregnant fermatas, etc., albeit leading to a
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much more triumphant ending. Finally, the overall structure of the piece moves through three
distinct musical sections, each contrasting section bookended by the dark A material. The cyclic
nature and constant revolution to this opening theme gives the music a sense of utter
inescapability.

Ex. 3.31. Michał Ogiński, Polonaise in F minor (Funèbre), mm. 1–3.

Ex. 3.32. Chopin, Polonaise in C minor, Op. 40, No. 2, mm. 1–7.
The B and C sections provide moments of relief from the A material, emerging in such a
way as to suggest nostalgic remembrance, a technique commonly observed in mad scenes as well
as in the other Chopin works previously discussed. This is suggested in each section, as Chopin
drifts into figuration devoid of a specific melody, a device seen in the closing of Op. 55/1 and
Op. 48/2. Such figuration alters the tone of the music, while shifting reality to an oneiric or
heavenly landscape. However, in the B and C material of the Polonaise, Chopin is not leading
toward a literal apotheosis, but rather using the technique to psychologically shift focus from an
earthly pain to an Arcadian-hued projection of a better life––manifest, in this case, as a
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remembrance of a lost era. Even within this shift a darkness invades the solace of nostalgia,
acting as a constant reminder of Poland’s fall. This is conveyed in a number of ways, many of
which hint at the macabre style and its close ancestor, the ombra topic.
One of the most effective ways that Chopin evokes this idea is in his careful use of the
polonaise rhythm, which, as national dance, makes it the likeliest of candidates for his topical
use. As Liszt suggested, the polonaise symbolized both a glorious recollection of the aristocratic
grandeur of an earlier period, and an underlying sorrow in the loss of that past. Thus, reading this
or any polonaise as having both tragic and nationalistic significance is straightforward, a
mainstream interpretation. During the Romantic period, the polonaise was built around a
particular rhythm––seen in Ex. 3.33. While the eighteenth-century polonaise was not defined by
this rhythm, it became the primary mode of generic identification in the Romantic period. One
way to convey this sense of tragedy and national loss, then, was to undermine that rhythm. Such
is the case in Ogiński’s, Polonaise in A minor (subtitled les Adieux, or Farewell to the
Fatherland) (1831). The dance features pulsing chords, funeral dotted rhythms, and the essence
of lament through his use of sigh motifs. The rhythm does not appear in the A material at all, and
it is only in the middle maggiore section that it emerges. This contrasts the grief with but fleeting
remembrances of past glory, seen in Ex. 3.33.
Throughout the genre, Chopin used this rhythm unreservedly, making the carefully
regulated appearance of it in this work an anomaly. In Op. 40/2, it first appears in the B section,
with a single fortissimo statement on the Neapolitan. Even here, Chopin creates an ombra-like
effect by the sudden dynamic outburst leading to a lone accented A♭, which then shifts to a
measure of piano figuration––lengthened into an extended sequence of dream-like figuration in
the repetition, all seen in Ex. 3.34.
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The rhythm is used more extensively in the C section, seen in Ex. 3.35. Here, an entire
phrase of the rhythm emerges from a simple, song-like melody. After a second repetition of the
rhythm leading to an A-flat major cadence, an unexpected two-note fortissimo outburst violently
interrupts this moment of nostalgia. Such eruptions create an underlying sense of suspense and
threat, in a similar dramatic posture as Leikin suggests Chopin employs in his Nocturne in B
Major, Op. 32/1. The second outburst leads to more impassioned melody of descending lines
against an active, churning accompaniment, which culminates with a chromatic rise into an
ostinato figuration. This fades into a recitative-like melody that shifts the music back to the
nostalgic opening theme of the C section, see Ex. 3.36. In transitioning back to the A material
Chopin circumvents the polonaise rhythm shifting instead to a weighty ostinato melodic pattern–
– a dramatic rising leap leading to a three-note descending sigh/pianto line. This figuration
continues to sound in the soprano over the A material, rendering its return all the more terrible in
its intensity and inescapability, as seen in Ex. 3.37. Thus, Chopin’s use of the polonaise rhythm
functions dramatically as patriotic recollections of Poland in its time of glory, while also
(through the constant regulation of this rhythm and the macabre context of the surrounding
material) denying this memory any sense of hope or solace.

Ex. 3.33. Michał Ogiński, Polonaise in A minor, mm. 21–6.
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Ex. 3.34. Chopin, Op. 40, No. 2, mm. 19–22.

Ex. 3.35. Chopin, Op. 40, No. 2, mm. 84–91.

Ex. 3.36. Chopin, Op. 40, No. 2, mm. 92–8.

Ex. 3.37. Chopin, Op. 40, No. 2, mm. 101–3.
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Through topical analysis, it becomes clear that Chopin’s response to Fontana’s letter was
indeed useless, not so much from its metaphysical state as music, but more because it cannot,
and will not, offer a call to battle, a rallying cry for the Polish patriot. Rather, what Chopin offers
Fontana is communal grief. He responds with a piece ripe with patriotic overtones by virtue of
the genre that, through his use of the macabre style, ultimately conveys a nationalistic message
of tragedy and loss––loss of a nation, loss of its people, loss of hope. The music itself, by virtue
of the macabre style, becomes the poisonous mushroom.

Conclusion
That Chopin used the funeral march and lament gestures extensively is abundantly
apparent in his music. What has been lacking in research to date is an investigation of the way in
which these gestures interact in the broader historical, cultural, and musical context. The
immediate recognizability of the primary signifiers (funeral march and lament), allow for almost
instantaneous extramusical associations, positioning the work in a macabre setting (whether
funeral, death scene, war, supernatural intervention, etc.). This recognizability provides a level of
freedom for composers to divert from and experiment with the genre in order to create a more
complex macabre tapestry.
This is just what Chopin demonstrates in each of these diverse musical examples. Not
only do they reveal that Chopin incorporated many gestures of the macabre style, but that he
also, through his adroit interpretation of these gestures, transformed and expanded the bounds of
the style in instrumental music in unprecedented ways. In his hands, the macabre took on
narrative potential, whether suggesting a contemplation of death, a tale of national woe, an
operatic death scene, or a story of hope through his depictions of apotheosis. In all of these
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works, Chopin suggests a certain level of theatrical drama, while simultaneously incorporating a
deep intimacy suggestive of an emotional integrity and vulnerability; a technique that mirrors his
own personal grappling with death seen throughout his life and letters.
In his study of the Prelude in A minor, No. 2, Leikin eloquently summarizes the potential
effect interpreting such gestures could have in our understanding of Chopin’s music: “The
references to funeral march, chorale, and funereal knell can be considered nonquotational
allusions…these allusions aim toward one focal point, collectively helping us open ‘a
hermeneutic window’ on this music (using Lawrence Kramer’s expression) and to perceive its
symbolic meaning: death.”141 Investigating the macabre style in its broader context, opens this
hermeneutic window a little wider, further clarifying the presence (and prevalence) of this
deathly symbolism in the music of Chopin.
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CHAPTER IV
“REMEMBER THAT YOU MUST DIE”:
OP. 35 AS MEMENTO MORI
It seems to me most strange that men should fear;
Seeing that death, a necessary end,
Will come when it will come.
––Julius Caesar142
Thou know'st 'tis common; all that lives must die,
Passing through nature to eternity.
––Hamlet143
Like as the waves make towards the pebbled shore,
So do our minutes hasten to their end;
Each changing place with that which goes before,
In sequent toil all forwards do contend."
––Sonnet 60144
As Shakespeare attests in each of these quotes––death is inevitable; it is the single
guaranteed constant in life. Today we tend to willfully avoid thoughts of our own death,
sanitizing it, mentally distancing ourselves from its reality. Historically, however, the
contemplation of death was a commonplace aspect of daily life, from which an entire genre of
macabre representations specifically designed for such contemplation arose in a number of
media––liturgical, literary, visual, dramatic, and musical. Three of the most common visual
representations used throughout history to symbolize death’s inevitability are the memento mori,
the vanitas, and the memento illusio. Derived from the Latin phrase meaning “remember that you
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must die,” the memento mori was typically an object or image that served as a visual reminder of
this reality. Skulls, miniature coffins with a skeleton inside, an hourglass, bones, even corpses
were common symbols of the memento mori––whether rendered as a single object (a ring, a
dresser trinket, etc.) or as details in a broader scene (typically a painting). Similarly, the vanitas
was a portrait or a still life that incorporated symbols of death. Originally, the vanitas would
juxtapose deathly imagery (often a skull, an hourglass, and a set of crossbones), with images of
luxury (such as wine, food, or musical instruments), meant to represent the “vanities” of life, the
fleeting comforts that lead one from contemplation of the eternal. It was common for many of
the different objects to appear old, worn, or faded representing the destructive passage of time
and death’s inevitability. The vanitas was popular in Puritan circles, and infiltrated not only the
homes of the elite, but also the middle class. The memento illusio, which became quite common
in the nineteenth century, would often include a piece of hair from a deceased loved one wound
in a ring, necklace, or another piece of small memorabilia.145
While the vanitas and memento mori, in their strictly definitive meanings, waned in the
course of the nineteenth century, images of death were still common throughout the period.
Indeed, such images came to be even darker, more dramatic, and sometimes viscerally violent;
this enabled them to serve as reminders of both the brevity of life and the pain, suffering, and
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tragedy associated with death. Delacroix’s depictions of the grave diggers scene from Hamlet is
such an example, seen in Figure 4.1. Obviously drawn directly from Shakespeare’s pages,
Hamlet is confronted with the skull of the court’s former jester, Yorick. Death is the propelling
force behind this entire scene, forcing Hamlet to come to terms with mortality in the most
visceral of ways. Here he is literally face to face with the most powerful symbol of death, and he
comes to the realization, while holding it, that no matter his position in society or his deeds on
earth, he (like the jester) will die. This is a common feature of the memento mori and danse
macabre images of the Middle Ages.
Caspar David Friedrich’s painting The Cemetery Entrance, seen in Figure 4.2, creates the
same morbid contemplation of death through its dramatic posture. This work both conforms to
the popularization of the cemetery in Romantic culture, while also suggesting a personal grief
and internal sense of trepidation (or even longing) through the lone figure standing on the
outskirts of the cemetery, unable to enter. A similar evocation of graveside longing is evoked in
the poem by Wilhelm Müller titled “Das Wirtshaus,” [The Inn], part of his Winterreise cycle,
which Schubert set to music in 1828. Nearing the end of his journey, the poet comes to a
graveyard where he is overcome by a desire for the eternal rest of the grave (ironically referred
to as the inn). Yet, just as the figure in the painting cannot enter the cemetery, so the “inn” has no
room for the poet. Thus, both Friedrichs’s painting and Müller’s poem draw on the Gothic
proclivities of the Romantic period, while inherently provoking a contemplation of death as
memento mori.
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Figure 4.1. Eugène Delacroix, Hamlet and Horatio with the Gravediggers, 1843.

Figure 4.2. Caspar David Friedrich, The Cemetery Entrance, 1825.
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Deathbed scenes also became prominent in the visual arts, as can be seen in Charles Émile
Champmartin’s (1797–1883) painting of Gericault on his Deathbed (1824), seen in Figure 4.3.
This painting graphically evokes both the horror and solitary agony of this final journey. On the
other hand, the painting titled Death of Chopin (1885) by Joseph Barrias (Figure 4.4) positions
death in the popular imagery of the good death surrounded by friends, family, and above all, in
Chopin’s case at least, music.

Figure 4.3. Charles Émile Champmartin, Theodore Gericault on his Deathbed, 1824.

Figure 4.4. Joseph Barrias, The Death of Chopin, 1885.
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Literature of the time from Wordsworth to Keats featured meditations on death as well. It
is clear, then, that this tradition of contemplating, visualizing, and remembering the presence of
death in waking reality was an important aspect of Romantic period culture. We also know that
Chopin himself was familiar with the concept of the memento mori, if only through his visit to
Majorca. Writing from this strange place, he informs Fontana that the ceiling of his chamber in
the Carthusian monastery was shaped like a coffin––the eerie result an illusion of being enclosed
in your own coffin, an experiential equivalent to the memento mori object.146
Of course, alongside literature and the visual arts, music afforded the nineteenth century
some of its most touching and effective treatments of death in art. While the macabre topos, as
outlined in the lexicon in Chapter II, encompasses all different aspects of death, there are certain
works that are so focused in their contemplation of the subject that they create the effect of an
aural memento mori. Such works as Schubert’s “Das Grab” (The Grave), D. 569 (1816) and
“Totengräbers Heimweh” (Gravedigger’s Homesickness), D. 842 (1825), fall in this realm, as
does Alkan’s Morte.147 That last is striking in its unrelenting fixation on death through a purely
instrumental medium. Unlike Chopin’s nocturnes discussed in the previous chapter, Alkan
doesn’t really employ a dramatic trajectory in Morte. Rather, he uses the various gestures of the
macabre––including the Dies irae chant, suspension of time, funeral march, and (especially) the
various terror techniques, as discussed in Chapter II, to evoke an overwhelming sense of fear
prompted by death, while creating a horrifying, emotional psychological experience. There is no
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relief, no deviation from his looming subject: it is the ultimate reminder, in the darkest possible
musical terms, of impending demise.

Chopin, the Memento Mori, and Op. 35
It is well documented that Chopin composed the Funeral March of his Sonata No. 2 in Bflat Minor, Op. 35, well before composing the other movements. This is affirmed by Chopin
himself; he wrote to Fontana in 1839 saying, “I am going to write a sonata, which will include
my march––you already know.”148 While this does not necessarily mean that Chopin used it as
the inspiration for the other movements, the fact that he chose to build a sonata around this
otherwise completely finished and independent piece is significant. Considering the Funeral
March as a key component—indeed, the foundation—of this entire sonata seems to call for a
new approach. Likely prompted by Schumann’s cynical remark that Op. 35 presents “four of
Chopin’s most unruly children under the same roof,” many have sought to discover thematic and
structural connections between the movements, while justifying it as part of the sonata
tradition.149 Yet, exploring the sonata through a topical lens has rarely been done, much less
through a macabre-specific lens. Topical analysis, in conjunction with nineteenth-century
cultural conceptions of death, suggest very strongly that Chopin’s use of the macabre style
throughout all four movements of Op. 35 creates a musical memento mori––each movement
becoming a different emotional and deeply psychological snapshot of mortality.
While narrative implications in the first movement are the most elusive, macabre
techniques are present from the opening measure. The slow, ominous grave introduction can
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clearly be placed in the realm of ombra style and the sublime.150 The opening fortissimo leap of a
diminished seventh suggests the macabre in both the unaccompanied octave line (reminiscent of
trombone, perhaps) and the funereal double-dotted rhythm, seen in Ex. 4.1. Additionally, this
introduction evades any sense of tonal (or even melodic) stability. While it progresses to the
dominant of B-flat minor, there is a level of tonal ambiguity that—combined with the tone and
dynamics—confirms an ombra or sublime context. It will be recalled that sublime terror––in the
Burkean sense of the term––could be rendered through darkness and obscurity, and the
extramusical associations of ombra were linked to such terror.151 Tomaszewski describes this
opening grave as “the portent––the setting up of the conflict that will lead to an inevitable
catastrophe (the funeral march);” he continues: “the grave augurs nothing good; and that is
precisely its function.”152 Thus, the introduction immediately positions the movement in a
macabre context, while also establishing a narrative posture for the entire sonata.
The shift to the doppio movimento only confirms this narrative intent. It is marked by a
kind of roiling urgency, as Chopin specifies with his performance indication of agitato. The
topical language, while certainly agitated, takes on a darker, emotional significance through its
proximity to the Classical period’s Sturm und Drang tradition (a musical reaction to the
emotionalism of an early Romantic literary and artistic posture). Topic scholar Leonard Ratner
suggests that this stylistic and literary movement expressed “subjective and intense personal
feelings,” and was conveyed musically by “driving rhythms, full texture, minor mode harmonies,
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chromaticism, sharp dissonances, and an impassioned style of declamation.”153 Ratner’s
description correlates to the musical gestures Chopin employs in the doppio movimento, a section
that could easily be described as “intense.” Starting in m. 9, the melody is disjunct, made of
harsh leaps and gasping motives. It is rhythmically driven and yet unbalanced due to the motion
between the hands, the use of rests, and the emphasis of the offbeat. While intense inner emotion
may be an adequate (if bland) description, the music seems to suggest something more ominous–
–a dark, psychological terror.154

Ex. 4.1. Chopin, Sonata in B-flat minor, Mvt. I, Op. 35, mm. 1–11.
This sense of terror is even more pronounced in the development, where it grows to
cataclysmic proportions. Tomaszewski hints at the macabre overtones when he states that “the
development is pervaded by a mood of mystery and menace, more suited to a ballade than a
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sonata.”155 The first notes of the development return to the melody of the agitato section, but they
are written in low octaves and sotto voce. The dynamic level plus the textural shift to unisono
lines creates a sense of creeping terror, as described by Burke.156 Significantly, Chopin interrupts
the melody of the first theme, with brief chorale-like moment that recalls the mood of the second
theme, seen in Ex. 4.2. The descending sixth that concludes the two-measure phrase is answered
pianissimo in bass octaves, creating the effect of a distant, darkly ominous echo, whether a bell
or an offstage voice. This descending figure will become important dramatically. The melody
attempts again in m. 117 to return to the solace of a chorale but is propelled straight into the
octave rendition of the first theme, this time without any distant echo effect. This elicits the
psychological perception that the darkness, or danger is somehow more imminent. This is
followed by two one-measure repetitions of this same falling sixth figure, which then leads into
an impassioned melodic line, under which the first theme octaves play, calling into question any
sense of stability. Moreover, throughout this entire section, the bass voice knells the descending
three-note figure, over and over, though now with a more rhythmically urgent and driving force.
Dramatically, because of the opening echo effect and semi-religious positioning evoked
through the snippets of chorale texture, this descending three-note motif can easily be heard as a
bell technique. Psychologically, the bell at this moment could play the same havoc as it does on
Edgardo when he hears the death knell in Lucia de Lammermoor. If this is suggestive of more
demonic connotations, the subversion of the religious symbolism of the bell is also a possibility.
A final manifestation of a tolling bell is present in the sequence of accented Fs under the
chromatic descent into the second theme, seen in Ex. 4.3.
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The closing section is complex. It ends in the parallel major, but whether or not there is a
sense of triumph is uncertain. In the short coda, Chopin once again introduces the first theme
material in octaves, subverting any type of victorious consolation the secondary material
provided––the music is again at war with the macabre, see Ex. 4.4. It concludes with a violent
race to a fortississimo B-flat minor cadence, which could be read as a victory, but for whom, or
what?

Ex. 4.2. Chopin, Sonata in B-flat minor, Mvt. I, Op. 35, mm. 105–20.

Ex. 4.3. Chopin, Sonata in B-flat minor, Mvt. I, Op. 35, mm. 165–76.
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Ex. 4.4. Chopin, Sonata in B-flat minor, Mvt. I, Op. 35, mm. 229–41.
Establishing the macabre signifiers that form the dramatic basis of the movement allows
for a more intricate reading of the secondary theme material. In a stark shift from the evocation
of terror, the secondary theme topically suggests the chorale style, which inherently provides a
sense of consolation (see Ex. 4.5). The opening roll is perhaps indicative of angelic harps and
heavenly security in the face of this macabre violence. Chapter III presented many examples of
this same type of contrast in Chopin’s music, B sections often leading into dreamy sequences of
nostalgia or religious consolation. Such a reading could certainly be the case here. A peaceful
retreat from the darkness of psychological horrors or even physical reality, this section becomes
a sort of Arcadian refuge of recollection, innocence, freedom, and physical renewal. Yet,
throughout the secondary and closing theme material, there is an underlying continuation of pain
and uncertainty that unexpectedly emerges through sigh motifs, sudden dynamic outbursts, and
more passionate melodic utterances, as seen in Ex. 4.6. The continued eruptions of these darker,
macabre undertones work to negate any sense of peace or consolation provided by the middle
section, thereby functioning in much the same way as the symbols of death in the vanitas, which
taint the otherwise pleasant subject matter and force a contemplation of decay and mortality.
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Ex. 4.5. Chopin, Sonata in B-flat minor, Mvt. I, Op. 35, mm. 37–48.

Ex. 4.6. Chopin, Sonata in B-flat minor, Mvt. I, Op. 35, mm 73–80.
Paradoxical contrasts of this sort are commonly represented in the visual arts, found not
only in the vanitas, but in a wide array of macabre depictions. This is present in Et in Arcadia
Ego by French Baroque painter Nicolas Poussin (1594–1665), which captures a pastoral scene of
idealized shepherds gathered around a tomb studying the inscription Et in Arcadia ego [Even in
Arcadia, there I am], see Figure 4.5. This otherwise idyllic scene is tainted by the presence of the
sepulcher and the voice of death speaking through its inscription.
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Figure 4.5. Nicolas Poussin, Et in Arcadia Ego, 1637.
An equally explicit, though more immediately striking, portrayal of this paradox is
presented in the painting by Joseph Wright of Derby titled The Old Man and Death, seen in
Figure 4.6. The background scenery immediately suggests an idealized, pastoral scene on a clear,
summer day. Yet, its serenity is brutally negated by the presence of an animated skeleton in the
middle of the canvas, its bony arms reaching out toward a man stumbling back in horror as Death
Himself stands before him. This image appears ironic, strangely out of sync in its overlap of the
beauty of nature and daylight with this specter of death. We expect such scenes in the graveyard
or at night, but not in a sunny Arcadian midday. Such a dichotomy of an idyllic scene against the
skeletal presence of death, has a long history in the visual arts, especially apparent in the danse
macabre tradition of the Middle Ages and Renaissance (as will be discussed in more detail later
in this chapter, and can be seen in Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.6. Joseph Wright of Derby, The Old Man and Death, 1774.
Yet, what does this mean for Chopin and the first movement of Op. 35? We know from
Chapter I that Chopin was fascinated with death; indeed, (recalling the words of the Stuttgart
diary) he “fraternized with death,” as blatant images of corpses plagued his contemplation.157
This is not including the countless mentions of death throughout his letters, or the contemporary
acknowledgement of Chopin’s obsession with death. More importantly, what is revealed through
Chopin’s writings is that he spoke of death in the vernacular of the period, while often oscillating
between disturbingly dark musings (as in the Stuttgart diary), and more ironic, joking
statements––a similar linguistic paradox to that seen in these paintings. As a lover of art,
moreover, it is highly likely that Chopin was acquainted with such imagery. Considered in this
cultural light and artistic tradition, the first movement of Op. 35 creates just such a dichotomy.
By juxtaposing a harsh macabre tone against sublimely peaceful musical material, Chopin is able
to aurally evoke a similarly disturbing, multi-dimensional experience of death.
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The Scherzo as Danse Macabre
The second movement provides an equally dark manifestation of the macabre style,
though it approaches the topic of death from different cultural and musical angles. In composing
a scherzo filled with macabre stylistic techniques, this movement can be read as Chopin’s own
unique rendition of a danse macabre. Before delving into the implications of such a claim, it is
necessary to briefly consider Chopin’s conception of the scherzo. Throughout the scholarship,
there is a general consensus that in each of his scherzos Chopin transformed the genre, both in
terms of form and emotional depth. Samson states that “Chopin’s transformation of the genre
was indeed so radical that his four scherzos confused not only his contemporaries, but also his
late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century critics.”158 He continues by arguing that Chopin
“expanded immeasurably both the scale of the genre and its expressive range.”159 Polish
musician Maurycy Karasowski suggests that the scherzos “did not exist before Chopin, or at
least not in the same measure of independence, daring boldness, and almost Shakespearean
humor.”160 In the most simplistic of terms, the form of the scherzo for Chopin was a traditional
ABA' where a, typically, harsh, unrelenting A section filled with constant motivic repetition is
contrasted against a beautiful, peaceful, even heavenly B Section––as illustrated in the scherzo of
Op. 35. His use of the form, then, featured the same sort of dichotomy in tone and contrast of
sections that have already been explored in many of his nocturnes, as well as the first movement
of Op. 35.
In analysis of the genre’s aesthetics, a similar theme surfaces throughout the
scholarship––these pieces are considered dark, even grotesque. Liszt suggests that in certain
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passages of the scherzos and études (two genres he felt Chopin gave free range of his emotions)
Chopin exhibited “the breathings of stifled rage and of suppressed anger; they picture a
concentrated exasperation and despair which are at one time manifested in bitter irony, at another
in intolerant pride.”161 Drawing on the common definition of the scherzo as joke (or jest),
Schumann questions “how seriousness is to be clothed if jest is to go about in dark-hued
veils.”162 Schumann’s descriptors here are important––dark-hued veils immediately denote the
physical trappings of grief, the nineteenth-century mourning garb, that connects these works (at
least in the mind of Schumann) to the funereal (or macabre). Alan Rawsthorne suggests that
there is a flavor of bitterness in the scherzos, and other descriptors such as frenzied, wild,
peevish and fretful pepper the literature.163 More suggestively, Samson states that “little is left of
the ‘joke’ in these works. Indeed, the first three are characterized by an almost demonic power
and energy.”164 Such a description draws one step closer to a macabre reading of the topical
language. Two things can be divined from this quote–-first, rightly so, Samson echoes
Schumann’s comment that, regardless of the Scherzo’s original associations and etymological
derivations as a “joke,” there is very little that can be called “humorous” in these works (at least
in the English sense of the word). Humor in this case might very well be suggestive of a darker,
macabre irony. This type of ironic slant within the macabre was common enough. Schumann, for
example, composed a piece in his Five Pieces in Folk Style, Op. 102 (1849) titled, “Vanitas
vanitatum, mit humor”––which both positions it as a work aligned with the visual vanitas, while
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simultaneously linking it to this dark, ironic humor.165 Ultimately, if there is any humor in
Chopin’s movement it is well buried in the sheer ferocity and terror of the dance itself.
In his assessment of the sonata quoted above, Samson somewhat passingly cites the
presence of “an almost demonic power and energy.” Echoing this position, Polish composer
Maurycy Karosowski (1823–1892) states of the Third Scherzo in C-sharp minor Op. 39 that it
has a “demonianism and drastic power”166 The demonic style was a prominent topical language
in the nineteenth century, and often worked in tandem with the macabre; unfortunately, neither
of these scholars delve into the possible demonic signifiers of the work, choosing rather to leave
such commentary as verbal description alone. While I shall not venture into analysis of the four
scherzos in this study, such accounts of Chopin’s genre are important considerations for
analyzing the scherzo of Op. 35. The scherzo was traditionally a dance, but one that, especially
as the genre developed, could exhibit a harsh, biting tone that tended toward the grotesque––or
even demonic. Hugh Macdonald explicitly makes this connection by defining Saint-Saëns’s
symphonic poem Danse Macabre as a scherzo.167 More subtly, Schubert uses a scherzo in his
String Quartet in D minor, No. 14, D. 810 (1824) based on the poem “death and the maiden”––a
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poem in which death presents itself in the living world to take a soul, drawing on the concept of
the traditional danse macabre. Considering this tradition, Chopin’s conceptions and innovations
of the genre, and the topical language and macabre overtones in Chopin’s Op. 35 (indeed in all
the scherzos) such a connection to the danse macabre tradition may very well be possible.
In its original Medieval and Renaissance conception, the danse macabre was a symbolic
representation of death through the symbolism of the skeleton, much like the De-Wintry painting
of Figure 4.5 and the traditional memento mori and vanitas. The skeleton, or band of skeletons,
was depicted leading, or dancing, the living toward the grave, an example by Gothic artist Bernt
Notke (1440–1509) is seen in Figure 4.7. This imagery is commonly seen in church iconography
and frescoes and became a powerful symbol not only during the Renaissance, but for years to
come. (Even today, skeletal nightly revels are seen in classic cartoons and in films.)
Another form of the memento mori, danse macabre imagery presented humanity in their
everyday walk of life, whether eating, sleeping, celebrating, etc. This emphasized the reality that
death would be unexpected and could seize even a healthy soul in the prime of life at any given
moment. In addition, the danse macabre tended to feature all social classes on the same canvas,
each being led by its own individual skeleton. The great equalizer, death, was unprejudiced in its
victims, as can be seen in Figure 4.8. Importantly, the skeletons were often portrayed playing
musical instruments, emphasizing the musical associations of the dance, while establishing that
death could be an aural experience. In Figure 4.7 a skeletal figure is seen playing the bagpipe,
while in Figure 4.9 the center skeleton plays the drum. This is also vividly portrayed in Arnold
Böcklin’s “Self-Portrait with Death,” seen in Figure 4.10. Here, a corpse plays the violin behind
the shoulder of the painter himself. Thus, though it took on different sounds to different people
and generations, there developed an established aural psyche surrounding death’s music. We
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have already seen Chopin’s connection to this psychologically aural experience in his account of
hearing a gloomy melody run through his head as he contemplated existence at the base of a
cathedral.

Figure 4.7. Bernt Notke, Surmatants from St. Nicholas’ Church, Tallinn, fifteenth century.

Figure 4.8. Danse Macabre, Saint-Germain Church of La-Ferté-Loupière, ca. 1500.

Figure 4.9. Hans Holbein the Younger, Danse of Death (Gentleman, New-married Lady,
Peddler), 1526.
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Figure 4.10. Arnold Böcklin, Self Portrait with Death, 1872.
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the danse macabre took on a more Gothic
atmosphere, represented in almost Bacchanalian rituals of skeletons rising from their graves at
midnight and dancing until dawn. This formed a parallel with the rise of the demonic style in
music. Even the dead nuns’ chorus from Meyerbeer’s Robert le diable (1831), a work Chopin
knew well, did not involve actual skeletons but closely resembled this infernal experience as
traditionally represented.168 Explicit pieces, such as Saint-Saëns’s Danse Macabre and Liszt’s
Totentanz, became popular, again a sort of focused revel in the darkly supernatural realm. The
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Crociato. This is a masterpiece of the new school, where devils (gigantic choruses) sing through tubes, where souls
rise up from graves, but not like in The Charlatan, just in groups of 50 or 60, where there is a diorama in the theatre,
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anywhere else. Meyerbeer has made himself immortal.” Of note, this work (and Chopin’s recount of it) highlights a
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position religious consolation (or operatic religious consolation) against dark, tempestuous, even demonic writing.
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Totentanz was inspired by Goethe’s poem “The Dance of Death” and the horrifying image
Triumph of Death by Brueghel the elder. The Goethe poem expands the story to include both the
revelry of the dead with their pursuit of the living. At one point, a skeleton’s shroud is lost in the
dance. Unable to return to the grave until he regains his shroud, the skeleton pursues the warden
(in this translation, given the British term “warder”), who unwittingly took the shroud, only to
meet his doom because of it. The imagery and descriptions are explicit and ominous, as can be
seen in the two verses below.
The shroud he must have, and no rest will allow,
There remains for reflection no time;
On the ornaments Gothic the wight seizes now,
And from point on to point hastes to climb.
Alas for the warder! his doom is decreed!
Like a long-legged spider, with ne'er-changing speed,
Advances the dreaded pursuer.
The warder he quakes, and the warder turns pale,
The shroud to restore fain had sought;
When the end, –now can nothing to save him avail,–
In a tooth formed of iron is caught.
With vanishing lustre the moon's race is run,
When the bell thunders loudly a powerful One,
And the skeleton fails, crush'd to atoms.169
The dance of death broadened further into fairy tale imagery, in such works as Adolphe
Adam’s ballet Giselle, where the ghostly, malevolent wisps force those who enter their realm to
dance himself to death. Adam’s music is defined by janissary-like effects, hard hitting chords,
prominent use of trombone and low brass, and a sort of frenetic energy. Add to this list, the
Mephisto waltz tradition, and it begins to become clear that the devil, indeed many times death
personified, danced.
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Taking this as a basis for understanding the scherzo, we can now look into the unique
features Chopin himself employs. From the opening note, the scherzo exhibits a frenetic energy
and macabre techniques. Once again Chopin uses drastic registral shifts of melody to create a
sense of unsettledness and intensity. Another macabre gesture first appears in m. 13 of Ex. 4.7: a
three-note pattern, repeated once, that leads to a solo octave knell of a D♭ to B♭. Written piano,
these repetitive sequences, especially the lone octaves, are reminiscent of a tolling bell––
suggesting connotations of churches and graveyards, and perhaps even a fearsome summons.
Chopin augments this bell effect dramatically in m. 61, when he alters the treble line to create an
echo effect, positioned over the descending octaves of the bass, seen in Ex. 4.8.

Ex. 4.7. Chopin, Sonata in B-flat minor, Mvt. II, Op. 35, mm. 1–20.
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Ex. 4.8. Chopin, Sonata in B-flat minor, Mvt. II, Op. 35, mm. 59–66.
At this point, it is worth reviewing the key features of Demonic style. According to
Dickensheets, it typically incorporates a minor key (though a wicked major key can be used, in
conjunction with diminished chords, typically). It can include “cackling passages of glissandi or
agitated high strings and woodwinds,” and features “low brass, trombones especially…in forced,
almost overblown manner, playing open intervals.” Finally, “rising scalar patterns in the low
register (scored frequently for cello or double bass) are almost always found ascending in
chromatic or altered scales conjuring fantastic images of specters arising out of the deep.”170
While Chopin’s work may not be as explicitly demonic as, say, Berlioz’s “Witches Sabbath,” a
number of these features are indeed present in this scherzo. First, Chopin’s staccato articulations
of many of the melodic lines is common technique in Demonic style, creating a biting harshness,
and also suggesting such imagery as rattling bones, or cackling laughter. Wide, dissonant, and
disjunct leaps pepper the texture, as does an oscillation between minor and stark major tonalities.
Moreover, the tolling bell effect in such a context might suggest the destabilization and inversion
of traditionally sacred symbols, as Dickensheets suggests.171 In a demonic reading, the
descending octaves under these bell effects could be an inversion of the rising scalar passages
(bass or cello lines) that Dickensheets describes––dramatically drawing attention toward the
depths in the same way the skeletons of danse macabre drew the victims to the grave.
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Conversely, Chopin uses both a constantly rising scalar pattern in the bass octaves of the main
theme, see mm. 1–7, and later in m. 37 a series of rising chromatic lines which lead to a
sforzando outburst, seen in Ex. 4.7 and 4.9. While Chopin does not exploit the lower registers in
the chromatic scale of 4.9, it does create a similar aural effect to those Dickensheets describes in
the Demonic style. The lines seem to “rise out of the ground” ending with a victorious leap, as if
having broken the surface. Thus, in the context of the danse macabre, such lines might very well
operate dramatically to depict the skeletal figures rising from the grave to participate in a nightly
revel.

Ex. 4.9. Chopin, Sonata in B-flat minor, Mvt. II, Op. 35, mm. 34–44.
This idea of nightly, bacchanalian revel is supported further by the momentary shift in m.
50, to an even more off-kilter dance, a method similar to Alkan’s technique in Mort, (see Ex.
4.10 and Ex. 4.11). This, along with the movement’s titled genre, further emphasizes its
connection to a dance of death. More tangentially, the constant oscillation from notation
featuring flats to sharps in this scherzo evoke a visual unsettledness, as if the notes don’t quite
belong to the movement but are brazen in their insistence—just as the animated skeletons don’t
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belong in the world of the living. Thus, with a few deft strokes of the macabre style, Chopin has
situated this movement in a deathly dance.

Ex. 4.10. Chopin, Sonata in B-flat minor, Mvt. II, Op. 35, mm. 50–5.

Ex. 4.11. Alkan, Morte, mm. 96–9.
The piu lento, an extended ternary section that serves as the scherzo’s large B section, is
quite simply extraordinary in this setting, completely transforming the mood from demonic
horror to almost dreamy contemplation. This shift to a more contemplative, often major section
within a danse macabre is not rare. Liszt, for instance, uses such a dramatic shift in Totentanz, as
does Alkan in Morte. As we have seen time and again in the compositions of Chopin, such shifts
in musical tone––whether suggestive of a religious or operatic evocation of religious
consolation––are typical of his works in the demonic, tempestuous, and macabre tone. Op. 48/1
transitions from the depths of despair into a grandiose, triumphant hymn. Op. 35/III moves, from
the darkest and most famous funeral march in the western repertoire, to one of the most angelic
melodies ever written. The second scherzo denotes a clear hymn, or operatic hymn, which is
given clear punctuation as delicate showers of stars and angels’ dust and perfume separate each
phrase of the hymn. The compositional strategy, then, has been used many times over by Chopin,
yet, in the words of Bellman, “it is the individual work that provides the life-changing
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experience, not the entire genre” (or oeuvre in this case).172 This forces a deeper consideration of
the musical aspects specific to the B section of the Scherzo movement of Op. 35.
Jim Samson suggests that this lyrical middle section is “closer to a berceuse than a
nocturne (there are indeed affinities with Op. 57).”173 He does not, however, explain these
affinities or explore the connotations of such a statement, and one is hard pressed to find any
decisive correlations. Still, a connection to the broader definition of berceuse may end up being
quite informative. Berceuse is French for cradle song or lullaby, and, as one would expect,
common musical features include calm stasis, rocking motion, and a lyrical, hushed melody. The
B section of this scherzo, employs a similar sense of stasis is evoked through the simple
harmonic language, carefully regulated hushed dynamic level, and a repetitive accompaniment
pattern comprised of tightly undulating chords. The melody itself is an impossibly idealized
operatic lullaby (operatic because the melody exceeds the range and melodic length of any
lullaby sung to a child). Even within this expansive melodic vocabulary, the accompaniment
doesn’t “interrupt” the melody; it continues tranquilly in between each phrase (Ex. 4.12), acting
as the rocking of a cradle over which a mother-figure sings. Of course, this is not the only
scherzo in which Chopin would embed a lullaby in the midst of a fiery texture; his first Scherzo
Op. 20 (1835), features an idealized realization of the traditional Polish Christmas carol, Lulajże
Jezuniu (Sleep, little Jesus). Though the texture is different, it features a similar calm and
harmonic stasis, blended with a simple, lyric melody and rocking motion. Obviously, the
connotation of the text itself is enough to convince us this is a lullaby.
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Ex. 4.12. Chopin, Sonata in B-flat minor, Mvt. II, Op. 35, mm. 81–94.
By reading this middle section as a lullaby, an entirely new interpretation of not only this
section but the movement as a whole emerges. The lullaby shares many affinities with the
lament, both from a musical and textual standpoint, since many lullaby texts directly reference
death. Considering the rate of child mortality throughout history, the lullaby was both a way for a
mother to cope with the idea and likelihood of losing a child, as well as a sort of consolation and
acceptance in the face of death (many lullabies feature a mother singing over the body of her
dead child). They also operated as developmental pedagogical tools for raising a child with a
keen sense of mortality––functioning essentially as a memento mori. Musically, lullabies, just
like laments, often feature sigh figures, short breathed singable lines, minor tonalities, etc., all of
which are present in Chopin’s scherzo. Associatively, then, it seems clear that for Chopin, death
and lullabies went hand in hand.
Perhaps the crucial link here is that death was often referred to, euphemistically, as sleep.
This was certainly not a new depiction of death in the nineteenth century; references abound in
literary texts from the Bible to Keats. In Hamlet’s famous monologue, for instance, he states, “to
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die, to sleep/to sleep, perchance to dream…for in that sleep of death/what dreams may come.”174
In his poem Ode to A Nightingale, Keats writes, “Now more than ever seems it rich to die/To
cease upon the midnight with no pain.” And later: “Was it a vision or a waking dream/Fled is
that music:––Do I wake or sleep?”175 More to the point, Keats suggests the connection between
death and sleep in his poem On Death, quoted in full below.
Can death be sleep, when life is but a dream,
And scenes of bliss pass as a phantom by?
The transient pleasures as a vision seem,
And yet we think the greatest pain’s to die.
How strange it is that man on earth should roam,
And lead a life of woe, but not forsake
His rugged path; nor dare he view alone
His future doom which is but to awake.176
Likewise, Christina Rossetti’s poem Dream Land offers another reading of death as sleep. The
example below, while presenting common consolatory images such as freedom from pain and
suffering, also aligns with the Romantic conception of death itself as beautiful.177
Where sunless rivers weep
Their waves into the deep,
She sleeps a charmed sleep:
Awake her not.
Led by a single star,
She came from very far
To seek where shadows are
Her pleasant lot.
She left the rosy morn,
She left the fields of corn,
For twilight cold and lorn
And water springs.
Through sleep, as through a veil,
She sees the sky look pale,
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And hears the nightingale
That sadly sings.
Rest, rest, a perfect rest
Shed over brow and breast;
Her face is toward the west,
The purple land.
She cannot see the grain
Ripening on hill and plain;
She cannot feel the rain
Upon her hand.
Rest, rest, for evermore
Upon a mossy shore;
Rest, rest at the heart's core
Till time shall cease:
Sleep that no pain shall wake;
Night that no morn shall break
Till joy shall overtake
Her perfect peace.178
The references to death, through a voice personified or channeled through a supernatural,
skeletal, or even natural force, singing a soul to eternal sleep is a remarkably common conceit in
many settings. Ballad texts were a natural conduit for the more Gothic settings of this idea,
which often included a “sweetly” sung demonic force easing a soul to her death. Even Goethe’s
poetic Erlkönig text used by Schubert in his Lied of the same name suggests this idea, as the Elf
king tries to softly and gently lull the boy to death. In his play Cenci, Percy Bysshe Shelley
presents this same idea, writing:
Come, obscure Death,
And wind me in thine all-embracing arms!
Like a fond mother hide me in thy bosom,
And rock me to sleep from which none wake.179
This is an explicitly clear connection to death as a fond mother, while inherently
presenting aural illusions to the lullaby. Add to this the lulling of the brook in the final song of
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Schubert’s cycle, Die Schöne Müllerin, evocatively titled “Des Baches Wiegenlied” (The
Brook’s Lullaby). While we are in the psyche of the miller contemplating suicide, death sings a
lullaby through the immanent voice of nature.
Though composed several years after Chopin’s time, an even more pronounced example
of this imagery is seen in Modest Mussorgsky’s Songs and Dances of Death (1870). The first
movement is a lullaby that opens with a mother singing through the night to her sick child. As
the sun rises the mother’s song is answered not by hope and renewal, but the voice of death
itself, who appropriates her song, turning it instead into a lullaby of death, concluding with the
line, “I will waft the sleep of peace over the infant…See now, my quiet song has sung him to
sleep.”
A child moans… A candle, burning low,
Casts its dull flicker all around.
All through the night, as she rocks the cradle,
A mother has not slept.
Early in the morning comes the gentle knock
Of Death, the compassionate one, at the door!
The mother shudders, anxiously looking around her…
“There’s no need to be afraid, my friend!
The pale morning is peeping through the window…
You have worn yourself out with crying, longing, loving,
So rest a while, my dear,
And I will take your place at his side.
You couldn’t soothe the little child,
But I can sing more sweetly than you.”
“Shhh! The child is tossing and turning,
My heart grieves to see him thus!”
“Come now, with me he will soon calm down,
Hushaby, hushaby-hush.”
“His cheeks are so pale, his breathing so shallow…
Please be quiet, I beg you!”
“That’s a good sign, his suffering will soon be over,
Hushaby, hushaby-hush.”
“Be away with you, accursed woman!
You will destroy my joy with your caresses!”
“No, I will waft the sleep of peace over the infant,
Hushaby, hushaby-hush.”
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“Have pity! Cease your singing for just a moment,
Cease your terrible song!”
“See now, my quiet song has sung him to sleep,
Hushaby, hushaby-hush.”180
Finally, Schubert’s String Quartet in D minor, No. 14, D. 810, was inspired by a poem
titled “Death and the Maiden.” The text presents a similar reading of death “lulling” the maiden
to sleep, seen below. Contrary to Schubert’s musical depiction of this moment, which includes a
harsh scherzo and frenetic tarantella—both invoking danse macabre connotations––the text itself
presents death as kind, consoling, and gentle. The erotic overtones align with eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century ideas resonate in Gothic novels of the eroticism of corpses.181 Thus, in this
case, death pursues, but as seducer.
Maiden:
Pass me by! Oh, pass me by!
Go, fierce man of bones!
I am still young! Go, rather,
And do not touch me.
Death:
Give me your hand, you beautiful and tender form!
I am a friend and come not to punish.
Be of good cheer! I am not fierce,
Softly shall you sleep in my arms!
Significantly, in both Schubert and Mussorgsky works the danse macabre is juxtaposed
and blended or integrated with this softer lullaby of death. However, in Schubert’s work, the
music is more suggestive of the danse macabre itself (interpreting the fear of the maiden in the
presence of death), while Mussorgsky blends the ideas into the entire song cycle, rather than a
single movement.
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It seems clear, then, that in the scherzo of Op. 35, Chopin deftly fuses the pursuit of
death as both frenetic dance and lullaby, reflecting the same outer world/inner world contrast that
informs so many of his ABA' pieces. The return to the actual danse macabre interrupts death’s
lullaby, however, the concluding measures of the movement bring a reminiscence of the lullaby,
as the music gently fades away, descending by degrees into nothingness, seen in Ex. 4.13.
Considering both the context of this movement and the theme of the next, such an ending
suggests this gentle fall into eternal sleep. This psychological blending of the two sides of death
(horror and eternal peace), resonated with Romantic culture. More importantly it recalls
Chopin’s own writings in which he expresses fear, terror, and dread of death, but also longing for
its release.

Ex. 4.13. Chopin, Sonata in B-flat minor, Mvt. II, Op. 35, mm. 271–87.

The Marche Funèbre
If the ending of the second movement can be seen as death, through dance and song,
leading the soul to the grave, then the next movement could not be more fitting in its narrative
posturing: following death, a funeral. The march itself is just that—a funeral march, and it is
indeed a definitive specimen of the genre. While it was originally published as “Marche
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Funèbre,” in the second and third Troupenas edition, Chopin himself removed the adjective
“Funèbre.”182 Kallberg suggests that this removal may have been prompted by one of two things:
his distaste for overtly descriptive titles, or his desire to distance his own funeral march from any
association with the ostentatious, commemorative Grande Symphonie Funèbre et triomphale by
Berlioz.183 If Kallberg is correct in suggesting that Chopin may have been deliberately trying to
avoid any association between his march and the pompous affair and posture of the march by
Berlioz, it may also suggest something deeper about Chopin’s own intentions. After the public
ceremony, the focus is now internal, a shift to the private realm of internal grief. This is
eloquently presented in the work of Lawrence Kramer, who positions the funeral march within
the cultural experiences of death in nineteenth-century Paris, manifest in a cultural fascination
with the morgue, the catacombs, and the cemetery.184 He suggests that while certain militaristic
overtones still exist within Chopin’s march––the drum roll and fanfare figures––they are
ultimately transferred to a private grief. The drum rolls are not mimetic, but metaphorical, and
the mirror of the descending lines after the fanfare draws the music away from glorified
militaristic death, back into deeply personal grief and loss, seen in Ex. 4.14.
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Ex. 4.14. Chopin, Sonata in B-flat minor, Mvt. III, Op. 35, mm. 11–20.
Additionally, the music’s dynamic posture does not evoke the approach and
disappearance of a funeral cortège but focuses attention instead on the concept of the funeral and
the grieving experience.185 This internalization could certainly situate the funeral march in the
context of mourning, or what Ariès titles “the death of thee.” Ariès argues that the nineteenth
century saw a shift from the preoccupation of the death of I, which is centered on one’s own
mortality, to the concept of profound loss through the death of another.186 Death became not so
much “what would become of me,” but rather “what will I lose through death.” This reading is
present in Niecks’s commentary on the middle section of the movement when he states, “the two
parts of the second section are a rapturous gaze into the beatific regions of a beyond, a vision of
reunion of what for the time is severed.”187
The idea of eternal reunion was a popular form of consolation in the Romantic era;
mourning took on ostentatious proportions, and the rise of spiritualism was driven by the desire
to speak to the spirits of departed loved ones. The memento illusio used a keepsake, such as a
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lock of hair of a dead loved one, to not only remind one of one’s own mortality, but the severing
of all connection that death creates. Chopin’s awareness of this cultural current is clearly seen in
his letter to Stefan Witwicki in which he describes his mother’s health. He states, “Mother got
through the winter so-so. She is tired and has aged. Perhaps we will see each other again
somewhere. I don’t need to remind you of her spirit – you know her goodness…”188 In this
context, this “somewhere” is clearly suggestive of a heavenly afterlife. Chopin’s actual religious
beliefs (if any) are not in question here; rather, beside his understanding and use of this
vocabulary of eternal reunion, we see that he may have nursed a small hope—reluctantly stated,
even to himself—that he would not only be reunited with his mother for eternity but would
himself find his way to this peaceful “somewhere.”
On the other hand, if we pursue the sonata as a whole to be a four-movement musical
memento mori, this internalization could also position the Funeral March as a more personal
contemplation of one’s own death. Even when filtered through the fear of loss and these cultural
shifts, every individual was still ultimately faced with his own death, and, as we have already
seen, countless examples of this appear throughout the period. Specific to Chopin, contemplation
of his own mortality constantly resurfaced throughout his letters. Additionally, there was a
cultural fear (indeed, medical phenomenon) of being misidentified as dead and buried alive or
waking up during the funeral in a coffin, which Ariès defines as apparent death.189 In a way,
Chopin experienced this dreadful phenomenon in his bedchamber in Majorca, which he himself
describes as being in the shape of a coffin, not to mention the horrific imaginings penned in
Stuttgart.
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This idea is theatricalized in Donizetti’s Dom Sébastien, when, after having been
announced killed in battle, Sébastien returns at the moment of his funeral. Interestingly, while
Donizetti’s musical rendition remains fairly ordinary, Liszt’s paraphrase of this moment is filled
with an underlying psychological gravity through his manipulation of the macabre techniques,
especially those employed to evoke terror––tremolo, tempest effects, dynamic outbursts, etc.
Essentially, Liszt incorporates the different facets of fear in the face of one’s own death that
Chopin presents throughout this entire sonata: fear, Death in pursuit, graveside contemplations,
and eternal abyss (as will be demonstrated). Even Chopin’s music in the march tends toward
dark intensity and sudden outbursts; one of the clearest examples is the sforzando eruption that
subsequently falls in a descending tetrachord, suggestive of ombra techniques, creating not only
grief but a muted sense of fear (see ex. 4.16).
In any reading, the middle section stands apart from the surrounding darkness of the
funeral march. While Samson calls this section a nocturne, the melody is almost entirely
unadorned while the accompaniment is static and, in contrast to the actual nocturnes, not at all
orchestral.190 Kallberg instead argues that this section is a generic preghiera [prayer], which he
compares to the prayer sung by Ninetta during her march to the scaffold in La Gazza Ladra (as
discussed in Chapter II, see Ex. 2.38).191 This reading is nearer the mark musically. There is a
certain reserved eloquence in his relatively simple musical writing that suggests a contemplative,
even religious posture (operatic religious posture). Additionally, the melodic lines feature
multiple ascending leaps that constantly draw contemplation heavenward––the soul itself seeks
to reach the upper ether (see Ex. 4.15). So within this darkest of funeral marches, Chopin inserts
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a sacred aria that transcends deathly reality while drawing contemplation to the eternal. At the
same time, Chopin juxtaposes beauty (whether heavenly or earthly) with the finality and
darkness of the grave, echoing the common device used in such graveside contemplations as
Wordsworth’s Elegy in a Country Churchyard, and even Schubert’s song “Das Grab.” Once
again, Chopin creates this psychological dichotomy that complicates our hearing of the macabre.
In this movement, Chopin’s transitions between sections are almost non-existent, the
single octave that leads into the B material could just as easily have led to an endless repetition
of the funeral march. The B material ends with a sigh motif on a D-flat major cadence followed
by a quarter note rest, thus, without any warning, the funeral march returns. Add to this the
conclusion of the movement which, though it cadences in B-flat minor, stops as abruptly as it
begins––leading to the aural perception of never-ending cyclicity. Moreover, the march is
comprised of short melodic motifs, seen in the funeral march rhythm of Ex. 4.15. The brief
moments that try to break free, are instantly submerged in the same incessant melodic and
rhythmic pattern. In this light, the sforzando and fanfare figures function as outbursts of grief,
anxiety, and pain, which are trying to wrench free from grip of that two-measure death signifier.
It is only in the B section, that any relief can be found, a relief that only renders the return of the
march more devastating.
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Ex. 4.15. Chopin, Sonata in B-flat minor, Mvt. III, Op. 35, mm. 47–59.
The funeral march of Op 35 is the most well-known example of the genre in the Western
canon, a fact that has led to many varying interpretations of the work––often shaped by changing
social/cultural or personal relations to the march. Fundamentally, though, Chopin crafts a funeral
march that is ripe with cultural significance. It aligns unequivocally with the norms and personal
experiences surrounding death in the nineteenth century––encompassing both the darker realty of
the grave and the romanticized beauty of death. Its narrative placement in the sonata creates a
psychological depth akin to that of the literature and imagery of the period, as it functions as yet
another contemplative scene of death in this musical tetraptych.

The Abyss of the Grave
The fourth movement is quite simply, extraordinary. As one would expect of such a
perplexing work, it has generated a great deal of discussion. Niecks declares that, “the last
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movement may be counted among the curiosities of composition…it calls up in one’s mind the
solitude and dreariness of a desert.”192 Leikin described it as “probably the most enigmatic piece
Chopin ever wrote”193 Mendelssohn was said to have abhorred it, and Schumann that it "is more
like mockery than music."194 Schumann, however, goes on to say, “and yet one confesses to
one's self that also out of this unmelodious and joyless movement a peculiar dismal spirit
breathes upon us, who keeps down with a strong hand that which would revolt, so that we obey,
as if we were charmed, without murmuring, but also without praising, for that is no music. Thus
the sonata concludes, as it began, enigmatically, like a sphinx with a mocking smile.”195 Darker
still, Niecks quotes a statement by the nineteenth-century Chopin biographer H. Barbette who
remarks that this movement, “C’est Lazare grattant de ses ongles la pierre de son tombeau et
tombant epuise de fatigue, de faim et de desespoir” [It is Lazarus scratching the stone of his tomb
with his nails and falling exhausted with fatigue, hunger and despair].196
In addition, this is one of the rare occasions in which Chopin describes the music, stating
in a letter to Fontana in 1839 that, “I am composing here a Sonata in B flat minor, in which will
be the funeral march which you have already. There is an Allegro, then a Scherzo, in E flat
minor, the March, and a short Finale of about three pages. The left hand unisono with the right
hand are gossiping after the March.”197 The seemingly offhand remark has resulted in much
commentary and varying interpretations. Niecks supposes that the meaning of this “somewhat
obscure interpretation seems to be, that after the burial the good neighbours took to discussing
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the merits of the departed, not without a spice of backbiting.”198 So here we have a direct link to
the funeral march in a very literal definition. Kramer on the other hand suggests that from the
desolation of the funeral march, “it is only a small step to the potential nihilism that hovers over
the sonata’s ominous moto perpetuo finale, a nihilism intimated in Chopin’s own trivializing
description of the finale as merely peevish.”199 While Kramer’s analytic focus is on the Funeral
March, this passing comment assigns the finale little more significance than trivial carping
among small-minded neighbors. The phrase itself, as Kallberg argues, is a difficult one to
translate, as no direct English equivalent exists for the Polish word ogaduj that Chopin uses. The
closest is rendered through the more biting word than gossip, to crab.200 The trouble with this
quote, is that, since it is one of the rare occasions when Chopin describes his music, many, like
Niecks and Kramer, have used it as the sole, or at least primary, means for interpreting this
movement’s musical language. While it is certainly interesting and useful, it does not negate a
deeper consideration of the musical (stylistic) language. Chopin’s comment fundamentally
provides us with little more than an interpretation of the physical properties and texture of the
work: the hands are just doubling, playing in octaves (see Ex. 4.19).
Furthermore, while Kramer suggests that Chopin’s comment brushes off this movement
as merely peevish, the music itself does not support this; as Schumann suggests, it is bizarre and
dark. There is far more than peevishness being expressed, here. Chopin’s own epistolary
tendencies might also complicate the reading. We know from the examples seen throughout
Chapter I, that Chopin often brushed off the gravity of a situation with a snide little comment, a
campy dismissal, etc. If this sonata, as the music suggests, is structured as a large-scale,
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multifunctional contemplation of death, the darkness of this last movement, and the work as a
whole, might very well lead Chopin to brush it aside with a flippant comment. Interpreting his
words is difficult and can certainly lead in different directions, but it cannot be the sole feature
upon which the music itself is analyzed. It may be that the very flippancy of Chopin’s comment
points to the profound seriousness of the fourth movement.
As can be discerned from the comments quoted above, the relentlessly unisono texture
and lack of melodic impetus are two of the main reasons this movement is described as
enigmatic. Problematizing my previous dismissal of the discursive vernacular of gossiping
neighbors, the musical texture, could be heard as a “murmur of the crowd” technique, already
observed as a feature of the macabre. It is especially reminiscent of the running arpeggiation
between the hands used by Mouchy in La Morte de Louis Seize (refer to Ex. 2.26). This
complements Chopin’s description and may be a viable interpretive option, especially if a more
specific narrative arc is to be employed for the work as a whole, something not at all out of the
question in light of Romantic period storytelling trends. Yet, by continuing to interpret the sonata
as a meditation on death viewed from varying angles, a different reading of this short, musical
postscript emerges.
Chopin uses a similar texture in at least two other works, the Prelude in E-flat minor, No.
14 (see Ex. 4.16) and the song “Narzeczony” (1831)201 Both of these, whether literally through
the text or tangentially through traditional and biographical associations, are linked to the
macabre. The song is especially important in light of its gesture clarifying text.
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Ex. 4.16. Chopin, Prelude in E-flat minor, Op. 28, No. 16, mm. 1–6.
The text for “Narzeczony” (The Bridegroom), was written by the Polish poet, Stefan
Witwicki, one of Chopin’s lifelong friends. Its dark, balladic text is filled with Gothic horror and
macabre imagery, recounting a bridegroom’s frantic return to the side of his dead betrothed. The
text exhibits a dark, phantasmagorical setting, seen in the references to the crows circling the
forest, and the possible rising of the bride from the coffin.202
Wind rustled amongst the shrubbery,
Bad timing, bad timing, horse!
Bad timing, black-browed boy!
For you come flying here, on this meadow.
Don’t you see there over the woods
That flock of crows?
As it flies, circles now and again
Then again disappears in the forest?
Where are you where are you comely girl?
Why is she not coming out?
How, how can she run out,
When she lies in her grave.
Let me go! Sorrow drives me,
Let me see her!

202
This tradition stems back to beauty of the corpse as discussed above and appears countless times throughout
Gothic literature. This is clearly depicted in Heathcliff’s fascination with Caroline’s body in the grave, as he
exhumes her remains to see her one last time. For a discussion of this novel in relation to the eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century fascination with the beauty and eroticization of death see Ariès, The Hour of Our Death, 432–46
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When she died, did she turn her
Beautiful eyes in my direction?
When she hears my call,
My sobs above her head,
Perhaps from the coffin she will yet rise,
Will start to live again! 203
The music itself is dark, a surging opening octave pattern tempest-like in its undulations
not only introduces the work, but returns between each successive stanza, seen in Ex. 4.17. I
define this opening as tempest-like because, while the musical writing recalls the wind
figurations of tempest style, the overall tone of the text evokes a darker, more psychologically
disturbing atmosphere driven by a fantastic, Gothic surrealism. In this light, Chopin’s musical
choices align more closely with ombra style than merely tempest. It will be recalled that ombra
itself often employs tempest-style techniques to convey ominous psychological experiences,
such as terror.
In “Narzeczony,” Chopin uses this writing to underline not only the wind rustling among
the shrubbery, the crows circling overhead, and the inner turmoil of the bridegroom’s psyche, but
also to suggest a sort of fantastic denial, as the bridegroom stills believes that he may be able to
raise his love from the grave with his tears. The conclusion is striking in this last regard; Chopin
uses the same tempest-like or ombra writing in the bass, while gently transitioning to major and
dying away into a pianissimo Picardy third (see Ex. 4.18). While this may simply be a musical
fade-out, a carefully placed Picardy third can shade the work in a different light, posing the
questions: Did the bridegroom’s sobs raise his lover from the grave? Did he join her in eternal
reunion? Or are we merely subsumed in a dream world of hopeful denial, or madness?
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This song clearly provides evidence of a Chopin-specific compositional technique
explicitly connected to the macabre––a technique that is remarkably similar in tone and
construction to the undulating parallel octaves of the Op. 35 finale. Returning to the first stanza
of the song’s text, moreover, definite imagery emerges in relation to the musical texture; it is an
evocation of wind, but a specifically dark, ominous, and deadly wind––the wind of death.

Ex. 4.17. Chopin, “Narzeczony,” mm. 1–8.

Ex. 4.18. Chopin, “Narzeczony,” mm. 21–5.
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Ex. 4.19. Chopin, Sonata in B-flat minor, Mvt. IV, Op. 35, mm. 1–6.
There is a long tradition of comparing this finale to wind. Niecks writes that “in the
scherzo, the grandest movement and the climax of the sonata, the gloom and the threatening
power which rise to a higher and higher pitch become quite weird and fear-inspiring; it affects
one like lowering clouds, rolling of thunder, and howling and whistling of the wind—to the
latter, for instance, the chromatic successions of chords of the sixth may not inappropriately be
likened.”204 More laden with macabre overtones, James Huneker writes that, “[Anton]
Rubinstein, or was it originally Tausig who named it ‘night winds sweeping over the churchyard
graves?”205 German Pianist Theodor Kullak (1818–1882) echoes this imagery in even more
explicitly morbid language stating; “the autumn wind whirling away the withered leaves over the
fresh grave…It must be played gloomily, and with self-absorbed expression. It must rush by,
cold and unfriendly. Then, to be sure it will not enrapture the hearer, but no one will fail to
perceive the logic of its connection with the Funeral March. It is the ground whirl of the
perishable leaves of hope the wind of death’s imperishable wing.”206 Here death and wind are
one and the same.
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Since at least the Ancient Greek myths and epics, wind has been associated with death.
The ancients personified the four winds, North, South, East, and West, as four individual gods.
Of these gods, the two most commonly represented were Boreas (the North wind), and Zephyros
(the West wind), both associated with the deathly and violent winds of Autumn and Winter. In
Greek tales, these two winds often played an important role in funeral ceremonies. In Homer’s
Iliad, for example, the North and West winds arise to light and fan the funeral pyre of Patroclus.
In The Fall of Troy, the winds carry Eos from the field of battle to his burial ground at Aisepo’s
stream. In the same work, the winds (anemai) are called to burn the corpse of Achilles, again
fanning the deathly flames of the funeral pyre. Considering the fascination with the Ancient, and
the commonly recurring references to Greek legends in literature and culture, these associations
would not have been lost on a nineteenth-century audience.
In a more transcendental sense, the seasonal autumn and winter winds became both literal
and metaphorical harbingers of death. Considered in purely naturalistic terms, it is these cold
winds that usher in the seasons of death and decay. Such imagery is seen in Shelley’s poem, Ode
to the West Wind, the first stanza of which is quoted below.
O wild West Wind, thou breath of Autumn’s being,
Thou, from whose unseen presence the leaves dead
Are driven, like ghosts from an enchanter fleeing,
Yellow, and black, and pale, and hectic red,
Pestilence-stricken multitudes: O thou,
Who chariotest to their dark wintry bed
The winged seeds, where they lie cold and low,
Each like a corpse within its grave, until
Thine azure sister of the Spring shall blow
Her clarion o’er the dreaming earth, and fill
(Driving sweet buds like flocks to feed in air)
With living hues and odours plain and hill:
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Wild Spirit, which art moving everywhere;
Destroyer and preserver; hear, oh hear!207
In this context, wind becomes both destroyer and preserver, as I.J. Kapstein argues,
stripping the trees of life, while simultaneously pollinating new life.208 Wind, as death, was but
another element in the natural life cycle. This is seen in Holbach’s Systeme de la Nature (1770),
in which he suggests that “the universe is ruled by inflexible law of necessity, the unbroken
chain of causes and effects, whose operation is responsible for the continuous change in natural
phenomena. Nature’s elements are subject to the causal law, which creates, destroys, and recreates.”209
Similarly, wind could not only represent death itself, but could act as herald or portent.
This is evident in the text of Narzeczony. The opening line, “wind rustling in the shrubbery,”
positions wind as not only atmospheric, but symbolic. It sets the stage by creating a sense of
tempestuous urgency, while also hinting at the coming drama. Wind as a sort of deathly
messenger is also seen in climatic final scene of Rossini’s Otello. In the midst of Desdemona’s
final canzone, a violent gust of wind surges through her chambers shattering a few windowpanes.
Desdemona is already aware that her fate will be decided that night, but this gust of wind
functions as a confirmation to her worst fears. The music reflects both this psychological and
natural effect through a sudden, violent sequence of tremolos that begin forte only to recede
quickly to pianissimo––a mimetic depiction of the gust, seen in Ex. 4.20. As the wind recedes, a
distraught Desdemona cries (in starkly unaccompanied recitative) “Qual presagio funesto” [what
a fatal omen] Ex. 4.20.)
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Ex. 4.20. Rossini, Otello, “Canzone del Salice,” mm. 199–206.
Wind could also convey more infernal connotations, seen in the many references made to
the winds of hell. This is abundantly clear in Dante’s Inferno, a well-known, oft quoted work in
the nineteenth century. In his description of the second circle of hell in Canto V, Dante writes
I came into a place mute of all light,
Which bellows as the sea does in a tempest,
If by opposing winds ’t is combated.
The infernal hurricane that never rests
Hurtles the spirits onward in its rapine;
Whirling them round, and smiting, it molests them
And as the wings of starlings bear them on
In the cold season in large band and full,
So doth that blast the spirits maledict;
It hither, thither, downward, upward, drives them;
No hope doth comfort them for evermore,
Not of repose, but even of lesser pain.
And as the cranes go chanting forth their lays
Making in air a long line of themselves,
So saw I coming, uttering lamentations,
Shadows borne onward by the aforesaid stress.
Whereupon said I: “Master, who are those
People, whom the black air so castigates?”210
210
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This infernal wind is depicted as a relentless, never-ending torment, positioning the black
air as destroyer of peace. Shakespeare echoes this position in Measure for Measure when
Claudio, contemplating death, states “to be imprisoned in the viewless winds/and blown with
restless violence round about/The pendant world…”211 Likewise, this same infernal, unyielding
wind is also seen in Dickens’s The Christmas Carol, as it drives Marley and his fellow ghostly
spirits through the world of the living, a world in which they can no longer engage.
Contrarily, such spirits could be viewed as beloved voices carried by the wind. Consider
a remark by the Polish music critic, Maurycy Mochnacki, which was recalled by Mochnacki’s
friend, Michaeł Podezaszyński: “sometimes while out on a walk, he would fall into a sort of
rapture and speak to the compatriots around him about the wonders of the other world, which he
observed in the playing of spirits,” and he would say, “you do not hear it. But I who soon will
join them, can already sense them, can already hear their harmonious playing, which fills the
world…. the wind is always greater near churches, those are dead souls, and they emit tones into
the air. I wish that my soul too would soon be such an airy tone.”212 In this situation, the wind
literally becomes the voices of the dead souls, it is no longer just a natural phenomenon, but a
spiritual one. In such a light, wind could also be seen as transcendent breath, commonly
associated with the New Testament wind or breath of God as Holy Spirit. In this way, it became
divine energy.213
Finally, wind had yet another connotation within the context of death, that of infinite
abyss. This infinite abyss was not explicitly assigned to heaven or hell but magnified into all
things as infinite eternity. Ariès presents this argument in his discussion of Emily Bronte,
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suggesting that not only was the notion of infinity becoming commonplace in the nineteenth
century, but that it took on an “almost physical notion of the infinite.”214 These symbols and
images could manifest as an autumn eve—a symbol of death for romantic poets––the sea, the
wind, the stormy heath, the fog, or the night. Emily Bronte states:
I’m happiest when most away,
I can bear my soul from its home of clay
On a windy night when the moon is bright
When I am not and none beside––
Nor earth nor sea nor cloudless sky––
But only spirit wandering wide
Through infinite immensity.
And what is the future, happy one?
A sea beneath a cloudless sun;
A mighty glorious, dazzling sea
Stretching into infinity.215
Along these lines, Ariès argues that death no longer becomes a “question of the dear
departed ones.” 216 Rather he suggests that “individual deaths lose their meaning and become
links in the great chain of being, an idea from eighteenth-century naturalism and biology… The
cyclic aspect of life.”217 While less metaphorically colored, the text of Chopin’s song, “Niema
Czego Trzeba” (There is no Need) presents this idea in the lines, “sometimes I stare into the
sky./I do not chastise the gusts of wind./It’s cold, so cold!/But the heart is beating./That with the
Dumka we’ll fly to other realms.” The wind here, is multifaceted, functioning as both herald of
death, and symbol of a release into eternity. The use of the words “other realms” recalls Chopin’s
use of “somewhere” in his letter to Witwicki, and also confirms that Chopin would, at the very
least, have been acquainted with wind’s symbolic meanings.
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What should be clear from all of these examples, is that wind played an important role in
the nineteenth-century conception of death. Music, as has already been seen through Chopin’s
songs, embraced that imagery. On the more mimetic level, wind is represented in the many
tempest scenes seen throughout the repertoire to either represent a natural storm or violent
emotions. Yet, this more explicitly macabre conception of death can be seen in a handful of
pieces that juxtapose these “wind” techniques against the evocation of the funeral march. One of
the clearest, most pronounced examples of this is Chopin’s Etude in C minor Op. 25, No. 11, see
Ex. 4.21. The etude begins with an eight-measure lento introduction featuring a clear funeral
march rhythm. After a lengthy fermata, the music propels into an allegro of unrelenting,
churning scalar passages using the wind techniques of tempest style. Even after the wind propels
the work forward, the opening funeral march gestures function as the main melodic material.
Ironically, this etude is commonly referred to as “the winter wind” etude. Stylistically this is an
accurate descriptor of the musical language, but it also recalls the imagery of the death bringing
winter winds, which is highlighted in Chopin’s use of the funeral march.

Ex. 4.21. Chopin, Etude in C Minor, Op. 25, No. 11, mm. 1–6.
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This technique is also seen in the second movement of Alkan’s Trois morceaux dans le
genre pathétique, titled Le vent (The Wind). Here, Alkan employs the same funeral dotted
rhythms in the bass hand against spiraling scalar passages, which are unquestionably wind
evocations as defined by the title, seen in Ex. 4.22. Finally, in his Dom Sébastien paraphrase,
Liszt uses this same technique, again firmly placing this in not only a macabre, but a funereal
context, as seen in Ex. 4.23. What is clear from these examples, is that composers were not only
cognizant of the symbolic nature of wind but used it as a technique in their musical manifestation
of the macabre.

Ex. 4.22. Alkan, Le Vent, mm. 4–5.

Ex. 4.23. Liszt, Dom Sébastien, mm. 146–9.
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In his Stuttgart diary, Chopin dramatically states, “So it’s clear that death is man’s best
deed! – and what is his worst? – Birth! Being against, opposed to the best deed. So I am right to
be angry that I came into the world! – why ever was I not allowed to remain in the inactive
world?218 Chopin’s descriptor of this inactive otherworld, a world not confined by the trivialities
and pain of life, resonates with the Romantic notion of the infinite—a vast abyss outside time,
space, and temporal reality. Death becomes an avenue to this infinity, as Ariès eloquently
presents when he suggests that death can be “the miraculous approach of the unfathomable, a
mystical communion with the sources of being, the cosmic infinity. Images of vastness, whether
terrestrial or marine, express this attraction.”219
Reading the gestures of the final movement of Op. 35 as not only wind but the wind that
bears us further on our spiritual journey broadens our understanding of this movement in a
macabre context. While Chopin draws on cultural associations and the musical gestures used to
depict wind throughout the nineteenth century, his unique approach (circuitous, relentless unison
octaves seemingly devoid of harmonic and melodic impetus) expands the implicit meaning of
this deathly wind to the metaphysical. Indeed, what better way to suggest this infinite abyss of an
inactive world than through the avoidance of anything “human” such as melody, harmony,
varied rhythmic vocabulary, etc. In this movement, harmony itself is subverted. All we are left
with is the wind, the infinite cyclic reality of life, present in the age-old concept that from dust
we come and to dust we shall return. By circumventing the most human aspects of music—
melody and harmony, and using the symbolically ripe imagery of wind, Chopin transports us
from the world of the living, into the realm of the infinite.
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A Fatal Narrative
In a letter to Solange Clésinger on September 9, 1848, Chopin recalls: “when I was
playing my Sonata in B-flat minor amidst a circle of English friends, an unusual experience
befell me. I executed the allegro and scherzo more or less correctly and was just about to start the
[funeral] march, when suddenly I saw emerging from this half-opened case of the piano the
cursed apparitions that had appeared to me one evening in the Chartreuse [on Majorca]. I had to
go out for a moment to collect myself, after which, without a word, I played on.”220 Which
evening Chopin references is unclear, but Chopin and Solange apparently shared the moment or
discussion of the hallucinations with each other. Moreover, a connection to these particular
specters with the composition is possible since, as Samson suggests, it is likely that Chopin
worked on Op. 35 while staying at Valldemossa.221 Tomaszewski suggests that the letter reveals
Chopin dealing “with matters transcending reality” in this sonata.222 Yet, in light of the macabre
style that informs nearly every page of this sonata, might it not so much transcend reality as
manifest the reality of mortality? For what, after all, were the specters of Majorca than
harbingers of death? What were the accounts of ghostly procession of monks carrying a coffin to
the cemetery if not a psychologically disturbing macabre vision of death?223 Going back further,
what were the images and discussion of corpses and death in the Stuttgart diary, if not Chopin’s
personal manifestation of the memento mori? He not only remembers that he will die, he––in
much the same way as Hamlet––embraces the concept, contemplating it with fixated intensity.
While these passages are mainstream in Chopin scholarship, we are all too quick to isolate such
flagrant wording––tending to divorce it, in fact––from musical considerations and interpretation.
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We even more readily brush off the contemporary accounts of Chopin’s macabre tendencies,
considering them extraneous and hyperbolic, including George Sand’s recollection of “the dead
monks and funeral chants that besieged Chopin” at Majorca.224 Yet, this letter to Solange years
later reveals that Chopin himself attests to experiencing these spectral visions. Regardless of how
we (in our tendency toward analytical rationalization) analyze such accounts, whether as
products of an overactive imagination or real spectral manifestation, the important fact remains–
–for Chopin, they were real. These specters played on his mind, overwhelmed his senses, and
(more importantly for our purposes) they arose again, years later, during a performance of Op.
35.
It is rare, when considering this passage written by Chopin, and indeed the sonata as a
whole, to consider the possible narrative connection between movements––rather tending to only
analyze it in the theoretical vernacular of motivic, harmonic, or thematic links or isolating the
funeral march from its surroundings entirely. Yet, the presence and foundational import of the
macabre style in each of these movements prompts a different reading. A reading of the sonata as
a four-movement contemplation of death––each movement a visceral reminder of death’s
presence and dogged pursuit, a memento mori, depending in all particulars on cultural
associations with death that would have been well known to Chopin and his audience. Opening
with a psychological portrait on the gravitas of mortality, the first movement establishes a
dichotomy between the presence and pursuit of death (musically manifest through such macabre
signifiers as terror, ombra, and demonic style) and an idealized, Arcadian beauty of the living
world, suggested through the maggiore sections. Such contrast forces the individual to in turn
grapple with the horrifying realization of death’s presence even while denying that reality in a
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longing for the continued beauty of life. Yet, death overwhelms this futile hope, rising to a
climatic end and ultimate triumph in the final notes of the movement. In the scherzo, death
continues its dark pursuit as a demonic danse macabre, skeletal visions now leading the
individual to the grave, and inviting him (through the presence of the lullaby) to eternal sleep.
In light of this unquestionable fate, the third movement opens on a graveyard, the sounds of a
funeral march forcing a deeply internal and personal contemplation on the finality of one’s own
death; a contemplation that encompasses both the gravitas of the grave and the hope and comfort
of eternal life––the sacred aria of the B section drawing the gaze heavenward. After the knell of
the march has faded into silence, there is nothing left but for the soul to journey on the wind of
death into the realm of the infinite during the finale. Thus, each movement in Op. 35 becomes a
stanza in a deeply psychological, emotionally charged poetic contemplation of mortality; its
narrative tracing the manifestation of death in the world of the living, as it in turn pursues,
invites, conquers, and finally, reveals the infinite. Through such a reading, it is not hard to
imagine why, during his performance of this sonata in 1848, Chopin was rendered momentarily
mute. Death (manifest to him as spectral visions) had pursued and won. Upon the conclusion of
the Scherzo, all that remained was a funeral march leading to infinite abyss––or, as the Bard
describes, “the undiscovered country from whose bourn no traveler returns.”225

Concluding Remarks
In a discussion with Liszt pupil and Chopin admirer, Carl Tausig (1841–71), Wilhelm
von Lenz (a student of Chopin to whom we owe many descriptions of Chopin’s teaching),
recounts the following: “Tausig also impressed me deeply in his interpretation of Chopin’s
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Ballade in F Minor. It has three requirements: ‘The comprehension of the program as a whole—
for Chopin writes according to program, to the situations in life best known to, and understood
by, himself.”226 While Lenz is certainly not an infallible source, such comments should not be
dismissed too quickly. The proximity of both Lenz and Tausig to Chopin and the musical
language and interpretative codes of the nineteenth century lends their words a certain
credibility. After all, such narrative implications guided by a composer’s use of topics and styles
were common in Romantic music; the absence of topical language and storytelling techniques
would have been the greater anomaly, in fact. According to Lenz, a program (crafted through
understood stylistic language) was foundational to Chopin’s music. Deeper still, Chopin
crafted—as Lenz recalled Tausig averring—narratives that resonated with his inner emotion and
life experiences. His music was deeply personal, in other words. This idea was echoed by
Niecks:
George Sand tells us that Chopin's works were the mysterious and vague
expression of his inner life. That they were the expression of his inner life is
indeed a fact which no attentive hearer can fail to discover without the aid of
external evidence. For the composer has hardly written a bar in which, so to
speak, the beating of his heart may not be felt. Chopin revealed himself only in
his music, but there he revealed himself fully.227
While these comments share the same ideas, they do little to illuminate just how Chopin
revealed this inner life musically. Chopin was human, multifaceted, complex, and such a
question will never have a full, definitive answer. Yet, the music itself provides ample insights
into Chopin’s narrative techniques and his inner life (or at least that part of it which he chose to
reveal). His fascination with death was deeply personal, as was his predilection for morbid
contemplation; this disposition manifested itself in his music with the use of the macabre style.
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As has been seen throughout this study, Chopin not only used but transformed these gestures
throughout his life in order to craft both universal and deeply personal macabre narratives.
In broadening this hermeneutic window on the macabre in Chopin’s music, we are drawn
back to the dark, striking words of Liszt.
He used art to speak to himself of his own tragedy... Melody is sometimes so
tormented, so nervous, so desperately persistent in its reworking of motifs, that it
becomes as painful as watching the sufferings of body and soul where death is the
only relief. Chopin was prey to a disease… and in the music of which we speak
may be found traces of the acute sufferings that devoured him, like the claw
marks of a bird of prey on a beautiful body.228
Such language is typical of the poetic conceits of the Romantic period, of course, but
Liszt might well have been reacting to something more implicit in the music––just as Lenz,
Sand, Niecks, Tausig, and others had done also. Versed in such language himself, Liszt
immediately recognized and responded poetically to the morbid musical coding in Chopin’s
music. Unveiling and defining this topical language throughout Chopin’s oeuvre will enhance
our understanding of these “claw marks,” which cast, perhaps, an even darker shadow than we
realized. Through the gestures of the macabre style, they reveal not just images, but mortal
wounds, in what may have been Chopin’s most natural musical idiom.
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